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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2261 Marrugeku Inc 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

Le Dernier Appel/ The last Call $60,000.00 Dance Council of the City of 

Sydney

Newtown Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 34.25 Recommended  $60,000.00 Aboriginal people, people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse 

(CaLD) backgrounds

Y Y

17/18ACP2033 the CORRIDOR project 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

BIG little Histories of 

Canowindra ‐ a regional arts 

production

$55,000.00 Multi artform Hilltops Council Goulburn South Eastern Regional NSW 31.4 Recommended $55,000.00 No Aboriginal people, people living 

and/or working in regional NSW, 

young people

Y Y Y

17/18ACP2350 Ensemble Limited 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

Creative development of 

Ensemble Theatre’s new 

Australian production, Black 

Cockatoo.

$60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

North Sydney Council North Shore Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 33.76 Recommended  $60,000.00 Aboriginal people, young people Y Y

17/18ACP2025 Blue Mountains City 

Council

17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

Exploring Aboriginal Astronomy 

through cross‐disciplinary 

programs

$25,789.00 Multi artform Blue Mountains City 

Council

Blue Mountains Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

31.2 Recommended $25,789.00 Aboriginal people, people living 

and/or working in Western Sydney, 

young people

Y Y Y Panel thought that Council should 

cover costs associated with 

Aboriginal protocols such as 

smoking ceremonies/ welcome to 

country's

17/18ACP2111 Lingalayam Dance 

Company Inc

17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

Serpent/s $45,240.00 Dance Strathfield Municipal 

Council

Strathfield Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 33.38 Recommended  $45,240.00 Aboriginal people, people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse 

(CaLD) backgrounds, people living 

and/or working in Western Sydney, 

young people

Y Y Y Y

17/18ACP2043 Ms Harriet Body 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

Paired: Collaborations between 

artists with and without 

intellectual disability.

$10,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Inner West Council Summer Hill Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.2 Recommended $10,000.00 Aboriginal people, people from 

culturally and linguistically diverse 

(CaLD) backgrounds, people living 

and/or working in regional NSW, 

people living and/or working in 

Western Sydney, people with 

disability, young people

Y Y Y Y Y Y

17/18ACP2038 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$17,049.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 32.63 Recommended  $17,049.00 Receipt of this funding is 

conditional to additional funding 

equal to that of the Australia 

Council funding request.

17/18ACP2021 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$49,820.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30 Recommended $49,820.00

17/18ACP2277 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$35,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 32.49 Recommended  $35,000.00 Emily 

Collins

17/18ACP2133 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$15,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 29.4 Recommended $15,000.00

17/18ACP2103 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 29.4 Recommended $60,000.00

17/18ACP2364 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$36,384.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 32.25 Recommended  $36,384.00

17/18ACP2076 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$24,000.00 Literature Central West Regional NSW 29 Recommended $24,000.00 Y

17/18ACP2195 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

32.16 Recommended  $75,000.00 Bec Dean

17/18ACP2023 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$32,350.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 28.8 Recommended $32,350.00

17/18ACP2062 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$46,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 32 Recommended  $46,000.00

17/18ACP2037 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$17,300.00 Literature Not in NSW Outside NSW 28.6 Recommended $17,300.00

17/18ACP2286 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$45,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 28.6 Recommended $45,000.00 Identification of artists in priority 

areas required would benefit 

specific priority areas.
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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2091 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$25,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.88 Recommended  $25,000.00

17/18ACP2296 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$16,956.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Murrumbidgee Regional NSW 31.88 Recommended  $16,956.00

17/18ACP2303 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$26,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

28 Recommended $26,000.00

17/18ACP2212 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Mid‐North 

Coast

Regional NSW 28 Recommended $75,000.00 Alison 

Williams

Funding dependent on revised 

budget being approved

17/18ACP2235 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$41,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.66 Recommended  $41,000.00

17/18ACP2359 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$21,910.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 27.9 Recommended $21,910.00

17/18ACP2232 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$30,247.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.64 Recommended  $30,247.00

17/18ACP2368 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$5,000.00 Literature Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 27.8 Recommended $5,000.00

17/18ACP2177 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$17,303.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 27.8 Recommended $17,303.00

17/18ACP2107 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$46,911.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Hunter Regional NSW 27.8 Recommended $46,911.00 Y

17/18ACP2159 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$20,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.63 Recommended  $20,000.00

17/18ACP2206 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$5,760.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

South Eastern Regional NSW 27.7 Recommended $5,760.00 Y

17/18ACP2066 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$10,000.00 Literature Mid‐North 

Coast

Regional NSW 27.7 Recommended $10,000.00

17/18ACP2141 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$45,750.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.51 Recommended  $45,750.00

17/18ACP2022 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$30,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

27.6 Recommended $30,000.00

17/18ACP2075 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$25,300.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 31.5 Recommended  $25,300.00

17/18ACP2218 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$19,544.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW 27.5 Recommended $19,544.00

17/18ACP2254 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$22,228.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.27 Recommended  $22,228.00
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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2352 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Northern Regional NSW 27.2 Recommended $60,000.00

17/18ACP2256 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$19,850.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.26 Recommended  $19,850.00

17/18ACP2029 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$52,000.00 Literature Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

27 Recommended $52,000.00 Dr 

Stephen 

Gapps

17/18ACP2354 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$20,000.00 Literature Illawarra Regional NSW 27 Recommended $20,000.00

17/18ACP2019 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$26,210.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

31.25 Recommended  $26,210.00

17/18ACP2058 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$66,980.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 26.9 Recommended $66,980.00

17/18ACP2072 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$37,239.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.17 Recommended  $37,239.00 Paschal 

Berry

17/18ACP2291 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$17,868.00 Multi artform Murrumbidgee Regional NSW 26.8 Recommended $17,868.00

17/18ACP2148 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 31.13 Recommended  $60,000.00

17/18ACP2034 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$58,550.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Not in NSW Outside NSW 26.7 Recommended $58,550.00

17/18ACP2384 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$18,230.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Central West Regional NSW 31 Recommended  $18,230.00

17/18ACP2302 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$27,100.00 Multi artform North Western Regional NSW 26.5 Recommended $27,100.00 Michael 

Campbell

17/18ACP2226 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$53,296.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.88 Recommended  $53,296.00

17/18ACP2347 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$46,407.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.88 Recommended  $46,407.00

17/18ACP2358 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$36,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.88 Recommended  $36,000.00

17/18ACP2264 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$58,800.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 26.4 Recommended $58,800.00 Funding depend on wages and fees 

detailing as above

17/18ACP2290 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$22,731.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.39 Recommended  $22,731.00

17/18ACP2064 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$30,489.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 26.1 Recommended $30,489.00

17/18ACP2287 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$25,802.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.26 Recommended  $25,802.00
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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2313 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$22,986.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Illawarra Regional NSW 30.26 Recommended  $22,986.00

17/18ACP2329 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$23,500.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

26 Recommended $23,500.00

17/18ACP2074 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$14,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW 26 Recommended $14,000.00 Money is not to be used for prize 

money as per income Create NSW 

line item for artists fees only.

17/18ACP2001 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$49,922.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

26 Recommended $49,922.00

17/18ACP2356 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$55,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 26 Recommended $25,000.00

17/18ACP2176 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$50,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 26 Recommended $50,000.00

17/18ACP2169 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 26 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2164 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$29,582.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.17 Recommended  $29,582.00 Paschal 

Berry

17/18ACP2224 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$63,000.00 Multi artform Central Coast Regional NSW 25.2 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2201 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$28,450.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

30.13 Recommended  $28,450.00

17/18ACP2273 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$10,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

24.8 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2087 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$27,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24.8 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2259 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$35,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.01 Recommended  $35,000.00

17/18ACP2311 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$15,300.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30.01 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2312 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$45,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24.65 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2085 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$35,000.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 30 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2109 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$29,350.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Murrumbidgee Regional NSW 24.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2114 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$70,000.00 Literature Central West Regional NSW 24.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2202 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW 24.6 Below the line $0.00
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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2203 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$14,059.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 29.88 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2378 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Literature Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

29.88 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2301 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$55,740.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

24.5 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2294 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$20,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

North Western Regional NSW 24.5 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2123 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$47,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

South Eastern Regional NSW 24.5 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2289 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 29.83 Not recommended $0.00 Bec Dean

17/18ACP2295 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$34,900.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

29.83 Not recommended $0.00 Paschal 

Berry

17/18ACP2051 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$4,638.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Northern Regional NSW 24.4 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2342 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 24.4 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2222 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24.4 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2193 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$36,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Hunter Regional NSW 24.4 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2242 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

24.4 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2097 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$5,000.00 Literature Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24.4 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2127 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Dance Central Coast Regional NSW 29.75 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2333 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$35,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24.2 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2010 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

24.2 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2304 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24.2 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2217 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$25,000.00 Multi artform South Eastern Regional NSW 24.2 Below the line $0.00
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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2248 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Dance Murrumbidgee Regional NSW 24.2 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2118 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$22,150.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

29.63 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2276 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$18,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Northern Regional NSW 29.63 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2361 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$40,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 24 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2284 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$36,930.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

North Western Regional NSW 24 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2113 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$12,812.00 Multi artform Northern Regional NSW 29.5 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2024 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$19,520.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

23.8 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2372 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$15,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

23.8 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2234 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$50,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

23.8 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2213 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$11,700.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 23.8 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2108 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$59,150.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Murray Regional NSW 23.8 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2137 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$40,380.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 29.38 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2144 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW 29.38 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2165 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$12,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

29.38 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2322 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

29.38 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2371 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$8,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Central West Regional NSW 23.7 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2188 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$59,500.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

29.34 Not recommended $0.00 Emily 

Collins

17/18ACP2047 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$44,211.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Illawarra Regional NSW 23.6 Below the line $0.00
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tions ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2

Application ID Full Name Grant Round Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Total Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Aboriginal 
people

CaLD Western 
Sydney

Regional Young 
People

Disability Special Conditions

17/18ACP2032 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$35,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 23.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2027 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Literature Mid‐North 

Coast

Regional NSW 23.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2324 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$30,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

23.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2194 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$30,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 23.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2124 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$53,325.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 23.6 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2175 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$24,500.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Illawarra Regional NSW 23.4 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2105 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$30,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 23.4 Below the line $0.00 Y

17/18ACP2189 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$27,812.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 29.26 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2187 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Regional NSW 23.2 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2186 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$75,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW 23.2 Below the line $0.00

17/18ACP2065 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$43,225.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro 29.25 Not recommended $0.00

17/18ACP2337 17/18 Arts & Cultural 

Projects (Round 2)

$25,000.00 Literature Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

23 Not recommended $0.00
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Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ All Applications Summary (Artform)

Values
Panel Artform type # of 

Applications
Amount 
Requested

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts Dance 13 447,491$     252,819$         

Literature 1 60,000$       ‐$

Multi artform 30 1,255,047$ 310,614$         

Music (including Opera an 40 1,286,922$ 153,230$         

Theatre (including Circus a 38 1,237,929$ 346,274$         

Performing Arts Total 122 4,287,389$ 1,062,937$      
Visual Arts Collections and Cultural H 10 507,732$     46,911$           

Dance 1 75,000$       ‐$

Literature 10 303,300$     128,300$         

Multi artform 35 1,617,091$ 411,281$         

Visual Arts (including Craf 44 1,505,505$ 559,404$         

Visual Arts Total 100 4,008,628$ 1,145,896$      
Grand Total 222 8,296,017$ 2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications (Artform)

Final Recommendation (Multiple Items)

Values
Panel Artform type # of 

Applications
Amount 
Requested

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts Dance 6 252,819$     252,819$         

Multi artform 10 310,614$     310,614$         

Music (including Opera an 4 153,230$     153,230$         

Theatre (including Circus a 10 346,274$     346,274$         

Performing Arts Total 30 1,062,937$ 1,062,937$      
Visual Arts Collections and Cultural H 1 46,911$       46,911$           

Literature 6 128,300$     128,300$         

Multi artform 10 411,281$     411,281$         

Visual Arts (including Craf 17 589,404$     559,404$         

Visual Arts Total 34 1,175,896$ 1,145,896$      
Grand Total 64 2,238,833$ 2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget (Artform)

Final Recommendation (All) Budget $663,659

Values
Artform type Amount Recommended # of 

Applications

Dance 105,240$ 2

Literature 24,000$   1

Multi artform 221,789$ 5

Music (including Opera and Musical Theatre) 75,000$   1

Theatre (including Circus and Physical Theatre) 113,433$ 3

Visual Arts (including Craft and Design) 107,170$ 4

Grand Total 646,632$ 16

Balance $17,027

Dance,  $105,240 , 16%
Literature,  $24,000 , 4%

Multi artform,  $221,789 , 
34%Music (including Opera and 

Musical Theatre),  $75,000 , 
12%

Theatre (including Circus 
and Physical Theatre), 

$113,433 , 17%

Visual Arts (including Craft 
and Design),  $107,170 , 

17%

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY ARTFORM



Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ All Applications Summary (Applicant Region)

Values
Panel

Applicant Region

# of 
Applicatio
ns

Amount 
Requested

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts Outside NSW 2 34,120$                   ‐$

Regional NSW 34 1,072,941$              83,472$           

Sydney Metro 61 2,158,837$              849,805$         

Western Sydney 25 1,021,491$              129,660$         

Performing Arts Total 122 4,287,389$              1,062,937$      
Visual Arts Outside NSW 2 75,850$                   75,850$           

Regional NSW 46 1,976,530$              524,466$         

Sydney Metro 35 1,332,777$              338,369$         

Western Sydney 17 623,471$                 207,211$         

Visual Arts Total 100 4,008,628$              1,145,896$      
Grand Total 222 8,296,017$              2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications (Applicant Region)

Final Recommendation (Multiple Items)

Values
Panel

Applicant Region

# of 
Applicatio
ns

Amount 
Requested

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts Regional NSW 4 83,472$                   83,472$           

Sydney Metro 23 849,805$                 849,805$         

Western Sydney 3 129,660$                 129,660$         

Performing Arts Total 30 1,062,937$              1,062,937$      
Visual Arts Outside NSW 2 75,850$                   75,850$           

Regional NSW 16 524,466$                 524,466$         

Sydney Metro 10 368,369$                 338,369$         

Western Sydney 6 207,211$                 207,211$         

Visual Arts Total 34 1,175,896$              1,145,896$      
Grand Total 64 2,238,833$              2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget (Applicant Region)

Final Recommendation (All) Budget $663,659

Values

Applicant Region

Amount 
Recommended

# of 
Applicatio
ns

Amount 
Requested

Regional NSW 94,000$                 3 94,000$                  

Sydney Metro 451,843$               11 451,843$                

Western Sydney 100,789$               2 100,789$                

Grand Total 646,632$               16 646,632$                

Balance  $17,027

Regional NSW,  $94,000 
, 14%

Sydney Metro, 
$451,843 , 70%

Western Sydney, 
$100,789 , 16%

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY APPLICANT 
REGION



Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ All Applications Summary (Applicant Region)

Values
Panel

Applicant Region

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Requested

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts Outside NSW 2 34,120$        ‐$                  

Regional NSW 34 1,072,941$   83,472$            

Sydney Metro 61 2,158,837$   849,805$          

Western Sydney 25 1,021,491$   129,660$          

Performing Arts Total 122 4,287,389$   1,062,937$      
Visual Arts Outside NSW 2 75,850$        75,850$            

Regional NSW 46 1,976,530$   524,466$          

Sydney Metro 35 1,332,777$   338,369$          

Western Sydney 17 623,471$      207,211$          

Visual Arts Total 100 4,008,628$   1,145,896$      
Grand Total 222 8,296,017$   2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications (Applicant Region)

Final Recommendation (Multiple Items)

Values
Panel

Applicant Region

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Requested

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts Regional NSW 4 83,472$        83,472$            

Sydney Metro 23 849,805$      849,805$          

Western Sydney 3 129,660$      129,660$          

Performing Arts Total 30 1,062,937$   1,062,937$      
Visual Arts Outside NSW 2 75,850$        75,850$            

Regional NSW 16 524,466$      524,466$          

Sydney Metro 10 368,369$      338,369$          

Western Sydney 6 207,211$      207,211$          

Visual Arts Total 34 1,175,896$   1,145,896$      
Grand Total 64 2,238,833$   2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget (Applicant Region)

Final Recommendation (All) Budget $663,659



Values

Location Region

Amount 
Recommended

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Requested

Central West 24,000$             1 24,000$       

Richmond‐Tweed 15,000$             1 15,000$       

South Eastern 55,000$             1 55,000$       

Sydney excl. W. Sydney 451,843$           11 451,843$     

Western Sydney 100,789$           2 100,789$     

Grand Total 646,632$           16 646,632$     

Central West, 
$24,000 , 4%

Richmond‐Tweed, 
$15,000 , 2%

South Eastern,  $55,000 , 8%

Sydney excl. W. Sydney, 
$451,843 , 70%

Western Sydney, 
$100,789 , 16%

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY APPLICANT LOCATION 
REGION



Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ All Applications Summary (Priority Areas Instances of engagement)

Values
Panel # of Instances ‐ 

Aboriginal 
people

# of Instances ‐ 
Regional

# of Instances ‐ 
Western 
Sydney

# of Instances ‐ 
CaLD

# of Instances ‐ 
Young People

# of 
Instances ‐ 
 Disability

Amount 
Requested

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts 38 59 67 72 84 33 4,287,389$ 122 1,062,937$      

Visual Arts 50 66 38 48 71 40 4,008,628$ 100 1,145,896$      

Grand Total 88 125 105 120 155 73 8,296,017$ 222 2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications (Priority Areas Instances of engagement)

Final Recommendation (Multiple Items) Budget $663,659

Values
Panel # of Instances ‐ 

Aboriginal 
people

# of Instances ‐ 
Regional

# of Instances ‐ 
Western 
Sydney

# of Instances ‐ 
CaLD

# of Instances ‐ 
Young People

# of 
Instances ‐ 
 Disability

Amount 
Requested

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts 13 12 19 21 18 5 1,062,937$ 30 1,062,937$      

Visual Arts 19 24 14 16 30 13 1,175,896$ 34 1,145,896$      

Grand Total 32 36 33 37 48 18 2,238,833$ 64 2,208,833$      

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget (Priority Areas Instances of engagement)

Values
# of Instances ‐ 

Aboriginal people 9

# of Instances ‐ 

Regional 7

# of Instances ‐ 

Western Sydney 8

# of Instances ‐ CaLD 8

# of Instances ‐ Young 

People 14

# of Instances ‐ 

Disability 2
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RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY 
APPLICANT LOCATION REGION



Assessment Meeting Minutes (by Panel then Application ID)

Panel Application ID Full Name Project Title Criteria and Scores Total 
Score

Minutes Priority Area ‐ Activities Recommendation Amount 
Requested

Recommended 
Amount

Conflicts of Interest Special Conditions

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2007 Artistic & Cultural Merit 4.50 

Engagement & Participation 3.75 

Viability 4.25 

 Budget 4.25 

16.75 Below the line $27,570.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2011 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.63 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 7.13 

 Budget 6.25 

28.01 Below the line $15,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2016 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.75 

Engagement & Participation 5.00 

Viability 5.25 

 Budget 5.00 

21 Below the line $28,950.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2019 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.75 

Engagement & Participation 7.75 

Viability 8.00 

 Budget 7.75 

31.25 The panel felt that this was a strong application and 

important work led by an excellent creative team.

The panel felt that this project was a perfect fit for 

 The combination of a community based 

organisation and an internationally respected theatre 

artists makes this project highly viable.

The budget was sound.

Recommended $26,210.00 $26,210.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2028 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.63 

Viability 7.13 

 Budget 6.25 

28.01 Below the line $26,400.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2038 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.88 

Viability 8.25 

 Budget 8.00 

32.63 The panel was excited by this collaborative program 

of international exchange. The creative team is of a 

high calibre and the project is well planned . 

Though the application has diverse income streams , 

it is still reliant on successful funding applications 

from other governing bodies. This affects its potential 

viability.

The panel would like to find out from the applicant 

whether it has been successful in securing Australia 

Council funding or whether it plans to apply in the 

next round.

Recommended $17,049.00 $17,049.00 Receipt of this funding is 

conditional to additional 

funding equal to that of 

the Australia Council 

funding request.

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2039 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.63 

Engagement & Participation 7.38 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.25 

27.26 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2044 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.38 

Engagement & Participation 7.50 

Viability 6.75 

 Budget 6.25 

27.88 Below the line $56,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2050 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.50 

Engagement & Participation 6.13 

Viability 6.13 

 Budget 6.50 

25.26 Below the line $22,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2052 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 7.25 

 Budget 7.25 

29 The panel liked the application and support material 

demonstrated excellent quality of music.

The breakdown of audience and participation was 

inconsistent which was also reflected in some lines of 

the budget.

The process of delivering the project could have been 

better articulated.

The panel would encourage the applicant to allocate 

full fees for all artists. 

A clearer strategy of engagement for   

would have been advantageous.

Not recommended $20,571.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2053 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.50 

Viability 7.25 

 Budget 7.13 

27.63 Below the line $3,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2056 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.88 

Engagement & Participation 6.63 

Viability 6.63 

 Budget 6.75 

26.89 Below the line $20,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2062 Artistic & Cultural Merit 9.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.5 

Viability 8.00 

 Budget 7.5 

32 The panel is highly supportive of this project and see 

it as a very timely exploration to be having in a region 

of Sydney that is experiencing the arrival of this new 

community.

Engagement ‐ As the application is solely focused on 

 community as well as the cultural 

units of  l would have been 

advantageous. 

Budget ‐ More detail of artist and facilitator fees 

within the budget would have strengthened this 

application.

The panel reduces the scores for Engagement from 

8.25 to 7.5 and budget from 7.75 to 7.5.

Recommended $46,000.00 $46,000.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2065 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 6.75 

Viability 7.25 

 Budget 7.75 

29.25 The panel felt that the project was clearly articulated 

and it's focus on the local context was highly 

commendable.

In terms of the ACDP priority areas, it would have 

been advisable to outline the strategy around 

engagement outside of audiences.

The budget was sound.

The panel reduced the score for Engagement from 

7.5 to 6.75.

The panel removed the following ACDP priority areas: 

 

 

Not recommended $43,225.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2071 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.63 

Engagement & Participation 6.88 

Viability 6.75 

 Budget 7.00 

27.26

 

Below the line $69,150.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2072 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.67 

Viability 8 

 Budget 7.5 

31.17 Paschal Berry exited the room due to a conflict of 

interest.

The panel felt that artistically this is a very timely 

work engaging with a subject that is deeply relevant 

to the Australian context.

The budget was strong and demonstrated a variety of 

income streams and in kind support through 

partnerships. The partners are of a very high quality.

The application demonstrates a strong creative team .

The panel increased the scores for Viability from 6.5 

to 8 and budget from 6.5 to 7.5.

 

Recommended $37,239.00 $37,239.00 Paschal Berry

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2073 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.83 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 7.33 

 Budget 7.33 

28.99 Paschal exited the room. He works with the applicant.

The panel reduced the score for engagement and 

participation 7.17 to 6.5.

The panel acknowledged the high quality of the 

creative team, the innovative use of space and the 

experimental nature of the work, and the 

viewing/listening experience. However there was 

some discussion regarding the low capacity for 

audience engagement relative to the high funding 

request from Create NSW.

The budget was sound.

Supporting material was sufficient .

 

Not recommended $30,640.00 $0.00 Paschal Berry
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2075 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 8.5 

Viability 7.5 

 Budget 7.50 

31.5 The panel thought that this was a strong application , 

however a clearer narrative around it's artistic and 

creative vision would have been advantageous . 

The support material was the strength of the 

application outlining excellent partnerships  and well 

respected processes and outcomes.

Budget ‐ Breakdown of artist fees should have been 

more detailed. Explanation of other grants are vague 

and would benefit from more detail .

The panel increased the scores for artistic and 

cultural merit from 7.88 to 8, engagement from 7.63 

to 8.5 and viability from 7.38 to 7.5

Recommended $25,300.00 $25,300.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2078 Artistic & Cultural Merit 4.50 

Engagement & Participation 4.75 

Viability 5.50 

 Budget 4.50 

19.25 Below the line $20,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2079 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.25 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 6.88 

 Budget 7.00 

28.13 The panel recommends budgeting in administration 

fees for project producers. The budget needs to be 

more detailed in terms of allocation of fees.

The panel had questions around the engagement of 

 Engagement in this 

application is based on assumptions and not best 

practice.

The application demonstrates individually strong 

artists within the creative team.

Not recommended $11,721.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2080 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.13 

Engagement & Participation 6.75 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 6.50 

26.38 Below the line $2,100.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2081 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.50 

Engagement & Participation 5.25 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 7.00 

25.75 Below the line $32,250.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2082 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 5.25 

 Budget 5.50 

22.5 Below the line $65,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2085 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.75 

Viability 7.75 

 Budget 7.00 

30 The project was a good marriage between health and 

art with a very strong list of artist facilitators . It was 

well researched and curated.

Viability ‐ Letters of support demonstrate the strong 

viability of this project

Budget ‐ A clearer budget breakdown around artist 

and facilitator fees would have been advantageous .

Not recommended $35,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2086 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 6.88 

 Budget 6.25 

27.13 Below the line $21,200.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2090 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.25 

Engagement & Participation 6.75 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 5.63 

25.63 Below the line $25,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2091 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.75 

Engagement & Participation 8.5 

Viability 8.13 

 Budget 7.5 

31.88 Emily Collins flagged that there is perceived conflict 

due to MusicNSW receipt of funding from APRA. If 

this application is successful, MusicNSW would not 

benefit in anyway. David Gordon and Sandra Brophy 

entered the room to confirm. It was agreed that the 

conflict was not a true conflict . Emily remained in the 

room for discussion.

The panel had a lengthy discussion around the non 

payment of artists fees in which we talked about the 

inherent issues throughout the contemporary music 

industry in relation to this. However, the suport 

material provided (especially the case studies) helped 

to illuminate the success of this program and it 's 

benefits for musicians internationally.

The budget was clearly outlined.

The panel increased the score of Engagement and 

Participation from 5.88 to 8.5 and Budget from 7.13 

to 7.5.

Recommended $25,000.00 $25,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2092 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.38 

Engagement & Participation 7.13 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.38 

27.39 Below the line $15,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2098 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 7.25 

 Budget 7.50 

29 The panel agrees that this is a good application but as 

a composer is integral to the project, the application 

would have been strong if better support material 

around his works was provided.

The strategy of engagement for   should 

be more clearly outlined.

Budget was adequately constructed. Letter of 

support should stipulate composers nominated in ‐

kind support.

Not recommended $19,500.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2104 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 6.38 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.88 

27.76 Below the line $45,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2111 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.63 

Engagement & Participation 8.50 

Viability 8.25 

 Budget 8.00 

33.38 The panel is excited about the pairing of these two 

highly idiosyncratic artists and the project outline 

demonstrates a creative development that dictates 

its future iteration. The project is well supported by 

partner organisations.

Budget ‐ The application would benefit from clarity in 

the budget in relation to in kind income .

Recommended $45,240.00 $45,240.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2113 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.5 

Viability 7 

 Budget 7 

29.5 The panel agreed that this was a great opportunity 

for local artists and young people to connect with an 

outstanding Australian artist . The request from 

 was appropriate for the 

scale of the program.

Clarity around artist fees would have strengthened 

the budget in this application . Similarly an outline of 

the workshop process would have strengthened this 

application. The panel questioned the quality 

produced by a one day mentoring project . The 

budget needs to reflect the artist fees of the local 

mentors reflective of the monthly sessions outlined in 

the project proposal. 

Stronger letter of support from central artists would 

have been advantageous for this application .

The panel reduced the score of engagement and 

participation from 8.38 to 7.5, viability from 8.13 to 7 

and budget from 8 to 7.

Not recommended $12,812.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2118 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 7.88 

 Budget 7.00 

29.63 The application was well planned and well 

structured. It demonstrates a good marriage between 

art and health.

The applicant could have better outlined their 

engagement strategy.

The budget was strong.

The panel reduced the score for Artistic and Cultural 

Merit from 7.75 to 7.5

Not recommended $22,150.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2126 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 7.13 

Viability 7.38 

 Budget 7.25 

27.76 The panel agreed on the basic principals of this 

program that it will provide positive benefits to the 

hospital context, however the artistic and cultural 

merits of the program is not evident. It would be 

beneficial for the applicant to collaborate with 

musicians and patients in future programming .

Engagement with artists and patients needs to be 

clearly described.

Budget ‐ Artist fees need to be broken down and 

musicians travel and accommodation costs should be 

covered within the budget.

The panel reduced the score for Artistic & Cultural 

Merit from 7.38 to 6.00.

Not recommended $28,620.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2127 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.75 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.5 

 Budget 6.5 

29.75 The panel recognize the importance   within 

the NSW and national dance sector in producing 

 

for Australian 

choreographers strengthened this application.

Inaccuracies within the budget raised some questions 

around the viability of this project . Support material 

that demonstrate source of sponsorship or previous 

proof of the organisations ability to secure 

sponsorship would have been advantageous . A 

breakdown of artist fees is also essential. Lack of 

clarity around in kind support from Carriageworks 

also weakened the application.

The panel reduced the score for budget from 7.5 to 

6.5 and Viability from 8.5 to 7.5.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2137 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.25 

 Budget 6.63 

29.38 The panel was excited about the project and the 

project partners. 

Budget ‐ It would be beneficial to see more support 

coming from   or other income sources as it is 

heavily reliant on Create NSW funding. The panel 

suggests that for the level of community engagement 

catering should be considered.

It is advisable to have formed the project steering 

committee prior to submitting the application . To 

demonstrate adherence to cultural protocol .

 

 

Not recommended $40,380.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2141 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.25 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.88 

 Budget 7.38 

31.51 This is an application that addresses a well described 

program of activity supporting the independent 

dance sector in NSW/Sydney. It was coherently 

presented and the projects have very clear 

connections to each other. 

The application demonstrated great letters of 

support and strong partnerships. 

Budget ‐ The application would have benefited from 

the provision of a better breakdown of artist fees 

within the budget.

 

Recommended $45,750.00 $45,750.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2143 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.38 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.00 

26.13

 

 

Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2144 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7.75 

Viability 7.50 

 Budget 7.13 

29.38 Though the panel thought that this application 

clearly outlined the need for a hub in the region , the 

application did not adequately articulate a creative 

strategy to deliver this.

The panel felt there was no clear description of how 

the creative community and the business community 

would collaborate. A better description around how 

they plan to use community assets and what they are 

would have been advantageous. 

The application mentions engagement with first 

nations community however there is a lack of 

evidence for this in the support material .

The budget ‐  The applicant requested a considerable 

amount of funding for an application that was largely 

unresolved. The panel felt that the ratio of artist fees 

to administration is disproportionate .

The panel reduced the score for Artistic and Cultural 

merit from 8 to 7.

ot recommended $75,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2148 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.5 

Viability 7.88 

 Budget 7.25 

31.13 The panel unanimously favoured this application due 

to the clarity of its research development and 

planning led by a producer who has a track record of 

delivering large and ambitious projects. The project is 

also led by an excellent creative team.

The application demonstrates strong partnerships 

that support the successful delivery of this project. 

The support material was of high standard .

It was a very comprehensive budget that reflected 

the scale of the work, however a more detailed 

breakdown on artist fees would have been advisable . 

The panel reduced the score for engagement and 

participation from 8 to 7.5 and budget from 7.5 to 

7.25.

ecommended $60,000.00 $60,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2157 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.38 

Engagement & Participation 6.75 

Viability 7.13 

 Budget 7.13 

28.39 The festival clearly supports the development of 

emerging and local musicians.

The festival is diverse in the kinds of practice that it 

represents beyond the classical framework of 

chamber music. The artistic vision of the festival was 

not clearly expressed (i.e. in list format). 

It was difficult for the panel to piece together the 

artistic intention and identity of the festival . A 

stronger narrative and rationale would have made 

this application stronger.

The budget was clear though the panel had some 

questions around unconfirmed income.

ot recommended $18,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2158 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 6.25 

 Budget 7.00 

28 elow the line $19,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2159 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.63 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.50 

 Budget 7.50 

31.63 The strength of this project is in the quality and 

experience of the producer and their ability to deliver 

a dynamic and well planned program . There is a deep 

understanding of the community and the project 

audience.

The panel felt this is a timely work that speaks to a 

wider cultural discourse.

The application demonstrates strong partnerships 

through support material.

The budget is well constructed.

Recommended $20,000.00 $20,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2161 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.13 

Engagement & Participation 6.63 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.88 

27.64 Below the line $17,050.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2162 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.38 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 5.88 

 Budget 6.00 

24.26 Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2164 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.67 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.33 

 Budget 7.17 

30.17 Paschal Berry exited the room 

The panel felt this was a strong application and a 

great opportunity to redevelop the work. The panel 

acknowledged the excellence of the creative team 

involved and the opportunity for the project to be 

shown in the Sydney Festival.

Good partnerships and letters of support were 

demonstrated in this application .

Some of the budget items were unclear, i.e. in kind 

producer wages.

Recommended $29,582.00 $29,582.00 Paschal Berry

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2165 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.75 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 7.00 

29.38 The panel thought it was a strong application from an 

excellent creative team. The applicant has 

demonstrated the ability to deliver a highly ambitious 

project.

The project is able to tell local stories that address 

wider social themes.

There was some discussion around the quality of 

engagement, particularly within the framing of 

subject experience, and the interview process.

The budget lacked detail.

Not recommended $12,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2168 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.88 

Viability 6.88 

 Budget 7.00 

26.76 Below the line $4,083.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2179 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.63 

Engagement & Participation 5.38 

Viability 4.88 

 Budget 4.88 

20.77 elow the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2183 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.88 

Engagement & Participation 6.38 

Viability 5.75 

 Budget 5.50 

23.51 elow the line $34,095.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2184 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.38 

Engagement & Participation 6.13 

Viability 6.63 

 Budget 6.25 

25.39 elow the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2188 ect  Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.67 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.67 

29.34 The panel were concerned for the support of this 

applicant in administering and delivering the project 

and it's significant budget, however the quality of 

support letters was the strength of this application .

The application would have benefited from the 

artistic vision and narrative being placed at the front 

of the application as opposed to hidden within 

testimonials and support material .

Emily Collins exited the room for this discussion due 

to a conflict of interest (provided a letter of support)

ot recommended $59,500.00 $0.00 Emily Collins

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2189 e  Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 7.88 

 Budget 6.88 

29.26 The panel felt that this was a good application with 

strong partnerships and an excellent creative team. 

As a major part of the engagement of young people 

was part of Forms education program, it would have 

been advisable to outline what this is . 

The budget required clearer breakdown of artist fees.

The panel reduced the score for Artistic and Cultural 

Merit from 7.88 to 7.5 and Engagement and 

participation from 7.38 to 7.

ot recommended $27,812.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2190 ess Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.25 

Viability 6.25 

 Budget 6.25 

25.75 elow the line $20,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2191 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 6.33 

Viability 7.33 

 Budget 7.00 

28.16 Sammy Lovejoy exited the room for this discussion 

due to a conflict of interest.

The strength of this application is that the creative 

team demonstrates artistic excellence. Timely and 

important work.

The project needs to diversify its income streams.

Too much focus around the international artist as 

opposed to the local component .

There is no evidence of an engagement plan 

addressing the key priority areas.

ot recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2192 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 5.88 

 Budget 5.75 

25.63 elow the line $45,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2195 T  Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.83 

Viability 8.00 

 Budget 7.83 

32.16 Bec Dean exited the room due to a conflict of interest .

The panel unanimously enjoyed reading this 

application as it demonstrates wide support from 

artists, partners and local community . It's framing of 

contemporary music and the experiences of the 

audience was well articulated.

Engagement of communities and stakeholders are 

clearly outlined.

Budget ‐ Projected income around merchandise sales 

should not be listed as confirmed income. It would 

have been beneficial if there was support material 

from previous events supporting this claim.

ecommended $75,000.00 $75,000.00 Bec Dean

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2201 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 7.63 

Viability 7.50 

 Budget 7.50 

30.13 The panel felt that the applications strengths were in 

its specificity of   and the 

development of writers/storytellers i

Support material demonstrates the involvement and 

participation of   and artists .

Clearly outlined budget. Budget would have 

benefited from demonstrating more diverse income 

sources.

The panel increased the score for Artistic and Cultural 

merit from 6.88 to 7.5.

ecommended $28,450.00 $28,450.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2203

 

Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 8 

Viability 7.13 

 Budget 7.25 

29.88 The panel found this work to be timely and 

important. There was a rigorous discussion around 

the stage that the work was in . This could have been 

communicated a bit more clearly , with activities 

connected to the timeline.

Engagement with community was evident and a 

strength of the application. The panel suggests a 

much more formal partnership with   

agencies, artists and/or organisations.

Clearly outlined budget

Engagement & participation score was increased 

from 6.88 to 8.

Artistic  & Cultural merit score was increased from 

7.25 to 7.50.

Not recommended $14,059.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2207 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.25 

Engagement & Participation 6.25 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.25 

25.25 Below the line $15,500.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2208 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.38 

Viability 5.63 

 Budget 5.25 

25.26 Below the line $25,660.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2214 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.50 

Engagement & Participation 6.13 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.38 

24.51 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2215 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.38 

Engagement & Participation 4.00 

Viability 4.63 

 Budget 4.63 

18.64 Below the line $45,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2226 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.5 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 8 

 Budget 7.13 

30.88 The panel felt this was a really strong application 

with an excellent creative team. The application 

demonstrated excellent support material outlining 

strong support from the sector. The panel found the 

diversity of dance artists to be commendable .

The infrastructure of partners and participating 

artists made this project highly viable.

The budget was solid.

The panel increased the score for Artistic and Cultural 

Merit from 7.75 to 8.5 and Viability from 7.75 to 8.

Recommended $53,296.00 $53,296.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2227 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 5.75 

 Budget 6.25 

24 Below the line $42,615.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2229 9  Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 6.75 

 Budget 5.50 

24.25 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2230 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.88 

Engagement & Participation 5.75 

Viability 6.63 

 Budget 6.63 

25.89 elow the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2232 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.38 

Engagement & Participation 8.13 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 7.50 

31.64 The panel felt that this was an excellent application 

that clearly indicated the success of it 's previous 

iteration. The project proposes an exciting shortlist of 

artists that reflect the ambition of the event . 

The project is highly viable through it 's producers, 

partners and nominated artists. Support material and 

documentation of the event was of high quality . 

The budget is soundly constructed.

ecommended $30,247.00 $30,247.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2233 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.38 

Engagement & Participation 7.13 

Viability 7.13 

 Budget 6.38 

28.02 elow the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2235 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.33 

Engagement & Participation 8.33 

Viability 7.67 

 Budget 7.33 

31.66 The application demonstrates the ability of an 

experienced artistic team to deliver an ambitious site 

specific works. There was evidence of significant 

partner project support and the use of council 

facilities were clearly outlined and planned . The 

application demonstrated a clear artistic rationale for 

the project.

The support material indicates strong community 

support and engagement.

The budget was strong and well constructed , 

however would have benefited from clearer 

breakdown of artist fees.

ecommended $41,000.00 $41,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2241 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.13 

Viability 5.88 

 Budget 6.13 

24.89 elow the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2246 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.25 

Engagement & Participation 7.20 

Viability 6.38 

 Budget 5.88 

26.71 elow the line $15,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2252 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.25 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 7.13 

 Budget 7.38 

29.01 The panel recognises the importance of this project in 

developing this producer and artist.

Support material demonstrates the scale and 

different components of the project as well as strong 

support from the community.

The budget is clearly outlined.

ot recommended $6,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2253 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.25 

Engagement & Participation 4.63 

Viability 5.50 

 Budget 5.75 

21.13 elow the line $41,178.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2254 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.13 

Engagement & Participation 7.63 

Viability 8.13 

 Budget 7.38 

31.27 The panel thought that this was a strong application 

with a great conceptual development . There is a 

strong creative team involved. 

There was evidence of strong supportive partners in 

the presentation of the work.

Budget ‐ the detail in allocation of cash and in kind 

support should have been explicit within the budget .

Recommended $22,228.00 $22,228.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2256 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.63 

Viability 8.00 

 Budget 7.63 

31.26 The panel recognises this as a great opportunity for 

an artist led consolidation of participation in the 

an accomplished designer 

for performance and a great person to lead this 

project. 

This is a project that is distinctly grassroots and 

engaging with cutting edge practice in the field .

The budget is strong and well planned .

Recommended $19,850.00 $19,850.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2257 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.25 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 7.25 

 Budget 6.75 

27.25 The panel really enjoyed this application . The 

application would have benefited from evidence of 

interest from the  that it is targeting . 

The panel suggests letters of support from 

.

Budget was clearly outlined. There are a few 

inconsistencies regarding in kind contributions.

The panel reduced Engagement & Participation score 

from 6.5 to 6.

Not recommended $15,280.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2259 ,  Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 7.63 

Viability 7.38 

 Budget 7.50 

30.01 The panel thought this was a well written application 

with clear strategies around engagement. There is an 

emphasis on commissions of

, which strengthened the application .

It would have been advantageous for the applicant to 

include letters of support from the commissioned 

artists to gauge artistic and cultural merit .

The budget was adequate.

Recommended $35,000.00 $35,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2261 Artistic & Cultural Merit 9 

Engagement & Participation 8.50 

Viability 8.50 

 Budget 8.25 

34.25 The panel immensely enjoyed discussing this 

application as it anticipates the potential for 

Ca

The panel felt that it is a beautifully written 

application with outstanding support material . The 

calibre of performers and the creative team is 

extraordinary, including both dancers and musicians 

and led by a formidable producer . 

The panel increased the score for Artistic and Cultural 

Merit from 8.75 to 9.

Recommended $60,000.00 $60,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2266 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.88 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 6.75 

 Budget 7.25 

27.88 Below the line $43,400.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2268 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.63 

Engagement & Participation 5.75 

Viability 5.25 

 Budget 5.25 

21.88 elow the line $10,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2269 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.38 

Engagement & Participation 6.88 

Viability 6.63 

 Budget 5.88 

25.77 elow the line $14,875.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2276 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 7.75 

 Budget 7.63 

29.63 Thought the panel saw that this was an important 

cultural event that would positively benefit the 

region, there should have been a stronger artistic 

rationale.

Engagement and participation  ‐ There was a strong 

argument around access to a quality of music event . 

This was undermined by the high ticket prices .

The budget was sound. 

The panel reduced the score of artistic and cultural 

merit from 7.75 to 7.

ot recommended $18,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2277 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.33 

Engagement & Participation 8.5 

Viability 8.33 

 Budget 8.33 

32.49 Emily Collins exited the room due to a conflict of 

interest

The panel thought this was a strong application with 

clearly outlined aims and objectives. It was reflective 

of the needs of the sector. The application 

demonstrated a clearly planned timeline .

Engagement ‐ Support material from regional 

collectives and artists would have been 

advantageous. 

The panel increased the score from 7.33 to 8.5

The budget was strong.

ecommended $35,000.00 $35,000.00 Emily Collins

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2279 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.63 

Engagement & Participation 5.75 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 6.00 

24.38 elow the line $18,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2287 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 7.63 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 7 

30.26 The panel thought this was a strong application from 

an artist who has demonstrated where this project 

sits in his career trajectory and direction of his works. 

He has clearly indicated the contribution of project 

partners.

The application demonstrates a strong creative team .

Budget ‐ breakdown of artist fees is essential to this 

application.

Support material was high quality and strongly 

represented the project.

The panel increased the scores of Artistic and Cultural 

merit from 7.38 to 8, and budget from 6.75 to 7.

ecommended $25,802.00 $25,802.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2289 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.33 

 Budget 7 

29.83 Bec Dean left the room due to a conflict of interest .

The panel felt that there were strong international 

links and confirmed project partners.

The panel felt that the project was compelling and 

clearly described. The significant development 

support for this project makes it viable.

The panel felt this was a timely and relevant work . 

The support material was strong which spoke to the 

merit of the project.

Budget was solid. Panel increased budget from 6.83 

to 7.

ot recommended $75,000.00 $0.00 Bec Dean

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2290 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.63 

Engagement & Participation 7.63 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 7.5 

30.39 The panel increased the budget score to 7.5.

The panel felt that the artistic team was really strong 

but the artistic rationale was underdeveloped .

Strong support material. Would have been advisable 

to include a potential venue partner .

Clearly outlined budget.

Panel to this application for further discussion .

ecommended $22,731.00 $22,731.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2295 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.67 

Viability 7.33 

 Budget 7.83 

29.83 Paschal Berry exited the room due to a conflict of 

interest.

The panel noted the artists deep engagement with 

community and felt that the application was 

artistically strong however there were questions 

about the use of inspirational quotes  as the starting 

point for artistic process.

The partnerships that the artist had developed are 

also very solid, especially the connection to local 

council. 

The budget was sound.

ot recommended $34,900.00 $0.00 Paschal Berry
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2296 ‐ 

‐

Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.25 

Engagement & Participation 8 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 8 

31.88 The panel really enjoyed reading this application with 

its focus in reconnecting with regional areas . The 

artistic rationale and timelines were clearly outlined .

A clearer plan around engagement of local 

community would have been advantageous . 

The budget was adequately constructed. 

The panel increased the score for budget from 7 to 8 

and engagement from 7.5 to 8.

Recommended $16,956.00 $16,956.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2298 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.75 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.00 

26.25 Below the line $26,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2300

c

Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.50 

Engagement & Participation 5.50 

Viability 5.25 

 Budget 4.75 

21 Below the line $20,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2305 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.88 

Viability 7.38 

 Budget 7.13 

28.14 It would have been advantageous for this application 

to have a support letter from

Strength in new commission and strong artistic team . 

Great potential in partnerships.

Good detailed application and the focus on artist fees 

strengthened the application.

Not recommended $30,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2311 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.25 

Engagement & Participation 7.00 

Viability 7.88 

 Budget 7.88 

30.01 This was a strong application from an experienced 

creative team that really understand the scale of the 

project and the platform it is using . The panel 

commends the premise of the project and its focus 

on . 

It would have been advisable to update the letters of 

support to address the panel members from Create 

NSW.

The budget was adequately constructed.

Not recommended $15,300.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2313 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.50 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 7.13 

30.26 The panel felt that this was a strong application with 

a clear narrative around the process and the direction 

the work is going. This was anchored by a specific 

local context which strengthened the application .

There is evidence of a strong engagement and 

participation strategy. The quality of support letters 

and material made this work highly viable .

Budget ‐ Clearly allocated artist fees and general 

expenditure.

Recommended $22,986.00 $22,986.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2320 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.70 

Engagement & Participation 6.88 

Viability 6.93 

 Budget 6.13 

26.64 Below the line $11,495.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2321 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.75 

Engagement & Participation 5.50 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 5.75 

23 Below the line $2,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2322 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 8.00 

Viability 7 

 Budget 6.88 

29.38 As the project has already had several developments 

and presentations, it would have been useful for the 

panel to be provided support material that 

demonstrated the success of those iterations. 

The panel felt that this is a great project with a strong 

creative team.

Letters of support from previous producing partners 

as well as testimonials from industry experts would 

have strengthened this application.

The budget required more detail with regards to 

artist fees breakdown. 

The panel reduced the scored for artistic and cultural 

merit from 8 to 7.5 and Viability from 8 to 7.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2325 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.88 

Engagement & Participation 7.50 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.13 

27.01 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2327 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.50 

Viability 5.88 

 Budget 5.63 

23.76 Below the line $35,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2328 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.33 

Engagement & Participation 6.67 

Viability 8.00 

 Budget 7.33 

28.33 The application demonstrates quality of artists and 

diversity of forms within electronic music.

It is good to see artist fees featured in the budget. 

A stronger sense of conference and venue 

infrastructure would add to this application .

There was a disconnect between the presentation of 

a conference structure without identifying key artists 

or themes as well as the lack of a central venue in 

which this activity takes place. The panel would like 

to have seen some support letters from artists to 

illustrate the importance of the conference to the 

artistic part of the sector.

Since the application stipulates the engagement of 

 it would be 

advisable to obtain a letter of support from elders or 

community.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2330 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.88 

Engagement & Participation 6.88 

Viability 6.75 

 Budget 7.00 

27.51 Below the line $22,625.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2334 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 6.25 

Viability 7.50 

 Budget 6.88 

27.38 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2335   Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.5 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 7.50 

 Budget 7.00 

28 The panel felt that this application should have 

addressed the artistic rationale for the program more 

directly and particularly the involvement of 

confirmed musicians and project coordinator . The 

panel felt that this is an important program which 

included strong partnerships. More clarity around 

partners roles would have benefited this application .

Support letters rather than statement documents 

would have strengthened this application . 

Budget ‐ For such a significant funding amount 

requested from Create NSW, the application should 

be able to demonstrate stronger community support 

and confirmed activity. The cost against the 

administration of this program overshadowed the 

amount allocated for artist fees.

The panel reduces the scores for Artistic and Cultural 

Merit from 7.63 to 6.5 and engagement from 8.5 to 7.

Not recommended $74,542.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2340 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 7.75 

 Budget 7.00 

27 A much more rigorous explanation around the 

hierarchy of artist fees would be beneficial for this 

application.

The panel appreciates the importance of   

, however the artistic 

vision and innovation of the work is not exemplified 

in the application.

Budget ‐ High focus on box office income however 

there is a lack of evidence around the organisations 

own contribution to the project .

Artistic and Cultural merit was decreased from 6.25 

to 5.00.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2343 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 5.50 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.63 

25.38 Below the line $14,600.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2344 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.00 

Engagement & Participation 5.88 

Viability 5.50 

 Budget 5.25 

21.63 Below the line $5,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2345 al Artistic & Cultural Merit 4.75 

Engagement & Participation 4.75 

Viability 4.25 

 Budget 4.25 

18 Below the line $2,500.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2347 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 8.25 

 Budget 7.63 

30.88 The panel was unanimous in its praise of the artist . 

The project demonstrates great partnerships and 

presentation opportunities. 

The panel had some questions about the relatively 

small fee for the   compared to the rest of 

the creative team. There were also some concerns 

with the budget and the funding request for post 

production fees which could have been more clearly 

articulated within the expenditure part of the budget .

The panel reduces scores for engagement from 7.5 to 

7 and artistic and cultural merit from  8.25 to 8.

Recommended $46,407.00 $46,407.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2349 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.25 

Engagement & Participation 7.50 

Viability 6.50 

 Budget 6.88 

28.13 The process and outline of the project was clearly 

stated.

The application has a strong list of partners .

The creative team has the experience to deliver an 

ambitious program.

The quality of artist support  (i.e. hospitality) during 

the lab is not clearly stated within the budget . Fee 

allocations need to be much more detailed . 

Detail around engagement processes would 

strengthen this application.

) 

Not recommended $33,915.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2350 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.38 

Engagement & Participation 8.25 

Viability 8.50 

 Budget 8.63 

33.76 The panel were really excited and surprised by this 

application. The support for the project from 

 gives weight to the work.  

The work itself promises to be a really interesting 

piece delivered by a first nations director. 

The project will also reach audiences that possibly 

haven't engaged with these stories before.

The application demonstrates strong support from 

the , and 

Catalyst funding.

Recommended $60,000.00 $60,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2351 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 7.50 

Viability 7 

 Budget 6.83 

28.83 The vision and rationale is clearly outlined for this 

project. 

The application has strong support material from 

partner organisations and demonstrates a solid 

infrastructure for the development of emerging 

artists.

The festival clearly states a sustainable plan for 

potential future development, based on their current 

partnerships.

The panel increases the score for Artistic and Cultural 

merit from 7.33 to 7.5, and Viability from 6.83 to 7.

The budget was clearly outlined.

Bec Dean left the room for this discussion due to a 

conflict of interest.

Not recommended $35,950.00 $0.00 Bec Dean
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2353 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.25 

Engagement & Participation 5.63 

Viability 5.00 

 Budget 5.13 

21.01 Below the line $10,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2358 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.75 

Engagement & Participation 8.25 

Viability 7.63 

 Budget 7.25 

30.88 The panel felt that this was an exciting application 

and an innovative way to  engage 

 and also as producers in the exchange 

of arts and culture.

The panel would have liked to have seen a strategy 

around long term outcomes from the project , as well 

as future pathways for participants .

The application demonstrates a significant list of 

project partners.

The budget required a better breakdown of artist fees.

Recommended $36,000.00 $36,000.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2360 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.33 

Engagement & Participation 6.17 

Viability 5.83 

 Budget 6.50 

24.83 Below the line $61,350.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2364 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.75 

Engagement & Participation 8.25 

Viability 8.25 

 Budget 7 

32.25 The panel is excited about this project . The 

application clearly demonstrates the research and 

development period and the rationale around the 

next process. The project has a strong creative team 

supported by solid production partners.

The budget needs to have clarity around artist fee 

breakdowns as well as projected funding income. The 

panel advises that the budget should only reflects the 

current iteration of the project rather than future 

iterations. 

The panel reduced the budget score from 7.25 to 7.

Recommended $36,384.00 $36,384.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2373 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.25 

Engagement & Participation 5.88 

Viability 6.38 

 Budget 7.13 

25.64 Below the line $12,990.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2374 9 

s

Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7.13 

Viability 7.45 

 Budget 6.88 

28.46 A much clearer rationale around selection of the 

three works within the program would have 

strengthened this application.

The panel felt that the ratio of audience attendance 

to the number of works was not explained.

The panel felt that the applicant writing their own 

letter of support was disadvantageous for this 

application.

The description of the three projects overtook the 

rationale and didn't allow for much rigorous 

discussion of the program.

The panel reduced artistic and cultural merit score 

from 7.45 to 7

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00
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Performing Arts 17/18ACP2376 T  Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.88 

Engagement & Participation 6.25 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 6.00 

24.13 Below the line $56,939.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2378 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 8.13 

Viability 7.50 

 Budget 6.25 

29.88 The panel saw this project as a fantastic reflection of 

what   is and where it is going 

to.

Considering the venue was a major consideration for 

this project, it would have been beneficial to obtain a 

rationale around this as well as support material from 

Budget ‐ There are some discrepancy within several 

lines of the budget including venue table not 

matching with expenditure. A better breakdown of 

artist fees is advisable.

The panel increased the score for Artistic and Cultural 

merit from 7.88 to 8.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2384 ull  Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.25 

Viability 8.00 

 Budget 7.75 

31 This is a strong and well planned application from an 

artist who is clearly on an upward career trajectory . 

The application would have benefited from a more 

clearly articulated artistic vision for the project .

The team attached to the promotion and recording of 

this record and the panel is confident that this album 

will reach new audiences.

A clearer breakdown of the applicants engagement 

and participation strategy is advisable .

The budget is comprehensive and clear.

Recommended $18,230.00 $18,230.00

Performing Arts 17/18ACP2388 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.13 

Engagement & Participation 7.50 

Viability 6.38 

 Budget 6.00 

28.01 The panel thought that this project was a really good 

idea but stronger support material and much more 

detailed breakdown of budget would have been 

advantageous for this application .

Previous drafts of text and video material of previous 

performance would have been beneficial.

Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2001 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.6 

Engagement & Participation 5.4 

Viability 6 

 Budget 7 

26 High quality project by highly regarded artist with 

defiant impact potential for career development. The 

panel had concerns about the timeline and allocation 

of monies form this grant.  Increase detail about the 

materials and process for creation of new work. In 

particular achieving the project outcomes as stated. 

Lack of engagement strategies, could have benefited 

from and there audience engagement 

strategy.

Recommended $49,922.00 $49,922.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2004 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.2 

Engagement & Participation 6.6 

Viability 6.2 

 Budget 1 

21 Meritorious inclusive thoughtful project investigating 

and under studied historical period. Have good 

engagement with priority areas and good range of 

artists. 

Not recommended $25,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2010 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.2 

Engagement & Participation 6.8 

Viability 6.2 

 Budget 4 

24.2 Worthwhile project that fulfils a need to raise profile 

for illustrators and their work. Good engagement 

strategies with international reach. Panel noted that 

quality of artists was high. Lack of clarity between in 

kind and cash income expenditure. No breakdown of 

fee structure or rates.

Not recommended $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2020 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.4 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 5.6 

 Budget 5.6 

22.6 Below the line $30,840.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2021 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 8 

Viability 7 

 Budget 7 

30 Impressive application, with a clearly articulated and 

justified artistic vision. It fulfills a gap for emerging 

artists in the visual arts sector. Particularly the range 

of activities associated with each exhibition/ 

installation is innovative and the opportuninties for 

artists from diverse practices and regions were to be 

commended.

Recommended $49,820.00 $49,820.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2022 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 6.6 

Viability 7 

 Budget 7 

27.6 A fresh deceptively simple concept with potential. 

The panel thought there could have been a greater 

ambition for the outcomes and this could be 

achieved through engagement of a  to 

contextulise the artistic process and outcomes. The 

application could have been strengthen through 

more comprehensive support material including 

evidence of engagement with A

 of key artists. Good potential to 

capture public imagination which will give possible 

longevity to the projects outcomes.

Recommended $30,000.00 $30,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2023 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.6 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 7.2 

 Budget 8 

28.8 Clearly articulated project within highly ambitous 

program. Panel appreciated curatorial choices, high 

calibre artists, alongside emerging, thematic choices. 

the strong partnerships with   and 

appreciated the detailed budget.

Recommended $32,350.00 $32,350.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2024 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.4 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 5.4 

 Budget 6 

23.8 Below the line $19,520.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2025 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 7.6 

Viability 8 

 Budget 7.6 

31.2 Good range of activities and lineup. Appreciated the 

.  Locating the 

project in  increases the engagement 

and reach of what is an important idea and project 

with the potential for significant legacy. Utliising the 

location and local artists. Geographically well located 

to utlise local artists and organisations.

ecommended $25,789.00 $25,789.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2026 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.8 

Engagement & Participation 5.4 

Viability 5.4 

 Budget 5.4 

22 elow the line $10,290.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2027 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.2 

Engagement & Participation 6.4 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.2 

23.6 elow the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2029 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.75 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 6.75 

 Budget 6.5 

27 The strength of the application was seen to be the 

investment into the essay form and particularly 

audience development for it. The inclusion of a 

dedicated audience development officer strongly 

supports the viability and sustaining of both project 

and the form. Budget could benefit  from greater 

detail especially SRB salaries and how this fits within 

their overall budget. Given the emphasis on audience 

development their could be greater allocation to 

marketing promotions 

ecommended $52,000.00 $52,000.00 Dr Stephen Gapps

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2032 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 6.40 

Viability 5.4 

 Budget 5.2 

23.6 elow the line $35,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2033 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 8 

Viability 8 

 Budget 7.4 

31.4 Exceptional project, great community engagement, 

new technologies, supporting artists fees. Detailed 

budget and application. We appreciated the large 

scale and ambituous nature inparticular the multi‐

layered histories.. Innovative use of technologies and 

artform engagement. Diverse income sources 

increase viability however detailed fee breakdown of 

artsist and production and rates of pay were required.

ecommended $55,000.00 $55,000.00 No

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2034 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 5.6 

Viability 6.6 

 Budget 7 

26.7 Highly commendable event with great opportunity 

for artists profiles and exposure, building on a proven 

track record. The timeline for funding and execution 

of  was tight which suggested commits to 

expenditure before confirmed funding. The 

engagement strategies were fairly standard and ACDP 

were not addressed.

ecommended $58,550.00 $58,550.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2035 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.4 

Engagement & Participation 5.2 

Viability 5.6 

 Budget 5.8 

22 elow the line $70,000.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2037 d  Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.8 

Engagement & Participation 7.2 

Viability 7 

 Budget 6.6 

28.6 A solid engagement projects with   which 

demonstrated a good range of diverse contributors. 

Panel appreciated the wide reach nationally and 

internationally. Overall budget needed to include 

 budget to contextulise the project 

funding request. (which influences 

viability).Breakdown of contributors fees required. 

, not enough evidence.

) 

Recommended $17,300.00 $17,300.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2043

l 

Artistic & Cultural Merit 8 

Engagement & Participation 8 

Viability 7.2 

 Budget 7 

30.2 Well thought through project with genuine and 

meaningful collaborations. Impressed with the 

pairing of artists, high‐calibre of all artists. Overall a 

good outcome from previous activities. Good budget.

) 

Recommended $10,000.00 $10,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2047 e  Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 5.4 

Viability 6 

 Budget 6.2 

23.6 Below the line $44,211.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2048 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.2 

Engagement & Participation 4.6 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.4 

22 Below the line $14,233.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2051 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.8 

Engagement & Participation 5 

Viability 6.6 

 Budget 7 

24.4 Community led project to complete a series that was 

oringally funded within the BHP sponsorship for 

beautification of  Application could 

would benefitted from detailed   

community engagement strategy. Recommend 

alternative funding sources include local council and 

club grants (liquor and gaming).

Not recommended $4,638.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2054 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.8 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 5.2 

 Budget 5.4 

22.4

) 

Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2058 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 7 

 Budget 6.4 

26.9 Solid application with noting diverse range of projects 

within the application. Could have benefited from 

greater engagement between the collaborators. With 

public/ community engagement strategies were not 

fully detailed (whilst noting the involvement of the 

art gallery).

Recommended $66,980.00 $66,980.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2064 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 6.5 

 Budget 6 

26.1 The panel were impressed with the level and quality 

of documentation and further support material which 

highlighted the strong viability of the project. Equally 

the budget contained excellent detail justifying the 

line items. The profiling of the workshop participants 

and the artworks was excellent. The panel recognises 

it was building on 6 years of similar ambition. Budget, 

application could have been strengthen by cash 

support from   (especially if Lord Mayor 

Clover Moore launches exhibition). Application could 

have been strengthen by greater engagement/ 

collaboration with a variety of established artists, 

increasing potential professional practice. Budget 

could have benefited from more diversified income 

streams in particular City of Sydney and philathrophic.

Recommended $30,489.00 $30,489.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2066 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.4 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 6.8 

 Budget 6.5 

27.7 A solid application form that will maintain a stable 

track record if a demonstrated ongoing partnerships 

and support. Panel recognises its good engagement 

with local artists and community, and allied artists. 

Budget needed breakdown of author fees and pay 

scale eg. ASA Program released in February, 

application is for author fees with notification of 

funding in April. Because of this, applicant should 

have submitted in the October round. Would have 

benefited from risk mitigation strategy.

Recommended $10,000.00 $10,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2074 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 6.4 

 Budget 5.6 

26 High level application, especially in relation to artistic 

merit and engagement. Festival has established track 

record and wide ranging community support and 

partners. Evidence of could 

have been strengthened.

Recommended $14,000.00 $14,000.00 Money is not to be used 

for prize money as per 

income Create NSW line 

item for artists fees only.

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2076 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.6 

Engagement & Participation 7.2 

Viability 7.2 

 Budget 7 

29 Vibrant high‐calibre festival that is building and 

extending on existing programming. Engagement 

strategies; it demonstrates a successful balance 

between engaging regional and state audiences.

Recommended $24,000.00 $24,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2084 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5 

Engagement & Participation 5.2 

Viability 4.4 

 Budget 4.2 

18.8 Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2087 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 6.4 

 Budget 5.8 

24.8 Below the line $27,000.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2097 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 4 

Viability 6.8 

 Budget 7 

24.4 Building on from a strong inaugural festival, the panel 

were impressed with the support of a range of 

sponsors and income diversification. Appreciated the 

intent of partnering with the

. Panel noted the lack of engagement with 

the ACDP priority areas, in particular there is scope 

within the stated vision to include these. eg. 

; could have benefited from 

breakdown of artists fees. Also would benefit from 

where Create NSW specifically allocated. Panel was 

unclear by   than why not 

ticked in priority area. No specific strategy or specific 

programming intent stated.

ot recommended $5,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2103 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.8 

Engagement & Participation 7.2 

Viability 7 

 Budget 7.4 

29.4 Well thought through innovative project that builds 

on previous iteration both in terms of scope and 

partnerships. Engagement; range of activities targets 

different cohorts. Budget; would benefit from artists 

commissioned fees/ breakdown and rate of pay. 

ecommended $60,000.00 $60,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2105 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.6 

Engagement & Participation 6.2 

Viability 6.6 

 Budget 5 

23.4 elow the line $30,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2107 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 6.8 

 Budget 7 

27.8 Great potential and enlivening history through new 

technologies encouraging new audiences into the 

gallery. The partnerships are strong and enhance the 

projects potential. No benefit to the artist/ curator 

. Application could have benefited from 

budget detailing additional expenses for project 

outside specific requirements for the technology.

ecommended $46,911.00 $46,911.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2108 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 6.8 

 Budget 5 

23.8 Panel appreciated high relevance, cultural value and 

engagement of the project which responds to an 

evident need. Application could have benefited from 

greater investment into book production and design 

(No line item for graphic designer). Budget lacked 

breakdown of rates and details for creative 

personnel, travel dates v workshop days and 

questioned the rates and pay scale was being used. 

Eg.   Amount requested was high for 

project outcomes.

ot recommended $59,150.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2109 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.4 

Engagement & Participation 6.6 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.8 

24.6 elow the line $29,350.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2114 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 6.6 

Viability 6 

 Budget 5.4 

24.6 elow the line $70,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2116 Artistic & Cultural Merit 4.8 

Engagement & Participation 4.4 

Viability 4.8 

 Budget 4.6 

18.6 elow the line $30,855.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2123 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 6 

 Budget 6 

24.5 Noted application was for artists fees. Application 

weakened by no detail re: criteria for tender for 

artists. Lack of support material regarding named 

artist  . Impacts quality. 

Panel noted good engagement with community 

groups.

ot recommended $47,000.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2124 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6.2 

ngagement & Participation 6.2 

iability 6 

 udget 5.2 

23.6 Below the line $53,325.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2125 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6.2 

ngagement & Participation 5 

iability 5 

 udget 4.8 

21 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2130 rtistic & Cultural Merit 3 

ngagement & Participation 3 

iability 4 

 udget 3 

13 Panel noted that the dollar ask was specifically for 

materials/ fit out costs ie.not for artists fees and 

other venue production costs. Panel though overly 

optimistic from workshop 

masterclasses (no evidence supplied to justify this 

amount) which provides the bulk of the funding 

(impacts viability). The expenditure lacking significant 

detail especially in artists fees and rates. 

Recommends looking at Liquor and Gamily 

Infrastructure Grants and CIPMO regional 

infrastructure grant.

Not recommended $55,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2133 rtistic & Cultural Merit 7.2 

ngagement & Participation 7.8 

iability 7.2 

 udget 7.2 

29.4 Panel appreciate the onsite workshops and the 

outcomes extending the engagement and impact of 

the existing sculpture walk. Great partnership 

support with community organisations and 

educational instiutions.

Recommended $15,000.00 $15,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2169 rtistic & Cultural Merit 7 

ngagement & Participation 7 

iability 7 

 udget 5 

26 The panel highly commended the ambition of the 

project to bring  to high profile 

and high visability to national and international 

audiences. High merit for cultural tourism. However 

the panel had reservations in the following areas ; the 

clarity of ICC's role and responsabilities to the 

 within their existing mandate . 

Therefore the panel had questions over allocation of 

existing resources; artists fees, no breakdown or rate 

of pay; lack of detail in budget overall ; lack of cash 

investment by ICC.

Further concerns length and conditions of licencing 

agreements, engagement with the artists beyond 

consultation with    (lack of evidence 

of broader consultation); longevity of the exhibition 

of work; no confirmation of artists; entry/ doorway 

artwork (no commissioning fee or detail of ongoing 

use of); the temporary nature of the project for the 

cash investment (purchase artworks for their 

permament collection including permanent public 

art).

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2170 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6.2 

ngagement & Participation 6.4 

iability 5.4 

 udget 5 

23 Below the line $58,600.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2175 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.2 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.4 

23.4 Below the line $24,500.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2176 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7.4 

Viability 6 

 Budget 5.6 

26 The project has an impressive ambition with high 

potential for social impact. The application could 

have been developed further in relation to identifying 

facilitators and allied artists. Leading to questions of 

viability when reliance for ambitious project relies on 

limited number of people. 

and connection to the local community. 

Budget could benefit from cash v in kind expenses.

) 

Recommended $50,000.00 $50,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2177 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 6.8 

Viability 7 

 Budget 7 

27.8 A detailed and thoughtful application with innovative 

approach and good collaboration with scientists and 

. Application could have 

benefited from a wider engagement strategy/ reach 

to new audiences outside the sector.

Recommended $17,303.00 $17,303.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2186 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 5.2 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.6 

23.2 Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2187 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 6.2 

Viability 5.4 

 Budget 5 

23.2

) 

Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2193 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.4 

Engagement & Participation 6.2 

Viability 6.2 

 Budget 5.6 

24.4 Below the line $36,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2194 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 5.8 

Viability 5.6 

 Budget 5.6 

23.6

) 

Below the line $30,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2202 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement & Participation 6.8 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.4 

24.6 Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2205 Artistic & Cultural Merit 4.8 

Engagement & Participation 4.8 

Viability 5.2 

 Budget 4 

18.8 Below the line $72,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2206 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 6.6 

Viability 6.6 

 Budget 7 

27.7 Panel was appreciative of the applications intent. ie. 

the challenge of conceptual thinking to high calibre 

artisans. Good strategy for engaging new audiences. 

Solid budget.

) 

Recommended $5,760.00 $5,760.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2210 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6 

ngagement & Participation 6 

iability 5.5 

 udget 5.5 

23 Good concept however needed more development to 

guarantee maximum benefit to artists  involved (eg. 

longer exhibitions over time). Whilst media friendly 

support engagement strategies required eg. social 

media and website Questioned insurances  is 

public liability? would artists have to provide their 

own insurance for artwork and liability on garage 

owners. No exhibition fees to artists. Lack clarity as to 

process for the artists selection.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2212 rtistic & Cultural Merit 7.5 

ngagement & Participation 7 

iability 7.25 

 udget 6.25 

28 Strong well considered application pertinent to the 

needs of both local artists and community  (good 

community consultation in advance ). As an 

organisation good development from existing 

activities which increase reach and diversity of 

artforms. Panel recognised the long term impacts 

from sound project structure and high quality artist 

as facilitators.

Budget however lacked significant and necessary 

detail. No breakdown of artist fees; artist production 

and technical fees; travel and accommadation ; 

workshop expenses and consumables; catering.

Recommended $75,000.00 $75,000.00 Alison Williams Funding dependent on 

revised budget being 

approved

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2213 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6.6 

ngagement & Participation 5.8 

iability 5.8 

 udget 5.6 

23.8

) 

Below the line $11,700.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2217 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6.4 

ngagement & Participation 6.4 

iability 5.8 

 udget 5.6 

24.2 Below the line $25,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2218 rtistic & Cultural Merit 7 

ngagement & Participation 7 

iability 6 

 udget 7.5 

27.5 Project was well supported throughout the 

communities engaging both artists and audiences, 

had a clear vision and was a timely expansion 

servicing a need. Application could have benefited 

from planning and detail, in timeline (dates and 

venues for specific activities). Good well detailed 

budget. Submit documents rather than links to 

Google Drive.

Recommended $19,544.00 $19,544.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2221 rtistic & Cultural Merit 5.4 

ngagement & Participation 6 

iability 6.2 

 udget 5 

22.6

) 

e

Below the line $42,210.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2222 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6 

ngagement & Participation 6.6 

iability 6 

 udget 5.8 

24.4

) 

Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2223 rtistic & Cultural Merit 6 

ngagement & Participation 6 

iability 5.2 

 udget 5 

22.2 Below the line $60,000.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2224 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.60 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 6.60 

 Budget 6 

25.2 The panel commended the use of experimental 

technology and the concept to a wide range of 

demographics. Greater detail would have been 

beneficial regarding engagement strategies (over 

reliant on galleries involvement). Range of partners 

strengthen the projects viability. Budget was sound. 

Missed opportunity for cultural interpretations of 

astronomy

Not recommended $63,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2228 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 4 

Viability 6.60 

 Budget 5 

21.6 Panel commended the interest in revealing 

unconventional spaces and the partnership with 

Sydney trains. Application lacked clarity. Project 

description and budget conflated different stages of 

the project leading to confusing expenditure and 

related activities. Application needed to specifically 

address this stage and argue for its value. Application 

would have been strengthen if outcomes were 

included with associated audience and engagement 

strategies.

ot recommended $12,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2234 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.20 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 6.20 

 Budget 5.40 

23.8 elow the line $50,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2242 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.80 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 5.80 

 Budget 5.80 

24.4 elow the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2245 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.80 

Engagement & Participation 6.80 

Viability 3 

 Budget 6.40 

23 Project has great merit based on partnerships.  The 

application presents a retrospective funding for 

materials already bought, and project production 

costs already committed. NexT Wave Fest‐ May, 

notification of projects are from 1 May. There is a 

not confirmed Australia Council grant . 

Unclear of the costs being covered to the viability of 

the project. For successful application costs covered 

by this grant need to be clearly allocated to dates and 

activities post notification by Create NSW.

Materials, artist fees, Sydney freight, sustainability 

and access measures, equipment hire, 

documentation, marketing and publicity *

ot recommended $6,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2247 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.60 

Engagement & Participation 5.20 

Viability 5.00 

 Budget 4.80 

21.6 elow the line $36,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2248 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.20 

Engagement & Participation 6.80 

Viability 5.00 

 Budget 5.20 

24.2 elow the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2258 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.8 

Engagement & Participation 5 

Viability 5 

 Budget 5.5 

22.3 Interesting concept behind project to create a 

distinctive space. The initiative shows potential 

however application falls down in the areas of 

engagement which could be more detailed, 

comprehensive and diversified. Budget could have 

benefited from greater detail with documentation, 

production costs and marketing.

ot recommended $66,800.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2264 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.2 

Engagement & Participation 6.4 

Viability 6.80 

 Budget 6 

26.4 Application demonstrates a good growth strategy for 

regional and youth engagement. There is a good use 

of partnerships eg festivals and  to leverage 

profile. The panel had reservations about level of 

confirmed engagement eg. Venues. The 

panel noted there was 

engagement and was seen as a weakness (ongoing/ 

meaningful building relationships with the Aboriginal 

community). Budget required further breakdown of 

wages and fees in all categories. In particuilar Head 

On OYAF fees.

Recommended $58,800.00 $58,800.00 Funding depend on 

wages and fees detailing 

as above

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2273

ral

Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 6.4 

 Budget 6.40 

24.8 Health benefits of the project were well 

substantiated, however application would have 

benefited from more practical detail in the execution 

of the vision and an indication of the selection 

criteria for the artist/ artist involved. The panel 

questioned whether money could be sources from 

Health or  Suggestion to 

liaise with the   to engage with 

had no direct strategy 

for engagement.

Not recommended $10,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2275

' 

Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.60 

Engagement & Participation 5.00 

Viability 5.40 

 Budget 5.40 

21.4 Below the line $5,340.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2284

ce

Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.40 

Engagement & Participation 5.80 

Viability 6.60 

 Budget 6.20 

24 Below the line $36,930.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2285

e 

Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.80 

Engagement & Participation 5.20 

Viability 4.80 

 Budget 5.20 

22 Below the line $56,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2286 Artistic & Cultural Merit 8.00 

Engagement & Participation 7.60 

Viability 6 

 Budget 7.00 

28.6 Panel appreciate the diverse programming and 

comprehensive range of activities and international 

exposure. Budget could have benefited from artists 

fees and rates of pay and scale. Not enough support 

material. 

Massive scope for artist development both 

individually and for the sector.

Recommended $45,000.00 $45,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2291 ct Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.8 

Engagement & Participation 6.4 

Viability 6.8 

 Budget 6.8 

26.8 Panel noted the historical story having great potential 

however the application lacked a fully detailed 

artistic rationale with specific detailed thematic 

investigations and contemporary relevance. The 

budget could have had greater investment into 

production and documentation with greater detail. 

eg. production line

Recommended $17,868.00 $17,868.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2292 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.20 

Engagement & Participation 5.00 

Viability 5.80 

 Budget 5.40 

22.4 Below the line $29,000.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2294 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.5 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 5.5 

 Budget 6 

24.5 Project had exhibited high potential and commended 

its intent. However, their were questions over 

viability with over 50% of income unconfirmed and 

no evidence of lead artists confirmed. Support letters 

were not directly relevant to this project for 

investment. Question temporary nature of project 

outcomes (pavement art/ mosaics ‐ maintanece over 

time)

Not recommended $20,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2301 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 6 

 Budget 6.00 

24.5 A worthwhile project with a good choice of lead 

artists with demonstrated relevant experience. Its an 

innovative approach to community engagement and 

artistic production, to bring art to the community. 

Noted the strength of the youth engagement and the 

challenges for participants beyond that. Would 

require greater articulation of intended outcomes 

and associated benefits. Application would be greatly 

strengthened by increased Council support including 

significant cash investment. Expenditure required 

greater detail in all line items to increase the 

transparency. Recommended for location with high 

 and a more detailed 

engagement strategy.

Not recommended $55,740.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2302 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 6.5 

 Budget 6 

26.5 Ambitious and innovative project with a mental 

health focus. Well supported and sound application 

with good partnerships and broad engagement 

strategies. The panel acknowledges a sound track 

record however there is an absence of a timeline, 

detailing how they are spending the monies and 

when the project will be delivered. More breakdown 

of the artists fees and scale of pay.eg. artists wages

Recommended $27,100.00 $27,100.00 Michael Campbell

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2303 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 7 

 Budget 7 

28 Sound, well presented application with the project 

having potential for great impact coming from 

thoughtful ethical base. Panel were impressed by the 

authentic and genuine engagement with 

communities building on previous histories.

Recommended $26,000.00 $26,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2304 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.8 

Engagement & Participation 5.8 

Viability 5.8 

 Budget 5.80 

24.2 The objectives and intentions of the project are to be 

highly commended and the pre‐planning in advance 

of the date is also advantageous. the partnership 

with  strengthens inter‐generational 

engagement and use, extending into existing online 

and arts market, engagement strategies. However the 

application was let down by a lack of evidence of 

detailed planning and project speciifics; a generalised 

expenditure budget, which was generalised across 

most line items, lacking detail and breakdown of 

costs associated with staffing and activities. The 

projects activities over the 2 year period was deemed 

not enough to create significant impact, (required 

greater workshops and developmental opportunities).

Not recommended $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2312 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.5 

Engagement & Participation 5.75 

Viability 6.40 

 Budget 6.00 

24.65 Terrific project concept let down by scant detail 

across all areas eg. lack of clarity outlining the specific 

relationship between research topic and individual 

archives. Timeline lacks dates for both symposia, 

workshops and publication timeline. Budget lacked 

breakdown of artist/ researcher fees and rates of pay. 

lack of detail justifying priority rea statistics.

Not recommended $45,000.00 $0.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2315 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.80 

Engagement & Participation 4.80 

Viability 5.20 

 Budget 5.20 

21 Below the line $2,500.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2317 Artistic & Cultural Merit 5.80 

Engagement & Participation 5.60 

Viability 5.40 

 Budget 5.20 

22 Below the line $55,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2324 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.20 

Engagement & Participation 6.20 

Viability 5.60 

 Budget 5.60 

23.6 Below the line $30,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2329 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 5.5 

 Budget 7 

26 Panel noted the distinct potential for artist 

development and building of resources well beyond 

the duration of this specific project. Application 

would have benefited from greater detail in 

unpacking/ explaining the artistic rationale behind 

the project. Engagement and participation is good. 

Application lacked a support letter 

Recommended $23,500.00 $23,500.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2333 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.60 

Engagement & Participation 6.20 

Viability 5.80 

 Budget 5.60 

24.2 Below the line $35,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2337 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.00 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 5 

 Budget 5 

23 Panel acknowledges the strength of the 2017 festival, 

however application needs to address 2018 festival. It 

was not a comprehensive application and didn't 

provide documentation (eg. support letters from 

partnered organisations, statistics for 2017 to 

substaniate claims). Budget lacked breakdown of 

writers fees, per diems and accom, creative personnel 

fees. Engagement strategies weren't detailed 

including marketing plan. Greater rationale and 

relevance to audience behind programming choices 

including C

Not recommended $25,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2342 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.60 

Engagement & Participation 6.20 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 5.60 

24.4 Below the line $75,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2352 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.40 

Engagement & Participation 6.80 

Viability 7 

 Budget 6.00 

27.2 Panel saw that the strength of the application was 

the professional development of local artists. Whilst 

scale is not neccessarily an indictor of quality or 

impact, the panel noted a relatively small allocation 

to material costs. The investment into this area could 

be utilisied to increase the profile of both the new 

and existing artwork, and be capitalised by local 

council in the future. The budget would have 

benefited from a detailed breakdown of marketing/ 

promotions, in particular cultural tourism aspects 

proved by Council. Panel appreciated the quality of 

support material.

Recommended $60,000.00 $60,000.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2354 m Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 7 

 Budget 6.00 

27 The project benefited from strong partnerships with 

other national and international organisations 

bringing artists to   with consequent 

developmental opportunities for local artists. The 

budget could have benefited form a breakdown of 

fees and rates of pay. The panel noted that the 

documentation and dissemination of work is 

important for impact and sustainability. Application 

could have benefited from up to date support 

information ie you tube video

Recommended $20,000.00 $20,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2356 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 6 

Viability 6.80 

 Budget 6.2 

26 Panel was excited about the potential of project and 

possible outcomes. Well written artistic rationale 

supporting his desire for significant research support. 

However the application could have benefited from 

more explicit research methodology and potential 

outcomes. This would demonstrate preparty analysis 

and current research. Engagement strategies were 

unclear. Budget could have benefited from fee 

structure breakdown as it was high.

Recommended $55,000.00 $25,000.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2359 Artistic & Cultural Merit 7.60 

Engagement & Participation 6.5 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.8 

27.9 Solid application. Panel noted that engagement 

strategies could be more far reaching and targeted to 

different sectors of the community. Budget; further 

breakdown and detail of the   

would have strengthen application. Engaging   

maybe an engagement strategy would suffice.

Recommended $21,910.00 $21,910.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2361 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.40 

Engagement & Participation 6.00 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 5.60 

24 Below the line $40,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2363 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.5 

Engagement & Participation 5 

Viability 5 

 Budget 4 

20.5 Whilst the ideas and themes of the project resonated, 

the application was underdeveloped. Both in regard 

to support materials, project detail,  and execution of 

research. The budget was vague in relation to 

expenditure and questioned no allocation to   

 Scientists. No 

breakdown for the creative personnel. The panel 

questioned why the Australian Museum weren't 

making a contribution.

Not recommended $60,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2368

18

Artistic & Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement & Participation 7 

Viability 7.00 

 Budget 6.80 

27.8 Panel were impressed by the range of activities 

proposed, especially by  

and the various of modes of its communication. A 

realistic and achievable budget (modest). Breakdown 

of artist fees and scale/ pay rates would have 

benefited. Support material required for 

Recommended $5,000.00 $5,000.00
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 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2371 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement & Participation 5 

Viability 7.20 

 Budget 5.5 

23.7 Panel appreciated the cultural contribution of the 

project to the community and the way the AMS 

engages with that community. Engagement and 

participation statistics were optimistic. Better 

engagement strategies between artist and 

community could be enhanced. Application would 

have benefited from Artists CV to assist assessment of 

the pay scale.

) 

Not recommended $8,000.00 $0.00

 Visual Arts, 

Literature, 

Collections & 

Cultural Heritage

17/18ACP2372 Artistic & Cultural Merit 6.60 

Engagement & Participation 5.60 

Viability 6.00 

 Budget 5.60 

23.8 Below the line $15,000.00 $0.00

Chair Member

Member Member

Member Member

Date
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 1 17/18ACP2261 $60,000.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $60,000.00

Visual Arts 1 17/18ACP2033 $55,000.00 Multi artform South Eastern Regional NSW Recommended $55,000.00

Performing Arts 2 17/18ACP2350 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $60,000.00

Visual Arts 2 17/18ACP2025 $25,789.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended $25,789.00

Performing Arts 3 17/18ACP2111 $45,240.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $45,240.00

Visual Arts 3 17/18ACP2043 $10,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $10,000.00

Performing Arts 4 17/18ACP2038 $17,049.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $17,049.00 Receipt of this funding is conditional 

to additional funding equal to that 

of the Australia Council funding 

request.

Visual Arts 4 17/18ACP2021 $49,820.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $49,820.00

Performing Arts 5 17/18ACP2277 $35,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $35,000.00 Emily 

Collins

Visual Arts 5 17/18ACP2133 $15,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Recommended $15,000.00

Visual Arts 5 17/18ACP2103 $60,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $60,000.00

Performing Arts 6 17/18ACP2364 $36,384.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $36,384.00

Visual Arts 6 17/18ACP2076 $24,000.00 Literature Central West Regional NSW Recommended $24,000.00

Performing Arts 7 17/18ACP2195 $75,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended  $75,000.00 Bec Dean

Visual Arts 7 17/18ACP2023 $32,350.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $32,350.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 8 $46,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $46,000.00

Visual Arts 8 $17,300.00 Literature Not in NSW Outside NSW Recommended $17,027.00

Visual Arts 8 $45,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $0.00

specific priority areas.

Performing Arts 9 $25,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Performing Arts 9 $16,956.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Murrumbidgee Regional NSW Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 9 $26,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 9 $75,000.00 Multi artform Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Recommended $0.00 Alison 

Williams

Funding dependent on revised 

budget being approved

Performing Arts 10 $41,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 10 $21,910.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 11 $30,247.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 11 $5,000.00 Literature Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 11 $17,303.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 11 $46,911.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Hunter Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 12 $20,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Visual Arts 12 17/18ACP2206 $5,760.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

South Eastern Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 12 17/18ACP2066 $10,000.00 Literature Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 13 17/18ACP2141 $45,750.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 13 17/18ACP2022 $30,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 14 17/18ACP2075 $25,300.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 14 17/18ACP2218 $19,544.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 15 17/18ACP2254 $22,228.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 15 17/18ACP2352 $60,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Northern Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 16 17/18ACP2256 $19,850.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 16 17/18ACP2029 $52,000.00 Literature Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended $0.00 Dr Stephen 

Gapps

Visual Arts 16 17/18ACP2354 $20,000.00 Literature Illawarra Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 17 17/18ACP2019 $26,210.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 17 17/18ACP2058 $66,980.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 18 17/18ACP2072 $37,239.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00 Paschal 

Berry

Visual Arts 18 17/18ACP2291 $17,868.00 Multi artform Murrumbidgee Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 19 17/18ACP2148 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Visual Arts 19 17/18ACP2034   $58,550.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Not in NSW Outside NSW Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 20 17/18ACP2384 $18,230.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Central West Regional NSW Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 20 17/18ACP2302 $27,100.00 Multi artform North Western Regional NSW Recommended $0.00 Michael 

Campbell

Performing Arts 21 17/18ACP2226

 

$53,296.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Performing Arts 21 17/18ACP2347 $46,407.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Performing Arts 21 17/18ACP2358 $36,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 21 17/18ACP2264 $58,800.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $0.00

 

Funding depend on wages and fees 

detailing as above

Performing Arts 22 17/18ACP2290 $22,731.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 22 17/18ACP2064

t

$30,489.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 23 17/18ACP2287   $25,802.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Performing Arts 23 17/18ACP2313 $22,986.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Illawarra Regional NSW Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 23 17/18ACP2329 $23,500.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 23 17/18ACP2074 $14,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW Recommended $0.00 Money is not to be used for prize 

money as per income Create NSW 

line item for artists fees only.

Visual Arts 23 17/18ACP2001 $49,922.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Visual Arts 23 17/18ACP2356 $55,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 23 17/18ACP2176 $50,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 23 17/18ACP2169 $60,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 24 17/18ACP2164 $29,582.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00 Paschal 

Berry

Visual Arts 24 17/18ACP2224 $63,000.00 Multi artform Central Coast Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 25 17/18ACP2201 $28,450.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Recommended  $0.00

Visual Arts 25 17/18ACP2273 $10,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 25 17/18ACP2087 $27,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 26 17/18ACP2259 $35,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Recommended  $0.00

Performing Arts 26 17/18ACP2311 $15,300.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 26 17/18ACP2312 $45,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 27 17/18ACP2085 $35,000.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 27 17/18ACP2109 $29,350.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Murrumbidgee Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 27 17/18ACP2114 $70,000.00 Literature Central West Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 27 17/18ACP2202 $75,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 28 17/18ACP2203 $14,059.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 28 17/18ACP2378 $60,000.00 Literature Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 28 17/18ACP2301 $55,740.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 28 17/18ACP2294 $20,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

North Western Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 28 17/18ACP2123 $47,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

South Eastern Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 29 17/18ACP2289 $75,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00 Bec Dean

Performing Arts 29 17/18ACP2295 $34,900.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00 Paschal 

Berry

Visual Arts 29 17/18ACP2051 $4,638.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Northern Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 29 17/18ACP2342 $75,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 29 17/18ACP2222 $60,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 29 17/18ACP2193 $36,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Hunter Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 29 17/18ACP2242 $75,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 29 17/18ACP2097 $5,000.00 Literature Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 30 17/18ACP2127 $60,000.00 Dance Central Coast Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 30 17/18ACP2333 $35,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Visual Arts 30 17/18ACP2010 $75,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 30 17/18ACP2304 $75,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 30 17/18ACP2217 $25,000.00 Multi artform South Eastern Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 30 17/18ACP2248 $75,000.00 Dance Murrumbidgee Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 31 17/18ACP2118 $22,150.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 31 17/18ACP2276 $18,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Northern Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 31 17/18ACP2361   $40,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 31 17/18ACP2284 $36,930.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

North Western Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 32 17/18ACP2113 $12,812.00 Multi artform Northern Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 32 17/18ACP2024 $19,520.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 32 17/18ACP2372 $15,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 32 17/18ACP2234 $50,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 32 17/18ACP2213 $11,700.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 32 17/18ACP2108 $59,150.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Murray Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 33 17/18ACP2137 $40,380.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 33 17/18ACP2144 $75,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 33 17/18ACP2165 $12,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 33 17/18ACP2322 $60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 33 17/18ACP2371 $8,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Central West Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 34 17/18ACP2188 $59,500.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00 Emily 

Collins

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2047 $44,211.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2032 $35,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2027 $75,000.00 Literature Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2324 $30,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2194 $30,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2124 $53,325.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2175 $24,500.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 34 17/18ACP2105 $30,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 35 17/18ACP2189 $27,812.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Visual Arts 35 17/18ACP2187 $75,000.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 35 17/18ACP2186 $75,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 36 17/18ACP2065 ,  $43,225.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 36 17/18ACP2337 $25,000.00 Literature Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 36 17/18ACP2210 s  $60,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 36 17/18ACP2245 $6,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 36 17/18ACP2170 $58,600.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 37 17/18ACP2252 $6,000.00 Multi artform Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 37 17/18ACP2020 $30,840.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 37 17/18ACP2221 $42,210.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 38 17/18ACP2052 $20,571.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 38 17/18ACP2098 $19,500.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Illawarra Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 38 17/18ACP2292 $29,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 38 17/18ACP2054 $60,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 39 17/18ACP2073 $30,640.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00 Paschal 

Berry

Visual Arts 39 17/18ACP2258 $66,800.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 40 17/18ACP2351 $35,950.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00 Bec Dean

Visual Arts 40 17/18ACP2223 $60,000.00 Multi artform Central West Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 41 17/18ACP2374 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Central West Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 41 17/18ACP2048 $14,233.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 41 17/18ACP2035 $70,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Murray Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 41 17/18ACP2026 $10,290.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 41 17/18ACP2317 $55,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 41 17/18ACP2285 $56,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 42 17/18ACP2157 $18,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 42 17/18ACP2228 $12,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 42 17/18ACP2247 $36,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 43 17/18ACP2328 $60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 43 17/18ACP2275 $5,340.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 44 17/18ACP2191 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Illawarra Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Visual Arts 44 17/18ACP2004

 

$25,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 45 17/18ACP2305 $30,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Illawarra Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 45 17/18ACP2315 $2,500.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 45 17/18ACP2125 $60,000.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 46 17/18ACP2079 $11,721.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 46 17/18ACP2349 $33,915.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 46 17/18ACP2363 $60,000.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Central Coast Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 47 17/18ACP2233 $60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 47 17/18ACP2205 $72,000.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

Murray Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 47 17/18ACP2084 $75,000.00 Visual Arts 

(including Craft 

and Design)

Hunter Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 48 17/18ACP2011 $15,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 48 17/18ACP2028 $26,400.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 48 17/18ACP2388 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Visual Arts 48 17/18ACP2116 $30,855.00 Collections and 

Cultural Heritage

North Western Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 49 17/18ACP2158 $19,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 49 17/18ACP2335 $74,542.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Visual Arts 49 17/18ACP2130 $55,000.00 Multi artform Far West Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 50 17/18ACP2044 $56,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 50 17/18ACP2266 $43,400.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 51 17/18ACP2104 $45,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 51 17/18ACP2126 $28,620.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 52 17/18ACP2161 $17,050.00 Multi artform Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 53 17/18ACP2053 $3,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 54 17/18ACP2330 $22,625.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Not in NSW Outside NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 55 17/18ACP2092 $15,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 56 17/18ACP2334 $60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 57 17/18ACP2039 $60,000.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 57 17/18ACP2071 $69,150.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 58 17/18ACP2257 $15,280.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 59 17/18ACP2086 $21,200.00 Dance Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 60 17/18ACP2325 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 61 17/18ACP2340 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Not recommended $0.00

Performing Arts 62 17/18ACP2056 $20,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 63 17/18ACP2168 $4,083.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Hunter Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 64 17/18ACP2246 $15,000.00 Dance Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 65 17/18ACP2320 $11,495.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Not in NSW Outside NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 66 17/18ACP2080 $2,100.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 67 17/18ACP2298 $26,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 68 17/18ACP2143 $75,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 69 17/18ACP2230 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 70 17/18ACP2269 $14,875.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 71 17/18ACP2081 $32,250.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 71 17/18ACP2190 $20,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 72 17/18ACP2373 $12,990.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

South Eastern Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 73 17/18ACP2090 $25,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

South Eastern Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 73 17/18ACP2192 $45,000.00 Multi artform Illawarra Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 74 17/18ACP2184 $60,000.00 Multi artform Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 75 17/18ACP2343 $14,600.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 76 17/18ACP2050 $22,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

s Northern Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 76 17/18ACP2208 $25,660.00 Dance Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 77 17/18ACP2207 $15,500.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 78 17/18ACP2241 $60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 79 17/18ACP2360 $61,350.00 Multi artform Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 80 17/18ACP2214 $60,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 81 17/18ACP2279 $18,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 82 17/18ACP2162 $75,000.00 Multi artform Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 83 17/18ACP2229 $60,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 84 17/18ACP2376 $56,939.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 85 17/18ACP2227 $42,615.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 86 17/18ACP2327 $35,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 87 17/18ACP2183 $34,095.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 88 17/18ACP2321 $2,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 89 17/18ACP2082 $65,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 90 17/18ACP2268 $10,000.00 Dance Mid‐North Coast Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 91 17/18ACP2344 $5,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Hunter Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 92 17/18ACP2253 $41,178.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 93 17/18ACP2353 $10,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 94 17/18ACP2016 $28,950.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Murray Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 94 17/18ACP2300 $20,000.00 Music (including 

Opera and Musical 

Theatre)

Northern Regional NSW Below the line $0.00
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Panel Recommendations ‐ Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 (Combined)

Panel Ranking Application ID Full Name Project Title Total Amount 
Requested

Artform type LGA Electorate Location Region Applicant 
Region

Final Recommendation Recommended Conflicts 
Interest

Priority Area ‐ Activities Special Conditions

Performing Arts 95 17/18ACP2179 $60,000.00 Multi artform Richmond‐

Tweed

Regional NSW Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 96 17/18ACP2078 $20,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 97 17/18ACP2215 $45,000.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Sydney excl. W. 

Sydney

Sydney Metro Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 98 17/18ACP2345 $2,500.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Performing Arts 99 17/18ACP2007 $27,570.00 Theatre (including 

Circus and Physical 

Theatre)

Western Sydney Western 

Sydney

Below the line $0.00

Date Date

Date DateDavid Gordon, 
Senior Manager Arts Investment 
Create NSW

Paschal Daantos Berry,
Chair (Performing Arts Panel)

Michael Campbell
Chair (Visual Arts Panel)

Sophia Zachariou, 
Director Sector Investment
Create NSW
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Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget (Artform)

Final Recommendation (All)

Values
Artform type Amount Recommended # of Applications
Dance 105240 2

Literature 41027 2

Multi artform 221789 5

Music (including Opera and Musical Theatre) 75000 1

Theatre (including Circus and Physical Theatre) 113433 3

Visual Arts (including Craft and Design) 107170 4

Grand Total 663659 17

Dance, 105240, 16% Literature, 41027, 6%

Multi artform, 
221789, 34%Music (including 

Opera and Musical 
Theatre), 75000, 11%

Theatre 
(including Circus 
and Physical 

Theatre), 113433, 
17%

Visual Arts (including 
Craft and Design), 

107170, 16%

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY ARTFORM



Final Recommendation (All)

Values
Applicant Region Amount Recomm# of ApplicaAmount Requested
Regional NSW 94000 3 94000

Sydney Metro 451843 11 451843

Western Sydney 100789 2 100789

Outside NSW 17027 1 17300

Grand Total 663659 17 663932

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications 

Regional NSW, 
94000, 14%

Sydney Metro, 
451843, 68%

Western Sydney, 
100789, 15%

Outside NSW, 
17027, 3%

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY 
APPLICANT REGION



Final Recommendation (All)

Values
Location Region Amount Recomm# of ApplicaAmount Requested
Central West 24,000$             1 24,000$         

Richmond‐Tweed 15,000$             1 15,000$         

South Eastern 55,000$             1 55,000$         

Sydney excl. W. Sydney 451,843$           11 451,843$       

Western Sydney 100,789$           2 100,789$       

Not in NSW 17,027$             1 17,300$         

Grand Total 663,659$           17 663,932$       

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget 
(Applicant Region)

Central West,  $24,000 , 
4%

Richmond‐Tweed, 
$15,000 , 2%

South Eastern,  $55,000 , 
8%

Sydney excl. W. Sydney, 
$451,843 , 68%

Western Sydney, …

Not in NSW,  $17,027 , 3%

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS BY APPLICANT 
LOCATION REGION



Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ All Applications Summary (Priority Areas Instances of engagement)

Values
Panel # of Instances ‐ 

Aboriginal people
# of Instances ‐ 
Regional

# of Instances ‐ 
Western 
Sydney

# of Instances ‐ 
CaLD

# of Instances ‐ 
Young People

# of 
Instances ‐ 
 Disability

Amount 
Requested

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts 38 59 67 72 84 33 4,287,389$  122 1,062,937$      

Visual Arts 50 66 38 48 71 40 4,008,628$  100 1,145,896$      

Grand Total 88 125 105 120 155 73 8,296,017$  222 2,208,833$     

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications (Priority Areas Instances of engagement)

Final Recommendation (Multiple Items) Budget $663,659

Values
Panel # of Instances ‐ 

Aboriginal people
# of Instances ‐ 
Regional

# of Instances ‐ 
Western 
Sydney

# of Instances ‐ 
CaLD

# of Instances ‐ 
Young People

# of 
Instances ‐ 
 Disability

Amount 
Requested

# of 
Applications

Amount 
Recommended

Performing Arts 13 12 19 21 18 5 1,062,937$  30 1,062,937$      

Visual Arts 19 24 14 16 30 13 1,175,896$  34 1,145,896$      

Grand Total 32 36 33 37 48 18 2,238,833$  64 2,208,833$     

Arts and Cultural Projects Round 2 ‐ Recommended Applications within Budget (Priority Areas Instances of engagement)

Values
# of Instances ‐ 

Aboriginal people 10

# of Instances ‐ 

Regional 8

# of Instances ‐ 

Western Sydney 9

# of Instances ‐ CaLD 9

# of Instances ‐ Young 

People 15

# of Instances ‐ 

Disability 2
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17/18 Arts & Cultural Projects (Round 2) 
Performing Arts 

Tuesday 6 – Thursday 9 February 2017 
Create NSW Offices 

9:00am - 5:00pm 

Panel: Paschal Daantos Berry (Chair), Bec Dean, Emily Collins, Sammy Lovejoy 

Create NSW: Cameron McRae, Nat Randall, Chloe Kourtesis, Tammy Close,  

Lachlan Herd, Nadia Obeid, Josipa Draisma 

RECORD OF MEETING 

ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Open Meeting 

Day 1 – Tuesday 6 February  

Meeting commenced: 9:05am 

Minute taker: Nat Randall 

CM: House notes and overview of the day. 

PDB: Questions around who to seek advice from for Aboriginal Engagement? Sector Investment and/or people 

from the Aboriginal Advisory Committee.  

BD: Questions about (17/18ACP2388)  who fell below the line. - this application would 

be good to get notes on.  

17/18ACP2305 

PB: Noted discrepancy in scoring and very high and very low scoring. Asked for feedback from panel.  

SL: Too ‘corporate’ and lacked letters of support from major presenter which effected the viability. 

BD: Positive remarks on application. Ticked all the boxes, good detail in the application, regional etc, strong 

artists.   

4
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

PDB: Strong point that the major budget line is artists fees. This was positive to see, however no  

 support that could be supplied. This was a problem 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2079 

PB: Discrepancy in scoring. Individually strong  artists, however we have serious questions around 

? Engagement was based on assumptions of 

 not best practice or research. Problems with budget ie. Must be a lot more 

detailed in terms of allocation of fees. Questions around waving wave admin fees? Who is accounting for this? 

The artists or 505 (presenting venue)?  

SL: Well written application, however agree with artistic concerns. Consistency in the application and well 

prepared. Budget well-constructed.  

BD: Artistically not very interesting.   

EC: Questions around waiving admin fees. Not good practice.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2349 

EC: Read this quite highly. Clear in intensions and planning. Did note that they said they had money from 

, however after research couldn’t see this confirmed.  

BD: Love the idea and lab model. Questions regarding hospitality and the small budget around caring for the 

artists. Great app but how are you looking after people? Great support, artists are fantastic. Fees are there, but 

quite a generous amount and they haven’t articulated a stipend to look after yourself? 

SL: Problems with budget. How many artists, what amount? Per week? Per hour? The descriptions for 

engagement was weak 

PB: Successful lab – . Is this something that hinges on . Strong potential partnerships. 

Process driven lab, with extensive experience from the artists. More detail around engagement processes – 

specifically around priority areas. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

BD: Could we please return to this once we see the final list? This is an interesting model and nothing else quite 

like it.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

 

17/18ACP2191 

Conflict of interest: Sammy Lovejoy left the room at 9:51am.  

BD: Liked the project however it seemed very reliant on Create NSW and a ‘celebrity’ pull as opposed to local 

engagement – which was lacking. Energetic production, timely work around dementia.   

EC: Apart from box office, it is 100% Create NSW funding.  

PB: Questions around push for  yet lack of true engagement. ACDP – was not articulated. Must 

diversify income stream. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

Sammy Lovejoy entered the room at 9:59am.

 

17/18ACP2340 

PB: Pretty consistent scoring. Strong partnerships including STC partnerships. Feels business as usual. A more 

rigorous explanation around the hierarchy of artists fees would be beneficial. Artistically -  

SL: Timeline – no listing of rehearsals which is concerning considering the theatrical nature of the work. No 

breakdown of artists fees. Why are some people doing co-op rates, why are some equity rates? What is this 

grant for? What is this used for? No own contribution in the budget, no in-kind support.  

BD: Very undercooked budget within the application. Given the large box office numbers, there needed to be 

more detail. Artistically we would like to take this below 17/18ACP2349 – artistically not there. We recognise the 

importance of Shakespeare , however the artistic vision and innovation of the 

work is not articulated in the application.  

EC: If you have that amount of income from box office, why ask for this grant? Or at least articulate exactly what 

this grant is contributing to the project. This is not evident. 

All: Dropped artistic and cultural merit from 6.25 to 5. Artistically this was not in the same league as projects 

below it. This application has dropped below the line.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2328 

Conflict of interest: Emily Collins left the room at 10:15am.  

PB: Consistent scoring. Saw a project last year at 107 Projects and I was amazed by its following. This is an 

application that has confirmed diversified funding – a strength in this application. 

BD: I have a lot of questions about this conference. I had to do a lot of investigative research to get a sense of 

their history. Where does this happen? In a university conference? It looks like a good career kickstarting 

project. 7 venues / 4 of them are pubs. Amazing acts that they have been able to get.  

Budget – good self-contribution. Operational grant from Australia Council and APRA funding. A venue partner 

would be a great addition to this application. The context is unclear. Where is it and how does it function? Great 

that they are paying their artists – particularly for musicians. Would have benefited from support letter from 

artists.  

SL: No letter of support for  Priority area. No worth ticking if you can’t back it up. No artist letter 

of support. Detailed but not artistically exciting. 

Unticked ACDP priority areas of: 

 as this was not well articulated.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

Emily Collins entered the room at 10:33am.

17/18ACP2157  

PB: In a body of applications from music festivals in this round, this festival felt very generic. The application felt 

business as usual. What is the creative vision? It would be good to see more articulation of why this is a viable 

festival.  There is nothing terribly wrong with the application, however there is no strong sense of what the 

identity of this festival is. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

BD: Bringing in contemporary names to give it a bit of an edge. The festival is diverse in the kinds of practice it 

represents, beyond the classical framework of chamber music, however there is no sense of the calibre of the 

festival. Low investment from  - $2,000. Unlikely to get the Australia Council money - not 

competitive on a national level. It’s hard to get excited by the narrative as it is a very list heavy application. 

Artistic vision was not clearly expressed.  

EC: It’s a small local festival with predominantly a classical following. Running for quite a while. It can be quite 

hard for music festivals to articulate innovation and the importance of the festival itself. The whole  

 is strong when it comes to classical music – there is no doubt that they could pull it off given the 

interest in the area.  Performance opportunities up north is a strong aspect. Of $18,000 of their request, $12,500 

are going to artists which is also a strength of the application. No sense of the culture or personality of the 

festival. Budget was clear. Questions around unconcerned funding.  

SL: Rated it well as it provides good opportunities for emerging and local musicians, particularly in the region 

where these opportunities are scarce.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

 

17/18ACP2203 

PB: Huge discrepancy in scoring. 10 points different between SL and BD. This project is bringing in the cultural 

aspect of the script – bringing in research and embedded and informed. Artistically – has a link to Timor to 

go back to have a deeper engagement. What is clear here is a dramaturgical support. This feels like a clear 

writing process. This trip is clear that it has come out of feedback.  

SL: Issues with timeline and activity outside of NSW. Not convinced about the research trip.  

BD: It’s about the development of a work around Timor, and therefore she needs to go there for a period of time. 

Artistically it is a great idea. Engagement and participation needs to go up, because this is the crux of this 

application is highly commendable. Fairly modest and clearly outlined budget.
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EC: Love that they are working with Timor,  and Canberra. The whole application addresses 

engagement and participation. Would have liked to see a more resolved or formal partnership with the Timorese 

communities, artists and organisations.  

The panel had a rigorous discussion around the stage that this work was in and there was slight confusion. 

Collectively the panel decided engagement and participation went up from 6.88 to 8. Collectively artistic and 

cultural merit went up from 7.25 to 7.5. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2257 

PB: What is the process of engaging ? Major note for so many applications (including this one) is a 

clearer breakdown of fees. There needed to be clearer articulation of why youth would be engaged. Coming 

from , this application needs a rigorous description. Budget was fine, however there were some 

inconsistencies in the in kind area  

EC: Questions around the  recording and that the recordings will be available for sale although a 

process is not articulated. Is there an existing group? Who are they targeting? 

BD: How are the youth engaged? And do they want to be engaged? Application would have benefited from 

evidence of interest – eg letters of support, video clips, youth advisory committees etc.  

SL: Hate to play the card. It is easy to underestimate these people in  and the kinds of 

pull they have and yes they make an assumption of the interest in the application, however there is no evidence 

in the application as to how they would engage .  

PB: Based on these discussions we will need to move this score down. 

The panel collectively move Engagement and participation was moved down from 6.5 to 6.   

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2351 

Conflict of interest: Bec Dean left the room at 11:22am.  

PB: Vision and rationale is clearly outlined in this application. Create NSW  come in over 

the last few years without luck. Great strategies for the organisation and strong partnerships. Taken a great deal 
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of feedback on board from previous rounds. They resolved the infrastructure support for emerging artists. There 

is a clear trajectory for this festival. Found this application favourable. This is a much stronger budget than 

previous years. Incredibly strong support material. It is really important to have something from the experimental 

side in this round to be considered. Costed well and clearly outlined.  

SL: Artistically this application didn’t really excite me. Concerns over budget. 

EC: Strategic around how the organisation is going to proceed. A great deal of detail in the application. Very well 

prepared application.  

PB: Would like to propose to raise this application.  

The panel collectively decided to raise viability from 6.83 to 7.  

The panel collectively decided to raise artistic and cultural merit from 7.33 to 7.5.   

Bec Dean entered the room at 11:41am 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2091 

Emily Collins noted a perceived conflict of interest as Music NSW receive core funding from  has 

administered this application for Sounds Australia. Sounds Australia and Music NSW are not connected and if 

this application was successful Music NSW would not benefit in any way. The panel sought advice from Sector 

Investment (David Gordon) and Manager of Integrity and Risk (Sandra Brophy) about this perceived conflict of 

interest and it was suggested that Emily Collins could remain in the room fro the duration of the discussion.  

PB: The artists are almost at the brink of their careers so they are well supported artists. However we need to 

make these organisations pay themselves, the fees need to increase. Very specific in the ratio of support for 

NSW based practitioners.  

EC: Incredible relationships with international booking agents, recoding companies etc. They are specifically 

applying for funding for an ‘Australian Stage’ in an international export markets. This application is to support 

‘
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The music industry is years behind supporting artist financially - this is across the globe. Sounds Australia in lieu 

of not paying artists is supporting a mass amount of artists on an international market. No international funding 

available to get musicians overseas. Feedback – could go - while you cannot change south by south west, you 

can pay artists a nominal fee.  

BD: The case studies of the artists are very strong, so too are the case studies and support material. It’s a 

broken system however the outcomes are very strong. What is the culture around not paying artists? There is 

$100,000 in administration and nothing on Artists. Even just a nominal fee to perform and flights. The sector and 

the funding sector needs to lead on this. Artists need to be paid for their services. We need to enforce artists are 

paid within the Contemporary Music sector. It is good to get the perspective. There is a real benefit to artists 

who attend.   

SL: Didn’t address the priority areas adequately. Budget clearly outlined, however performer fees and travel 

costs not included.  

All panellists noted the inherent issues throughout the contemporary music industry and that this application was 

on par with the issues around musicians not getting paid.  

There is a real need to address this on a larger level around the Contemporary Music Industry.  The panel 

collectively decided to move up engagement and participation from 5.88 to 7.5. The panel collectively decided to 

move up the budget from 7.13 to 7.5.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

 

17/18ACP2374 

PB: Artistic merit – linked well to community narratives. Unevenness in the quality of works. Artistically it wasn’t 

as strong as other projects. The ratio of audience attendance against the amount of projects was confusing. 

Where is the 400 audiences attending? No breakdown of this.  

The rational on 3 projects took away from the ability to develop a much rigorous description of the  

SL: Artistically it is valid, however in terms of the three projects didn’t totally create a cohesive overview. 
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BD: This application appears to be mostly development. Not clear on the kind of work this group.  seem 

to be paying them cash, as opposed to a box office split. Nothing in the application about expected audiences. 

Significant ask. 

Not a great project articulation or clear project vision. This appears as a ‘program’ not a project. The applicant 

appears to have written a support letter from themselves – as director of . This was disadvantageous. 

Appears to be a small audience for such a large ask.  

EC: Clear articulation of engagement and partnerships, however no breakdown of the actual presentation. 

Collectively the panel move the artistic and cultural merit down from 7.45 to 7.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

LUNCH BREAK  

The panel broke for lunch at 1:35pm.  

Nat Randall finished minuting 12:36am.  

17/18ACP2052 

Josipa Draisma began minuting at 1.30pm 

PB: EC and PB rated it as the lowest. Had a question about how they were going plan the engagement with 

youth, not explicitly stated in the application how they will do it. Questioning the ‘in kind’ contribution, not good 

practice. Support material supports excellence though. Artistically the whole panel liked it, the ‘Why’ of the 

project is strong but the ‘how’ is diluted in the application.  

BD: Inconsistency in the breakdown of the audience participation, also reflected in inconsistency in the budget 

area as well. 
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EC: Weak representation of the project, 6 points for all areas. CD sales in production makes EC nervous, not 

connected to the reality of audiences, certain markets you can sell CD’s but its not viable. Did not find the 

application compelling. Question around how she will engage the , applicant just states they will do it but 

does not articulate strategy. Did not detail in the Istanbul tour of the project how she was going to tour it without 

a band. Priority area for  is a stretch.  

Final score to remain the same at 29. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

 

17/18ACP2252 

PB: Had issues with the language of the application with how it frames the project, example ‘jazzing’ up. Support 

material demonstrates the scale and different components of the project as well as strong support for the 

community.  

BD: Sweet application. Mentor opportunity is fantastic for the applicant. People who run  are 

great and BD has faith in the delivery of the project. Agrees the language is a little daggy but it feels like a good 

project to engage  practice to a new audience. There is an opportunity to invest in this 

applicant to professionally develop their producing and artistic skills. 

SL:  validates the art and culture in community. 

EC: Good opportunity to put the w  practice in a festival context and engage new audiences.  is a 

gateway to engage with art as well. Questioned budget and expenses. 

Final score to remain at 29. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 
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17/18ACP2098 

PB: Issue that the support letters do not confirm the budget. Questioned why the composer (the applicant) was 

not being paid even though they are a big component to the project. Support letter does not stipulate the 

applicants in kind contribution, which is problematic.  Strategy for young people and audience engagement 

should be more clearly outlined with clearer strategies. Budget is clear, particularly that the letter of support 

should stipulate composers in kind support.  

BD: No support material for the composer big concern for BD. Assumption that the panel should know who the 

composer is. Marked it highly but lower on lack of info around composer.  

SL: Liked the application, well-constructed and clear. The engagement was clear for SL.  

EC: Main issue the applicant is making a DVD, is it relevant? Questioned the engagement, application is weak 

in this area, the strategies are not articulated well.  

Panel agrees that the there is nothing notable about the project engaging so unticked this box. 

Score remains the same at 29. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP212 

PB: There are multiple unresolved aspects in the project, vague items, questions why the health sector did not 

engage with the artist before. Concern that the project gets created but not in consultation with the artist. Would 

advise the applicant that when developing the program they would need to collaborate with musicians and 

patients.  
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BD: Liked the application, training with musicians is great, pilot program is great, strong engagement with the 

health sector,  and liked the artists are getting paid. Nothing super exciting about the form that 

the project is creating. Creatively would score it down. Questions around engagement for both artists and 

patients not clear enough. 

SL: 

EC: No articulation on what the music is. The ‘Why’ is very health focused, the ‘Why’ should be more artistic. 

The applicant talks broadly about music but no information about the kind of music or the kind of collaboration, 

which is problematic. How does this benefit the musicians artistically as opposed to financially? Budget issue 

around musicians to cover their own costs like travel and accommodation is problematic. Do not detail the wage 

of the musicians, eg how many days etc. 

Panel agree to reduce Artistic and cultural merit from 7.38 to 6. The panel agreed on the principles of this 

program that it will provide positive benefits to the hospital context however the artistic and cultural merits of the 

program are not evident. 

Panel unticked ‘ ’ priority area as there were no support letters to indicate this. 

Score changed from 29.13 to 27.76 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2072 

PB:  COI perceived and stepped out of the meeting at 2.29pm. 

Pascal needs to go back into Smartygrants and remove his scores. Panel to look at application tomorrow on 

Wednesday 7th February.
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Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

 

17/18ACP2188 

Emily Collins: Has COI and stepped out of the meeting at 2.34pm and returned 2.55pm. 

PB: The applicant wants to prove as a producer, she is the centre of the infrastructure and controlling the 

budget. Impressed with the support material, very solid support letters, which is the strongest part of the 

application. Assumption that this should be supported to be problematic.  Engagement is clear based on support 

material. 

BD: Thing that struck BD it is a mammoth undertaking for an individual that is not being paid. Scored highly but 

scored budget low. How is the applicant going to manage a 300k budget and not be paid? Questions where is 

the governance in the application? Ie how is the applicant going to administer a significant budget. Amazing 

support letters. Seems that the applicant is self supporting through  event managing business. Had 

issues with how the application was written, its like a long list. Artistically it would have been good to have this 

narrative at the front of the application rather than buried in the support material. The strong thing about the 

application is the planning but what is lacking is who is the applicant and what is  vision but obviously a very 

competent and supported individual in the industry. 

SL: Production and technical fees not listed.  

Panel agree to keep the score as it is at 29.33 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 
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17/18ACP2137 

PB: Got excited by the idea but had slight reservations around the nominated artists, why is a writer leading this 

project rather than an ? Questions why isn’t there hasn’t been a project steering 

committee set up in the project, which is best practice, to demonstrate to cultural protocols. Is the artist that is 

leading this process working in consultation with the . Support material demonstrates 

project infrastructure. The panel suggests for the level of community engagement catering should be 

considered. 

BD: Sounds like a great idea but does not get sense of quality of work. Thinks that Shopfront is excellent and 

has confidence in their level of expertise. Thinks that the project is a big ask of Create NSW. Be good to see 

more support from Arts Council or other sources.  

Panel unticked people with disability as there was no reference to it in the application. 

Score to remain at 29.38 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

  

17/18ACP2137 

PB: Engagement of  felt like an after thought. Excellent creative team. Good strategic use of 

partners that reflects the career trajectory, applicant understands what  needs as an artist.  

BD: Supports the project and it’s a good opportunity for the form ie Dance. The artist has gone through an 

interesting professional development from  mentorship with , and this project is the obvious 

next step for  professional development. Support letters were strong. 

SL: Workshops for  not mentioned in timeline. 

EC: Felt fine about artistic and cultural merit. Would liked to have seen a break down in the wages in artist fees. 

Panel happy for Artistic and Cultural Merit to go up from 7.38 to 8 and Budget score from 6.75 to 7. 
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New final score is 30.26 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2165 

PB: Clear outlined process, good achievable milestones, great collaborating artists. The applicant has 

demonstrated the kind of rigour  has in verbatim for 10 years, which is reflected in the high scoring in Artistic 

and Cultural Merit. Concern that there is only 1 support letter.  

BD: Good application. Telling stories from a local perspective speaks to wider concerns is a strong aspect to the 

application. 

SL: Proposed interviewees seems low, did not connect with the project and not in favour to fund it. Questioned 

the quality of the engagement, particularly within the framing of subject experience, and the interview process. 

There are no support letters from . Felt that the project was about  and not so much about 

the outcomes. 

EC: Great collaborating artists. 

Panel agrees for the score to remain the same at 29.38. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2201 

PB: Did like that the project as it is very specific with working with artists, which currently does not reflect 

in the lower score for Artistic and Cultural merit. Feels secure in the project based on the calibre of the artists 

involved. Budget would have benefited from demonstrating more diverse income sources. Support material 

demonstrates the involvement and participation of people and artists. 
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BD: Felt the participants were great, it was an inviting retreat, the venue support is good, but its dependable on 

Create NSW support. 

SL: Rated artistic merit low, outcomes for the community as an audience problematic. 

Panel agreed Artistic & Cultural Merit score from 6.88 to 7.5, making the new final score to 30.13 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2290 

PB: From the perspective of engaging emerging dancers it was articulated clearly and who the applicant has 

chosen for mentoring is very conscious, which makes the application strong. For an artist who has strong 

 it would have been great for the applicant to get a letter of interest from them. 

BD: Rates applicant very highly and artistic and cultural merit should be higher. The artistic team is very solid.  

SL: No letters of support from regional partners, did not feel that the application is very well written and is 

hesitant to raise the Artistic & Cultural merit based on how the application reads. 

EC: Felt that the budget is detailed and viable.  

Panel agrees to increase the Budget from 6.63 to 7.5.  

The new score is 30.39 

The panel agrees to look at the application again on Wednesday 7th February.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2289 

Bec Dean had COI and stepped out of the meeting at 4.19pm and returned to the meeting at 4.40pm. 

PB: Project was clearly outlined, significant development support, which really points to the project being viable. 

There were a couple of risks in the unconfirmed funding element of the budget. Engagement and participation 
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was high as there were strong international links and confirmed project partners. Panel felt the project was 

compelling. 

SL: Did not like that the time line was not specific, would have preferred more specification on months in the 

year. Youth workshops were not noted in the timeline. No insurance listed in the budget section.  

EC: Was not sure if the 2016 Ausco funding applicant received in 2016 is for this project. Great support material 

which spoke to the merit of the project. Felt the budget was marked down as the applicant did not fill out the 

attached budget form in the smartgrants. Timely and relevant work about gender violence. 

The panel agreed to increase budget from 6.83 to 7. The overall score increased from 29.67 to 29.83. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2073 

PB left the room at 4.41 due to his COI with the applicant as he sits next to the applicant at work. PB returned to 

the meeting at 4.50pm. 

BD: Liked the application, however the applicant indicates that 50 people will see the work and it will cost 30k, 

which is problematic. The main issue is around engagement and audiences if only 50 people can see the work. 

The physical location is great, artists are great but limitation of 50 audience members for a 1 night only show is 

problematic. It’s the kind of installation that you would see in a Biennale with a lot more support and a longer 

run. The budget was sound and the support letters were good.  

SL: Liked the innovative use of space and the experimental nature of the work and viewing experience. 

EC: marked it low on engagement due to low audience numbers, and applicant supplied only a list of names 

around engagement.  

Panel agreed to drop the Engagement and Participation from 7.17 to 6.5. New final score is 28.99. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 
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Other notes 
Anything additional please include here.  

More guidance in the budget section on Smartgrants would be helpful for applicants. 

MEETING CLOSE Meeting closed at 4.50pm. 

ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Open Meeting Day 2 – Wednesday 7 February 9am 

Revisited 

17/18ACP2072 

Returning to ACP2072 due to conflicts of interests 

PB: Paschal left the room due to conflict at 9:05am 

BD: Scored highly in artistic merit and engagement, concerns for viability and budget. Great supporting partners. 

Could be a script development intense timeline. Budget break down is good. Human faces and stories of labels 

behind refugees and the issues are really intense.  

SL: Timeline is very short to deliver script in due time. 

EC: Application is very strong. 

Scores changed 

Budget 6.5 to 7.5 

Viability 6.5 to 8 

PB: Entered the room at 9:15am 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 
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17/18ACP2378 

PB: We are all in agreeance with the application. Only miss was the budget could have been broken down 

better. Could provide support material from Riverside. Why not go local in Bankstown? An Ambitious move? 

BD: Venue table did not match the expenditure table but it is great project. 

SL: Venues are not locked in or discussed with Riverside. 

EC: Questions the value of the grand prize, and what are the breakdown wages of the artists. 

Scores changed 

Artistic and Cultural Merit score has been changed from 7 to 8 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

 

17/18ACP2295 

PB: Left the room due to conflict at 9:25am 

BD: Did not like the music. In kind and government supported by council. 

SL: App was well put together,  representation is high and solid application, breakdown of 

budget is good. 

EC: Artists is passionate with music and women, engages women and music. Very supportive of application. 

Context has no quotes – weak, more detailed around the quotes or use case studies of stories in community. 

Application was not artistically competitive. 

PB: Entered the room at 9:35am 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

 

17/18ACP2118 

PB: Love the marriage of the health and arts. The language of health and arts coming together was not strong. 

Question around quality of the work. 
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BD: An issue with the artistic quality of the work. The work will be quite a disturbing work if it gets support. All 

round it is a good application. Very driven work. 

SL: Solid application across the board. 

EC: Engagement area marked down. They ticked priority boxes and did not speak about it. Too much content 

development and not talking about engagement with priority groups. 

Scores changed 

Artistic and Cultural Merit changed from 7.75 – 7.5 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2226 

PB: Marked high, Artists is in forefront of dance work. Great support letters from sector.  Artists had a variety of 

ages which was great. 

BD: Hardly any opportunities to make and show work in Sydney. Workshop then a large visual installation. 

Curatorial team is strong. It is about dance and culture. Space is a virtual space for artists to make a dance 

piece. 

SL: Questions, Engagement actively with who? – Through Partnerships 

EC: A lot going on in this application. 

Scores changed 

Artistic and Cultural Merit from 7.75 to 8.5 

Viability changed from 7.5 to 8 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2189 

PB: Clearer description of education and how artist will work in that context. Breakdown of artists fees could 

have been better. Support material is great. 
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BD: Good application, will be interesting project of contemporary and circus skills. 

SL: Liked application, the project is quite interesting. 

Scores changed 

Artistic and Cultural Merit changed from 7.88 to 7.5 

Engagement & Participation 7.38 to 7 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2311 

PB: Strong applications on lacked in poor form of support letter from previous  apps to their panel. 

BD: Good support from . Good premise and storytelling. Creative team is really. App is a digital 

platform. 

SL: Development and launch venue not clear in application. More interstate engagement in WA then NSW youth 

focused. Could be more focused delivery outcomes in NSW.  

EC: NSW funding matches WA contribution. Budget for recording does not match real prices. Applicant should 

have review the applications before uploading support letters from – Poor Form. Specially for

 and was a fresh app. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2085 

PB: Good marriage between health and art, strong list of artists. Well researched and curated. Good letter of 

support. 

BD: Good constructed program. 

SL: Budget explanation breakdown was very generalised. 
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EC: Good Application. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2065 

PB: Engagement and Partnerships concern for engaging youth. No letters of support from communities. 

BD: How do you engage  in audience. Support materials are good. Budget looks good. It is good to see 

how the program is presented and who it is presented too. 

SL: Great application, exciting project and challenging for artists. 

EC: box ticking but no explanation of engagement with priority areas. 

Score changed 

Engagement & Participation changed from 7.5 to 6.75 

Untick Priority Areas:  as no evidence 

of support material to engage with. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2259 

PB: Liked project and especially strategy of commissioning their works. Provided clear strategies for 

engagement. Budget was good. 

BD: More detail could have been provided in the Context of festival. More support material of artists would have 

made the application clearer. 

SL: Well written and thorough application 

EC: Live streaming greatly encouraged. Young composer. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2164 
PB: exited the room due to conflict of interest at 11:10am 
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BD: Budget good, strong letters of support 

SL: Good application 

EC: Producers wages unclear. Budget unclear. 

PB entered the room at 11:16am 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2313 

PB: Creative Narrative project. Good support material. 

BD: Beautifully created in the context. Great application but not enough support material. Engagement is very 

strong. 

SL: Power of the story is beautiful written. Explained site significance really well connected to region. 

EC: Strong application. Budget concerns. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2276 

PB: Good narrative but not innovative.  

BD: Good application but not artistically strong. 

SL: Regional NSW would be interested in project and would pay high for tickets.  

EC: Ticket prices 

Artistic and Cultural Merit changed from 7.75 to 7 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2075 

PB: Great team, strong application 
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BD:  Narrative could have been more detailed. Support material was fantastic. Great to see support from 

Regional Centres. Better explanation needed for project. 

SL: Artists supported in community. Creative teams are great. Outcomes are strong for Regional NSW 

EC: Well supported and engaged. Better budget breakdown fees, great support letters. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2144 

PB: Good application.  

BD: Council do this project on own budget. 

SL: Great partners but more detailed of the partnerships and what they will be bringing. Priority Areas like 

 did not have supporting material from 

EC: Not enough detail on Narrative of project. Great potential but did not nail the vision for the project. More 

detail on partnerships to activate spaces for artists. 

Artistic and Cultural Merit changed from 8 to 7 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP 

PB: Engagement concerns. Enjoyed reading the application. 

BD: Nice application, supported project for community Regional NSW 

SL: Clean app, outcome obvious 

EC: Reasonable ask, great engagement 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

PB: Arts and Health sector – health is leading the application / project. Strong partnerships. Support letters not 

adequate as they were state documents. 
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17/18ACP2335 

BD: Good partnerships. Creative project with health. Could connect with other foundations and put their art first. 

Budget should have been more itemised. Diversity of Income could be an avenue for CRC to investigate. 

SL: Idea is great, its integrity is not at the forefront and not having the key artist named. 

EC: Budget not detailed enough and is a high ask. Application was not thorough enough in explanation. More 

clarity around their roles. 

Artistic and Cultural Merit changed from 7.63 to 6.5 

Engagement & Participation from 8.5 to 7 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

 

 

17/18ACP2358 

PB: Widely read platform. Knowledge of sector and team applicants coming from mainstream media. 

BD: Evidenced based creative way of engaging young people. 

SL: Artistic rational – Not a cultural artistic view of the work. Great idea to get young artists to be producer. Well 

researched. Artistic and cultural merit not constructively detailed. Could have better budget of deliverables 

broken down. 

EC: Stronger focus critical analysis and work, engagement could have been better. Does the mentorships solve 

the problems they identified. What will be the for future pathways for this outcome. Is there a strategy. 

FLAG to Michael – Panel feels this application should sit in Visual Arts. Cameron to talk to Melodie and 

Sector Investment. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

Meeting resumed at 1:09pm.  

Chloe Kourtesis started taking minutes at 1:09pm. 
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17/18ACP2384 

Most of the panel members were familiar with the artist and their work. 

PB: Paschal agreed with the rest of the panel members that application was strong. All scores were 

fine. The rest of the panel members agreed with PB the chair. 

BD: Musicians usually have a general theme to their applications. Breakdown of participation and engagement 

only focused on herself and not how  would engage with the audience members. 

SL: The only thing wrong was there was no theme in  application and was very general. What was 

doing to explore with her music?  wanted a little bit more depth with the themes and how this will be used 

and explored in her application/music. The scores do not need to be changed as  is already scoring quite 

highly. 

EC: Very well supported and have a good team around . Emily believed that  application was strong. 

 work is contemporary pop and  believes that  has a strong future. Musicians should be taught 

how to write grants and how they can fit into a particular grant rounds.  

The panel members all agreed with each other and believed that there should be more support given to both 

contemporary and classical musicians in relation to writing grant applications. 

Questions were raised of how individuals engage with . Who is identified as a ? 

How would  be able to identify with these artists? 

Create NSW feedback= how do we speak to musicians about grant processes and applications especially 

classical music which is under represented in the industry. Is there somebody that they speak to? Should there 

be a contact person who deals with musicians and their specific questions/requirements.  

No changes to the scores were made. 
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Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2019 

PB: Scored the applicant lowly and unfairly because was comparing the assessments with others who were 

doing something similar. Paschal was fine to be persuaded to change his scores higher if the rest of the panel 

members agreed. The application was submitted three times and this was an issue when scoring the applicant. 

The applicant usually requests the same amount of information. Paschal was providing information about why 

theatre companies can request both small to large scale work and how this could be including in their viability. 

Paschal asked Emily to give feedback to Cameron regarding the application. The support letter from the 

was disappointing. 

BD: Bec believed that the application was great. However, believed the applicant was leaping from scale to 

major production. Would this be an issue? Does this give the applicant more viability because they can do small- 

large scale work? The company has a great structure and good partnerships and has a strong community base. 

The applicant would be able to give a lot of experience back to the community and workers. Bec believed that 

the support letter was not that disappointing and after reading the support letter again all the panel members 

agreed.  

SL: Sammy liked the application. There were a lot of letters of support which strengthened their application. The 

fact that this is based in  is really good for that area. SL agreed with BD about the support letter and 

how it was not as weak as it was thought.  

EC: Emily liked the application. Emily provided Cameron with the feedback on SG. EC agreed with BD and SL 

about the support letter and how it was not as weak as it was thought.  

Everyone agreed with the scores and with each other. The panel members noted that more could be done for 

  

No changes to the scores were made. 
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Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

App name: 

17/18ACP2254 

PB: Was a strong application and the support letters represented the applicants understanding of the sector and 

the need for their project in the sector. Sometimes there will be applications that not everyone would like on a 

personal level, but it is about the sector and what it needs.  

BD: BD liked the application. BD agreed with PB and his comments about the sector. BD agreed with EC’s 

comment about the breakdown as this could have strengthened the application. Conceptually the work is 

wonderful and engaging.  

SL: The project itself was not strong enough. SL should have sat aside and though how this project would make 

a difference to the sector despite now having a personal preference or interest in the project itself. The 

inexperience of being on a panel for the first time has had an impact on the projects that do not meet the 

personal interests of SL.  

EC: Emily’s only issue was that more breakdown for what cash that they are committing and what in-kind would 

they be committing. EL does not have a lot of experience with dance, but when you can tell an applicant has 

thought about what this can sway EL to give the applicant a high score.  

Theme from this discussion: where is the line drawn from personal liking and what the sector needs. Does this 

influence the way the panel members scores? Does inexperience also play a role in this? 

No changes to the scores were made. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18AC2256P 

PB: PB asked SL to explain the reasoning behind her low score for cultural and artist merit. PB asked BD to give 

feedback for SG to Cameron.  
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BD: Design we do not treat in the same way as other artform. It is an artist led using cutting edge technology 

project and not from a top-down approach as normally it would be. It is very hard to tour internationally but BD 

was impressed that they were able to do this was design. BD was giving Cameron SG feedback.  

SL: Cultural and artist merit score was the lowest and PB asked SL to explain why. In context with the rest of the 

applications and the round itself SL felt as if their artistic outcomes were ‘boring’ and ‘not interesting’. However, 

it needs to be since it is a festival. In comparison to other applications, this application was not specifically 

addressing the artistic and cultural merit as well as the other applications. No use of descriptive language. 

Questioned around how they would engage and participate with other artists and NSW residents.  

EC: It was good to see artists using the international stage to showcase their work. This shows how the sector 

can be engaging with the international community.  

Everyone’s scores were roughly the same except SL. This was because SL had questions around cultural and 

artist merit (see comments above).  

No changes to the scores were made. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

 

17/18ACP2322 

PB: There seems to be a rewriting process for the music. Maybe it has failed its first test audience and 

regrouped to improve it? Several grant incomes have been confirmed but no breakdown of how it would be 

used. Ticked yes to all the boxes in the income. PB changed his mind about the scores after reading the support 

material and looking back at the scores. Why didn’t the Adelaide Festival not fund this application if they had 

invested money into it? This rang alarm bells to PB and why he wanted to change his mind.  

had a conversation with PB which was at the back of his mind. However, he believed that it was not 

relevant to this application. What is the reluctance as to why production companies have not taken it on board? 
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BD: this application had a lot of detective work since it was premiered already and this led BD to find an article 

from SBS which indicates that it has already  It looks like they are going back to a full recast. 

Given it has had all this production and backing and Australian Cultural Fund money. Panel members should not 

be digging for material for the application nor be making connections via SBS reports/articles.  

SL: Perhaps the applicant had tested it to see if it would work. One of the budget lines was missing. Sounds like 

they had a go at it.  

EC: EC agreed with the rest of the panel members with their comments. If they had thought this through well 

and trialled it why have they not been approached by other companies. Support letters were lacking in this 

application and if they have worked with companies in QLD.  

Changes were made to the scores: 

Artistic and Cultural Merit changed from 8.38 to 7.5 

Viability changed from 8 to 7 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2277 

Emily Collins left the room at 2:10pm due to a conflict of interest. 

All panel members in the room agreed with each other and agreed that the application was strong. 

PB: The minor issue was that there were not enough diverse voices for the regional aspect of their project. 

BD: Thought the application was strong.  

SL: Thought the application was strong. 

EC: Left the room at 2:10pm. 

No additional conversation was made. The decision was made quickly.  
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Emily Collins re-entered the room at 2:14pm. 

No changes to the scores were made. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

Inc 17/18ACP2141 

PB: Small breakdown for artist fees but this was fine as most applications did not do it. 

BD: Great program supporting the independent dance sector. Great artists involved and structure was good. It 

was very well measured in regards to income streams.  

SL: Was well set out and the budget was sound. Had no notes for this application as it was strong. 

EC: it was a fairly strong application, harsh mark came from the amount of dancing applications there were in 

the round. More than happy to support the application if the rest of the panel members were happy to do so. 

Theme: how can we support each artform equally when in this round, dance would get up highly and music does 

not. That is why music does not get funded as much (Emily Collin’s concern).  

No changes to the scores were made. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

 

17/18ACP2159 

PB: There are questions around the support material and letters and how other letters from other organisations 

could have been beneficial. Engagement and viability were great and will be beneficial for the community.  

BD: The program has quality and the artists fees are solid.  

SL: enjoyed the application as it is community based. 

EC: it is community driven and is great to have in the successful.  

All panel members agreed the scores were fine and in line with the discussion.  
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No changes to the scores were made. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2232 

PB: Heavily visual arts component and this is because they are commissioning artworks. Why would they look at 

NAVA rates for? One line in the budget was a concern regarding the General managers in-kind figure s artist 

fees. There are two commissions. Wouldn’t this be a part of Casula’s program since they are supporting the 

project? 

BD: Some questions and issues surrounding the application. The artists fees and “commissions” were 

questionable as there are 30 artists in total and spending $19 000. Support material was strong. The artistic and 

cultural merit was solid. It is a significant investment for a one-night project. Shortly before the panel were 

writing their feedback on SG, BD said to forget about her comments regarding artists fees as the panel found 

the issue and agreed it was fine.  

SL: Agreed with the other panel members and their comments. No additional comments were made by SL. 

EC: The wages are low for the artists they are wanting to use. None of the managers are getting paid, only 

through in-kind support. 

No changes to the scores were made. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2347 

PB: Agreed with the rest of the panel members about the small amount of wage being paid for the main artist. 

BD: there have been a lot of applications with men and dingoes. BD did not agree with SL about how the dingo 

could be a WHS issue. BD also agreed that it looks odd that the artist is being paid very little (BD wanted this to 

be noted in the feedback minutes on SG). Some bits of the budget were hard to read and not broken down 

correctly. BD gave feedback to Cameron regarding this application. 
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SL: SL had an issue with the dingo as this could be a WHS (Workplace Health and Safety) issue since they are 

a “wild animal”. SL also agreed that the artist is being paid a very small amount.  

EC: Wanted to talk about the budget and how the artist is only getting paid a small amount for the work.  

All the panel members agreed with each other. No changes were made to the scores.  

Theme: the panel members were concerned with the very low wage for the artist as the whole project is 

dependent on the work of the main artist.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2235 

Bec Dean left the room at 2:54pm due to a conflict of interest.  

PB: Agreed with the EC and SL and had no other comments to make. However, noted that there was no 

breakdown of the artists fees.  

BD: not in the room during the discussion. 

SL: part of it is emerging artists.  

EC: Great engagement, great idea, team and site specific.  

Discussion for this application was quick as the panel members all agreed that the application was strong and 

not much needed to be said.  

No changes to the scores were made. 

Emily Collins entered the room at 3pm.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

Afternoon tea 3:00pm-3:13pm 
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17/18ACP2127 

PB: Historically why are we funding a tertiary institution for a project and this issue has been brought up in 

previous panel meetings that PB (see theme note below in yellow). The budget was weak and PB wanted to 

make amendments to the budget as discussed with the rest of the panel members.  

BD: BD thought the application was great as it was employing chorographers. However, there were some 

problems with the budget. Additionally, the viability is high for the discussion the panel members are having. 

SL: One of the support letters was not attached as were going to send one through to Create NSW.  

Note: the support letter was not sent to Create NSW before the panel commenced.  

EC: More information surrounding the corporate sponsors for season in the income stream. This note will be 

made in the budget.  

Changes were made to the budget: 

Budget was changed from 7.50 to 6.5. 

Viability was changed from 8.50 to 7.5. 

Theme: NAISDA is a tertiary institution who has applied for funding from CREATE NSW in the past. This 

conversation and issue has been brought up in previous panel meetings where Sam Wild has been in the panel. 

For continuity the panel decided to continue to discuss the application without this information having an effect 

on the scores.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2148 

PB: Thought the application was strong.  

BD: Good story, excellent application, the applicant is well known and reputable. 

SL: Thought the application was strong. 
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EC: Thought the application was strong.  

All the panel members were in agreeance with each other and the discussion was quick.  

No changes to the scores were made.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2195 

Bec Dean left the room at 3:33pm due to a potential conflict of interest 

PB: Thought the application was strong and contemporary and unique.  

BD: Not in the room for the discussion.  

SL: Not very familiar with the work of this applicant.  

EC: Liked how they have confirmed a great line up and they are connected to the contemporary music industry. 

There is a lot of money for retail sales in the budget and EC questioned this and asked whether the other panel 

members had an issue with this.  

All panel members agreed with each other.  

No changes to the scores were made.  

Bec Dean entered back into the room at 3:44pm.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG.

17/18ACP2364 

PB: Believed that the budget needed to be amended.  

BD: None of the figures provided are for the actual development.  
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SL: Noted that the budget takes into consideration the next stages of the project. There is no breakdown to 

suggest how she will use the money on the actual development in her application. There is also no breakdown 

of fees.  

EC: The budget was a little bit confusing. They also didn’t get confirmed Australia Council Funding.  

Budget was changed from 7.25 to 7 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

l 

17/18ACP2113 

PB: Questioned the local mentor being paid. Does not explain the structure of their workshops very clearly. PB 

wanted to have a warmer letter as it is a community based event. PB agreed collectively with the panel 

members and their comments despite his concerns. The mentors are not being paid enough.  

BD: Believed that it was a modest ask for an artist who will have an impact in the community. 

SL: SL liked the  and component in the project as well as the community engagement. 

However, SL had issues with there being no breakdown of artists fees. 

EC: A lot of workshops for a $6000 fee. That is a small amount and the breakdown of it was not strong enough. 

EC picked up on the timeline and how it is confusing as it is all done on one day. There are stronger program 

and development that have been stronger than this application.  

Engagement and participation score was changed from 8.38 to 7.5. 

Budget score was change from 8 to 7. 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

 PB: No issue with the application. However, noted that they had no confirmed funding from Australia Council 

Funding (see highlighted comment below).  
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17/18ACP2038 

BD: Very likely to get up.  

SL: No problem with anything about the application.  

EC: Clear and consistent application with good collaboration.  

Issue: the panel want to find out whether the applicant has secured Australia Council Funding.   

No changes to the scores were made.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2062 

PB: The only issue was that there was no support letter from  and her project is focusing 

on that particular community in Australia. PB agreed with SL’s comment about the budget and stated that a lot of 

applications are like that.  

BD: Agreed with PB. 

SL: Agreed with PB. Except did not like the budget as the figures were whole numbers and SL believes nothing 

adds up being a whole number 

EC: Agreed with PB. 

No other discussion was made in relation to this application.  

Engagement and participation was changed from 8.25 to 7.5 

Budget was changed from 7.75 to 7.5 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 
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17/18ACP 

PB: Agreed with the other panel members.  

BD: The concept was exciting and would be an interesting piece of work.  

SL: Agreed with the other panel members.  

EC: EC was a little confused with the budget especially with the in-kind support. PB and SL had to explain to EC 

that one of the artists was taking pay cut hence the in-kind support.  

No other comments were made during the discussion.  

No changes were made to the scores.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

17/18ACP2350 

PB: Thought it was a strong application.  

BD: It is nice to have a story about the first nation in this round. The quality of the application was strong.  

SL: Thought it was a strong application. However, SL believed that the breakdown could have been stronger.  

EC: The application had a strong artistic vision.  

No other comments were made during the discussion.  

No changes were made to the scores.  

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

 

17/18ACP2261 

PB: the application has a fantastic team.  

BD: It is a good partnership with .  

SL: Very well written.  
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EC: Excellent application and written succinctly.  

No other comments were made during the discussion.  

Artistic and cultural merit changed from 8.75 to 9 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG. 

DAY 3 

Present: PDB, BD, SL, EC (panel members)  

Facilitator: Cameron MacRae 

Minutes: Amy Moon 

Meeting opened at 9.05am 

CM gave reminder about COI forms 

CM raised issue of revisiting previously discussed applications and above/below the line process re: Blacktown 

Theatre Company 

17/18ACP2388 

Panel revisited discussion 

BD - $2K touring budget would not support the program, is a great idea but the material provided did not support 

the application very well, venue table not filled in – a few details missing 

Chair gave feedback minutes to Chair 

Refer to feedback minutes in SG 
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Reviewing 

recommended 

applications 

Amy Moon left the room, Lachlan Herd entered to take minutes 

PD requested to know details from the assessment meeting report for round 1 

LH noted that in the last round 139 applications were received, 23 received funding at a success rate of 17% 

The panel reviewed their current scoring and the estimate of how many applications may be funded. 

PD asked for any objections to applications which sat below the line. 

BD noted that the applications which sit outside of the estimated funding area had been rigorously discussed 

and that no further comments could be made, but asked to do a review of priority areas in the top area. 

The panel colour coded the recommended applications based on their location (WS, Regional, Metro).  

BD noted that the top 10 is very Sydney metro focussed 

EC noted that there was not a lot of music in the top 10 

The panel asked to see the assessment meeting report again to get an idea of what was funded in the last 

round. 

BD discussed the impact of funding in the context on engagement and which applications will have the most 

positive impact on the sector. Suggested that each panel member take a few minutes to look at the 30 

recommended applications to see if theres any that should be brought into the top 10. 

PD raised the issue that the application  could be giving double funding to 

one project which would be controversial. The panel supported this concern. 

EC and SL discussed the importance of priority areas and PD noted that the panel should take into account 

which organisations will be able to secure other funding and which will not. 

17/18ACP2296 
BD noted that the engagement and participation score could be increased.  

PD suggested that this score be raised to an 8 or an 8.5 

SL noted there was no major issues with the budget so the score should be increased. The panel increased the 
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budget score from 7 to 8. The panel increased the engagement score from 7 to 8. 

Status of the application was changed to recommended. 

17/18ACP2091 

EC noted it’s a very modest ask for the scale of the project 

BD suggested the engagement and participation score could increase 

PD suggested 8.5 for engagement score, BD supported this. 

Engagement & Participation score was changed from 7.5 to 8.5  

17/18ACP2384 

The panel looked at the timeline to see where activities are taking place 

PD noted that the panel was more enamoured by the quality of the music and that the engagement was quite 

low. 

The panel noted that the scores were sitting at an appropriate level and did not change anything. 

The application was marked as recommended. 

17/18ACP2277 

EC left the room for discussion 

BD suggested the engagement score could be higher. Panel supported this and raised the score from 7.33 to 

8.5. 

No other changes were made.  

The application was marked as recommended. 

EC entered the room. 

17/18ACP2148 

BD would like to see if there is any acknowledgement of future presentations. 

SL noted the venues for future presentation and that confirmation letters were provided. 

The panel researched whether or not the application was confirmed and found that it was. 

BD proposed that engagement and participation goes down to 7.5, the panel supported this and the score was 

reduced from 8 to 7.5. 

PD suggested the budget score be reduced from 7.5 to 7.25, the panel supported this and the score was 
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changed. 

The application was marked as recommended.  

Reviewing 

Recommended 

Applications 

The recommended report was re run and applications were reviewed. 

It was noted that the application from  should be removed from the recommended 

area based on it’s merit. 

17/18ACP2113 

PD noted that the application was discussed in length and that the viability is marked too high. The score was 

reduced to a 7. 

The application was marked as not recommended.  

17/18ACP2384 

LH noted the issue of eligibility and requested that the panel assess whether the creation of new original music 

work was appropriate. 

The panel discussed and decided that that the application did sufficiently meet eligibility requirements.  

Reviewing 

Recommended 

Applications 

Panel recommendations report was re run. The panel reviewed what was in the top 30 applications and what 

was in the top 20, and top 10. 

SL noted that the Swinning Pool application could be in the top 10. 

The lack of applicants from Regional NSW was noted but the panel noted how many applications involved 

regional engagement. 

PD noted that he would argue for the top 20 to be funded in second stage assessment.  

CM asked if there was any changes to recommended amounts. The panel responded that there was no 

changes. 

SL noted that the engagement of some applications needed to be reviewed 

17/18ACP2384 The engagement score of the project is suggested to be lowered to 7 by PD 

The score was reduced to 7 by the panel.
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PD suggested the merit was also reduced to 8, the panel supported this change and the score was revised. 

The panel also noted that this artist is not based in NSW, although they have an address here. 

17/18ACP2075 

The merit and engagement scores were suggested to be raised by PD, the panel supported this.  

Merit was raised to 8 

Engagement was raised to 8 

Application was marked as recommended. 

The panel reviewed the budget and was pleased to see that there was a lot of allocation for artist fees. 

The viability was suggested to be raised by PD which was supported by SL, BD suggested raising to 7.5, the 

panel supported this and the score was changed.  

The amount of engagement with priority areas was noted to be very high by SL and PD suggested the score be 

changed to 8.5. The panel supported this and the score was changed.  

The panel broke for a small meeting while CM changed the application status to recommended. 

Reviewing 

Recommendations 

The panel took another look at recommendations. 

The application from the  17/18ACP2038 was noted as needing special 

conditions which were added as ‘Receipt of this funding is conditional to additional funding equal to that of the 

Australia Council request’. 

CM asked for any final changes, the panel noted that it was a good mix. The panel noted that they were 

comfortable and they agreed to make these the final recommendations.  

CM left the room to the run final recommendations report with the Administrations team. 

Feedback notes and 

signing 

recommendations 

The panel discussed feedback notes for applicants and for the media statement.  

CM entered the room with printed recommendations for signature.  

PD reviewed and signed 

EC reviewed and signed
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BD reviewed and signed 

SL reviewed and sigfned 

Feedback notes were made to both applicants and Create NSW. 

Augusta Supple entered the room. 

The panel noted that there were many more applications that could funded if more funds were available. 

MEETING CLOSE (Include date and time here) 

ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Open Meeting Day 3 – Wednesday 9 February (add time here) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 
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App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER)  

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

App name: 

17/18ACP(NUMBER) 

Other Business TBC 

MEETING CLOSE (Include date and time here) 
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17/18 Arts & Cultural Projects (Round 2) 
Visual Arts, Literature, Collections & Cultural Heritage 

Tuesday 6 – Thursday 9 February 2017 
Create NSW Offices 

9:00am - 5:00pm 

Panel: Michael Campbell (Chair), Alison Williams, Dr Stephen Capps, Jason Wing,  

Dr Noeline Kyle 

Create NSW: Melodie Gibson, Jo Brown, Nadia Obeid, Emma Blong, Amy Moon, Barbara Vickery, Tammy Close 

RECORD OF MEETING 

ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Open Meeting 

Day 1 – Tuesday 6 February the meeting opened at 9.07am Melody provided welcome to country and 

introduced staff and introductions to panel members and advised panel of housekeeping. Explained to panel 

that times will be recorded when times that panel members leave the room. 

Chair advises the line is drawn at application St Albans Writers Festival approximately 55 of the 100 

applications.  The Panel commences its discussions. 

Conflictts 

2302 Support through provision of residencey Chair 

2029 Western Sydney University Stephen Gapps 

Saltwater Fresh Water – Alison Williams 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

The Chair announced the objectives of the Arts and Cultural Projects as published in the ACDP.  Highlighted the 

Priority Areas and assessment criteria. 

The order of applications which is a numerical ranking from Smarty Grants.  The Chair advised they will be 

discussing the applications from highest to lowest ranking. 

Discussion of applications commence at 930 

App name: 

17/18ACP2033 

 was the highest ranking score.  Alison, Jason and Stephen ranked it at 9.    Alison liked that it was 

a large scale project.    The chair provided a summary of the project. 

They are requesting $55.  Artistic and Cultural Jason thought it was a great community engagement great for 

town.  Exeptional application.   Jason wanted to know who the other sponsors are, they have high profiled 

sponsors on board and potential to gain other funding elsewhere.  Good for aritsts town and community.  

Stephen..the history was great ranging of histories and seemed to engage in different communiites really well.    

The projection of images and techiques across the projects.  Noelene overall agreed with panels comments.    

Jason noted the applicants was in a great position to seek other funding.  Chair noted what Create NSW value 

will add to the project.   The artists were confirmed and the project was going to go ahead Jason noted.  The 

project was great value.   The chair noted budget, his overall commnents there was inconsistency in budget 

around breakdown for budget what scale was being used.   The budget has the possibility of blowing out noted 

by Noelene.    The application was supporting professional artists fees.    Jason agreed the artists breakdown 
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and viablilty was really good.     Jason noted he would like to see more mid career artists rather than aritsts at 

the top of their careers.   The project is organised and it will go ahead and support will make it powerful.    

Joanne advised the chair could review assessment and amend based on discussion.  Jason thought it would be 

good to review scoring at the end of discussing all the applications but the chair advised he would prefer to 

adjust scoring per applicaitona dn review at the end of assessing all the applications. 

Review of Scores 

Engagement and participation was moved up to 8 

Viability bring up to 8 

Budget was 7.4 leave as is 

App name: 

17/18ACP2025 

The Chair gave summary of the project.   Stephen thought was the project was the best one.   Perfect locations 

great budget viable, not asking for too much support.   Jason the merit was good great way to engage  there 

were 4 workshops the lineup was good, not sure if there was confirmation of Bruce Pasco.   Jason criteria 

changed how many people would be influenced by the project what is the reach….it was a wave of broader 

interest…Stephen noted.  The merit was important Jason was comparing it to festivals where 1000’s of people, 

in that respect it was a contained project.   Chair noted has the project got good reach and engagement.  It was 

noted the project was held in  it gives the project more profile, greater potential for marketing.   

Chair raised budget.   The council was asking $3000 for  Jason thought it was the Councils 

responsibility.  Great engagement.   

Review of Scores 

Artistic and cultural merit 7.6 to 8 

Engagement and Participation 7.6 to 7.6 

Viability 7.6 to 8
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Budget 7.4 to 7.6

App name: 

17/18ACP2286 

The chair summarised the project. Stephen rated the application highly, well populated time line, established 

and well thought through.   The chair noted the application has ticked priority areas.  Jason noted that the 

 was not that strong.  David Everest came to meeting 10.25am to advise on 

the Annual Program status as highlighted by .  David advised the history of 

funding on the applicant.   David left 10.27am.  Jason noted the international exposure.  Joanne advised the 

panel if they don’t think they address the priority areas they can untick the boxes.   The chair noted they were 

light on in this support material.  Jason noted the artists run initiative had a massive scope for artists 

development both individual and sector. 

Post lunch discussion wanting to change the score to bring down under 30 BV 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 8 to 8 

Engagement and Participation 7.6 to 7.6 

Viability 7.4 to 7.4 down to 6 in post lunch discussion 

Budget 7.4 to 7.4 

Brought score down to  8.6

App name: 

17/18ACP2103 

 

Chair gave a summary of the project.    The artistic and cultural merit all rated high.  The chair noted Noelene 

had scored it at 4 which would make it not eligible.  Jason like the project and scored it high.  Not confirmed 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Vivid outcome. The project was exciting.  Jason was also confused about they have a 3 day workshop for the 

girls and only 1 gets selected.  There is budget for camp and budget for outcome.   Jason highlighted the 

ongoing nature of the project.  The chair noted it is gaining momentum.   Noelene noted it was a wonderful idea 

but had concern around the budget.   The chair noted the budget goes in project management fees.  Alison 

there were not specified fees in the budget and breakdown for the artists fees.  

There was no engagement with  this box was unticked not specific engagement strategies.  Review of 

budget the big items was artists commission fees, workshop materials noted, the other big items was the 

curatorial management fees.  Jason noted artists fees were fair.   Alison raised the issue of curatorial team and 

budget. 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.8 to 7.8 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 to 7.2 

Viability 7 to 7 

Budget 7.4 to 7.4

App name: 

17/18ACP2133 

The chair provided a summary of the project. 

The chair noted he had scales this application down.  The chair scaled it down due to its another sculpture work. 

Jason noted he scored high due to the public art.   It was workshops associated to the nature walk the chair 

highlighted.  Alison noted they were creating new work with local community with established artists.   Jason like 

the workshop on large scale works and dynamic program and Stephen advised it was site specific.   The 

engagement was high due to the workshops viability and budget was centre. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Review of Scores – no changes to scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.2  

Engagement and Participation7.8  

Viability 7.2 

Budget 7.2

App name: 

17/18ACP2076 

The chair provided a summary of project. 

Noelene like the project as they were extended it regional and .   They have already attracted 

high calibire authors and confirmed sponsors.  Noelene was impressed with application.  The chair confirmed 

the scores were consistency.  They increased youth engagement and viable  Stephen advised.   Alison noted it 

also included performance Noelene said it was vibrant.  The panel reviewed the Priority areas as ticked by 

applicant no changes made 

Review of Scores no changes to scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.6  

Engagement and Participation 7.2 

Viability 7.2 

Budget 7 

App name: 

17/18ACP2023  

 

The chair provided a summary of project. 

Noelene thought the artistic merit was high.  The letters of support was from those that were going to get paid. 

It was noted that the application was the .  Jason noted the themes and the alternative arts 

scene, Paddington well positioned but not for western Sydney and regional.    The chair noted it engages 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

western Sydney via its  and other activities such as .  Stephen there were 

good outcomes for little budget.  Alison couldn’t see the engagement  that was pretty general.  It 

was noted they hadn’t ticked the     The chair reviewed the expenditure of budget, he 

noted good breakdown of fees.  It was a detailed budget was a plus.  The budget was reasonable. 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.6 no change 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 no change changed to 6 after lunch on final day 

Viability 7.2 no change 

Budget 7 to 8 

Engagement score changed to bring down the final score from 30 in discussion fter lunch

App name: 

17/18ACP2043 

  

Stephen took toilet break 11.21 to 11.24 

The Chair provided a summary of the application. 

The Chair noted that Stephen had rated it highly.  Stephen advised he liked the concept of working with 

disability it’s a small budget for a good concept.   Alison noted the strong reach and covered all the priority 

areas.   The chair noted a strong application overall.  The pairing was a great experience.  Jason noted great 

artistic merit and genuine collaboration.  Noelene noted the high emphasis on emerging artists.  Great strategies 

in place and engagement.  Review of the Priority areas no changes made. 

Review of Scores 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 to 8 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 to 8 

Viability 7.2 no change 

Budget 7 no change

App name: 

17/18ACP2037 

The chair provided a summary of the project. 

The chair notes the applicant has a wide reach it’s a online journal and some publications its main body of work 

comes from online.  Noelene noted it has a global readership and stats to back that up and have included in 

their application.  Noelene noted its niche as it is poetry. 

Noelene had rated it highly and found nothing to wrong about it.  Jason had rated it down in scores has he is 

conflicted he noted it wasn’t his strength and noted he was moveable it noted it was good value, liked the 

selected artists in the project.  Overall thought it was good reach and value.  Alison noted the engagement and 

reach but highlighted the budget breakdown and influences the viability only provided details for the Create 

NSW funding. The panel were satisfied with the priority areas, however Jason highlight disability priority area, 

there is not specific engagement although raised the unique focus on mental health.  They panel unticked 

disability box. The breakdown of contributers fees because its not there noted by chair. 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.8 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 

Viability 7.2 to 7 

Budget 6.6

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

App name: 

17/18ACP2359 

The chair provided a summary of the project 

The chair noted the panel scored it solidly.  Stephen noted it was a project of various works and permanent 

memorial.  Jason noted it was a exhibition and public program.  The chair noted it was the  and 

included community consultation and walking tour.  They have confirmed artists and public program about artists 

working in queer spaces.  So the installation happens in June.   Jason scored it high as it represented 

, standard artist,s talks, Noelene noted Councils contribution.  Jason wanted more for a performance 

work Sharman the work was not created.  The chair noted the panel wanted more details.  Jason wanted more 

engagement.  The chair noted the depth of the engagement.  The panel reviewed the priority areas.  Jason 

noted that engagement of 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.6 

Engagement and Participation 7.4 to 7 now down to 6.5 post lunch Thursday 

Viability 7 no change 

Budget 6.8 not change  

Revisited post lunch Thursday 

MC based on revisions this is a 7 budget. To be consistent. Then changed his mind and left it at 6.8. Change to 

engagement score see above 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

App name: 

17/18ACP2123 

The chair provided a summary of the project. 

Jason left the room 12.02 he returned 12.03 

Noelene was engaged with the project thought it boarded on therapy/artistic or beautifying a park.   Noelene 

question was it developing emerging artists or is it address a community issue.  Noelene noted the other 

contributors.  Stephen thought this was a strong application, he noted that councils should be supporting it.  

Jason noted , Jason had mixed feeling about place making and responsibility.    

The engagement of youth was a benefit of youth.  Alison scored it at 8 but strong engagement strategy.   Jason 

noted how do they ???  Alison noted the sector engagement who deal with 

l to undertake community engagement.  The chair noted he ranked it high and was not totally 

convinced.  It thought it was solving a local council issue.  The application lacked criteria to ensure quality in 

engaging artists.  Noelene supported the Chairs comments.  Jason said the best part was the mural but was 

only a small part of the project.   There was not timeframe no rate of pay, only identified one artist to be involved 

in the artists.   Jason noted it had limited reach.  The weekness in the application is lack of consultation and 

identification of artists and who would be getting paid. 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 to 6 

Engagement and Participation 7.4 to 6.5 

Viability 7.2 no change 

Budget 7 to 6
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

,App name: 

17/18ACP2066 

The chair gave a summary of the project. 

Mi: when they notified that they get the reply on the fund? 

Mel: around May, because the brief should be approved by the minister then Create NSW. 

Mi:Reason in term of time line, to invite authors before June, so they need to get enough notice before the 

festival so they can invite and inform all the international and national authors that they mentioned in the 

application. 

Noe: they are getting money from other sponsors to complete their project. 

Mi: they should’ve applied in previous round to be able to invite that authors and artists, and commit to what 

they said they will do. 

Noe: I scored them high,  and have strong environmental shoes, and they are regional 

and they always attract high calibre writers & artists, she noticed they are group of  

St: agree with Ne 

Ja: Quite diverse, but he noticed that even if they didn’t get the fund they still could go with it because of their 

history and network. 

Mi: he wants to keep it high because it is very stable but not higher than (Mudgee) 

MI: about the budget, no break down for the author fees (pay scale and EGA pay scale)? Because usually they 

are never being paid?? As St said 

Mi: Ticking all the boxes. 

Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Engagement and Participation 7 

Viability 7 reduced post lunch to 6.8 

Budget 7.2 become 6.5 

Post lunch discussion Thursday 

MC reviewing scores. Given the viability should the score be reduced MC asked AW what she thought and 

viability affected by the timeline and we have to be consistent. Viability reduced to 6.8. See SG 

App name: 

17/18ACP2169 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

St: noticed that they have their income and resources why do we need to compare them to local and regional 

applicants? (Ja, No, Al ) agree as well. The artist fee is very low, the current stable is not the strongest artists 

they have, and are they going to show the  work?, still questioning the application itself, in terms 

of a stable strong organisation has its own funding sources. 

The engagement doesn’t seem so genuine, and he questions the graphic on the door if it going to stay or not? 

(the type of the work that is going to be conduct) 

Why do we have to pay to decorate their centre since they have the infrastructure. 

Al, St, Mi score it very well so they were reading it again. And he didn’t see a strong engagement from the 

Bromaly artists. 

Al: questioning the artist fees, lack of condition of latency in budget. 

St: was saying the important of the place and the number of visitors, where this is the project importance. 

Mi: Highly the ambition of the project to bring the  artist to the high-profile visibility of the place. 

Al: it is not about who’s getting the money it is amount where the money is going  

Mi: keep adding comments to the notes that indicating that there is clarity in project,
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Ja: Not Recommended  

St: Not recommended 

Mi: Not recommended 

Noe: didn’t vote 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.8 become 8 changed to 7 

Engagement and Participation 7.4 become 7 

Viability 7.4 become 7 

Budget 5.8 become 5 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2212) 

Review of Scores 

Alison left the room, because of conflict in interest at 2:05pm 

The chair gave a summary of the project. 

St: gave high score because it is being on going and developed very well. 

Noe: liked it and scored it high, because of the areas gives reach to the indigenes history many of them 

explained the indigenes stories, and it gives a new way in exploring that. 

St: Very professional too. 

Ja: professional artist, long term project impact, rich partnerships and number of high quality artists facilitating. 

Mi: there is a discrepancy in score, but it is strong considered application the budget is not reasonable and Noe 

agree with him, do we have to recommended because of the need of both artist and community good community 

consultation in advance. 

Mi: even if the budget crap but we want to recommend, so how to do this?
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Mel: throughout the scores accumulation only. 

Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.5 

Engagement and Participation 7 

Viability 7.25 

Budget 6.25 

Post lunch discussion on reviewing scores 

MC the budget is awful. Only artist fees and nothing else. No breakdown whatsoever. MG says will we move on 

and leave it where it is. MC said leave where it is. If it was a decent budget this application would be viewed 

very differently 

App name: 

17/18ACP2058 

Alison get back to the room. 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

St: it is solid nothing too remarkable and noting too bad. 

Ja: the engagement only for the Uni students and but don’t extended to anybody else. 

Mi: Budget it is not much supported elsewhere. 

In term of engagement it largely limited to the uni. 

St: but the it is extended and engage with the gallery. 

Noe & Ja: it is interesting topic to be spared outside the uni.
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

All of them agreed (middle of the road project). 

Mi: there is no (sport material), regarding the speed dating wants to know the panel opinion, and the 

engagement between the collaborating is not this strong 

Ja: was not passionate about it. 

Al: there was a lot of this project within the project  

St: he left the room 2:26pm 

Mi started dictating the minutes to Mel. 

Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 become 7 

Engagement and Participation 7 become 6.5 

Viability 7 

Budget 6.4  

App name: 

17/18ACP(2021) 

St back to room at 2:31pm 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

Mi: he scored high because that it is strong and the only one thing is preventing them is money. 

Clearly articulated vision, and fill the cap in the emerging artist’s in the sector.  

Ja: agreed, and scored it very high it is quite vigenary and such a good value in the regional Sydney and it is 

quite amazing and bridge the cap in market with their installation art, exponential art, engaging curator audience 

developments.   

St: agreed as well knowing that he didn’t scored this high 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 become 8 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 become 8 

Viability 7 

Budget 7 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2264) 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

St: rated it so high, because it is being well know and it is good to see it go west, and it is showing good 

strategy. 

Al and Noe, agreed with him. 

St: mentioned that this is the only one about photography 

MI: asking St about his discrepancy in scores. 

St and Ja, the low scores in budgeting and engagement? 

Ja: it is because there is no engaged with Aboriginal people/community in orange, and he was asking about the 

value of showing only portrays/faces from people from the community only without showing the story behind, 

and he want to know the impact on the orange community. 

Noe: ???(didn’t get what she said) 

Mi: the budget has no breakdown., good use of partnerships. 

Mi: they start too late and they should have started sooner, and budget need review in regards wages and 

breakdown and admen fees. 

Recommended (reviews the budget)
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 become 7.2 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 become 6.4 

Viability 6.8 

Budget 6. 8 become 6 

Coffee Break at 3:02 pm 

Back to room at 3:11 pm 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2064) 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

All scored it high. 

Mi: high social impact, strong viability, high quality.  

St: concerned about the art lessons or just art therapy? 

Mi: noticed that there is a big push for art health, but this is the first time he saw this. He noticed also that the 

facilitators are propriate people and understood the people need. 

Ja: he ranged it very highly knowing he straggle of putting it between art therapy or art practice? but the project 

relevant to the area. 

Noe: was trying to know if they are none group of artists working with artist or the opposite? and she imagen 

that there will be artists coming out of that. 

Mi and Ja: the framing cost is so high. 

Mi: there is growth and procreation and there is a commitment and they have a good exposure, as for the 

framing cost is detailed but it is still expensive. 

Al: asks how many artists are engaged (6 artist) 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Noe: they could shift that to professional practice or professional development workshop   

Ja: the art therapy is very powerful form of art and the impact on the mental health so he wants to raise the merit 

score. 

Recommended 

Question raised for the health Dept.: 

Where is the health the art health intuitive which was raised by the (name of person) to the previous minister?  

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.6  

Engagement and Participation 7 

Viability 7.2 

Budget 6.8 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2177) 

 

 summary of the project 

Noe: scored it high, she has a strong vision and creative approach and she is linking her art with science and 

scientists.  

Mi: detailed and thoughtful application, the support materials was not comprehensive and there was a cut and 

pasted from other application, but the project is detailed and strong in engagement. 

Ja: didn’t score it well, not impressive application.  

MI: there is not confirmed funds and this might affect the viability. 

Recommended

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 

Viability 7 

Budget 6.8 become 7 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2022) 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

St: good idea and he liked the idea of going through the history of hats, his only concern is that there is no the 

engagement with the historical aspect and he recommend adding more history of hats. 

Noe: agreed adding to that it should be something related to the history of hat at the , but the 

project promising and capturing the imagination of the people. 

Al: weekend their application because of lack of support documents and CVs. 

Ja: it has a potential but it could be good or disaster so it is depending on the facilitator. 

Mi: there is an obvious potential but they need to go deep 

St: bringing the  together this is the main outcome. 

Noe: she is concentration on the arts more than history. 

Priority areas are good. 

Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 become 7 

Engagement and Participation 6.6
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Viability 7 

Budget 7 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2291) 

 

The chair gave a summary of the project. 

St: liked the application and the idea of using local history of not well-known story, a theatre passed on local 

event and story. 

Ja; didn’t like it, and it is one of his lowest scores, he appreciate his previous work (not long history) he didn’t 

link it to  and asking himself what does that have for the rest of the community? and the 

engagement is so week, as well. For him it was too narrow, and not relevant to people outside that community, (I 

don’t link another colonial story) 

Noe: agreed with Ja but the story is quite good, but she doesn’t know his work and the application it is all about 

him (this is ok for an artist) but not for the value of money. 

Al: she didn’t write any notes because it is not bad application. 

St to Ja: the good thing of it that it is another colonial story and it is not normal, and could be linked to the 

museums ….est.  

Mi: needs more fully rational and digging in the local history and need more details, having great potential. 

Noe: if he had a great historical accountability. 

MI: The Budget is not a lot of money. 

Mi: Confused of some items in the production fees. 

Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 become 6.8
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Engagement and Participation 6.4 

Viability 7 

Budget 6.8 

App name: 

17/18ACP(2304) 

Mel left the room at: 4:28 pm 

Mel come back at: 4:31pm 

The chair gave a summary of the project 

Mi: in spite of the high score that he gave it to the application, but the activities is low compering with the time 

line (2 years), which make the engagement week, and nothing confirm in the budget wise, budget has no 

breakdown fees details, marketing strategy is good. 

St: agreed with Mi 

Ja: not great value for money, vague. 

St & Ja: the idea and intention is great but it is week application, and what is the outcome of the archiving. 

Mi: in spite of on the important of it there is not enough planning. 

ST: it valid project because of the tip of workshops and partnerships they have, knowing that this is not clear in 

the application. 

Not Recommended 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 become 6.8 

Engagement and Participation 7.4 become 5.8 

Viability 6.8 become 5.8
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Budget 5.8 

MEETING CLOSE 4:50 pm 

Day2 : 7/2/2018 

ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Meeting opened at 9.08am 

Present: MC, AW, KK, SG and JW 

Facilitator: Melodie Gibson 

Minute taker: Amy Moon

App name: 

17/18ACP2368 

Chair gave overview of application. Ask is $5K 

Noted JW scored the application down. 

AW – noted it was a sound application, no negative comments, no critical dissection 

NK – scored reasonably well, noted creative and innovative approach, extending beyond previous reach, not 

sure how they would extend to ACDP priority areas 

AW – note they received another Create NSW grant in their budget (NSW Writers Centre grant) 

MC – some divergence in spoken word is taking place in the sector, applicant is aligned more to spoken word 

than slam, budget looks good but would prefer a breakdown in artist fees, realistic for where hthey are as an 

organisation 

SG – seems fine, honest and achievable 

JW – not an expert in this field, so fine to be flexible 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK – they are emerging in this field, young, up and coming, trying to bring together writers to affect social 

change, impressed by this and really liked it, appealing to young people 

AW – I think it will work 

Feedback minutes given by Chair to MG 

MC noted all priority areas were ticked 

Discussion held around validity of addressing Priority area of Aboriginal people 

MC – suggested unticking Aboriginal people, panel disagreed, priority area left ticked 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 to 7.0 

Engagement and Participation 6.6 to 7.0 

Viability 7.0 unchanged 

Budget 6.8 unchanged

App name: 

17/18ACP2218 

Chair gave overview. Ask is $19, 544 over one year. Located in  

SG – great to bring this festival to  app talks about following up on 

aftermath, happy with ideas and content but not so much on planning and detail e.g. dates still TBC, awaiting 

confirmation 

NK – budget given a 4 because couldn’t open the letters, too hard to open support material, thought it was an ok 

application, emphasis on engaging youth was great, professional artists involved, clear vision
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC – budget was exactly what was required, it detailed sufficiently, timeline highly reliant on one source of 

funding 

AW – well supported and engaging with artists and audiences 

Feedback minutes given by Chair to MG 

MC noted an objection by the panel to using google docs/google drive for support material 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.0 unchanged 

Engagement and Participation 7.0 unchanged 

Viability 6.6 unchanged reduced to 6 in afternoon discussion see SG 

Budget 6.6 to 8.0 

Revisited post lunch Thursday 

MC said budget sitting at 8 and should be excellent. MC said it really is a 7.5 budget based on the ay they have 

been doing other budgets. This has a degree of breakdown but not the viability is requires 

App name: 

17/18ACP2029 

Stephen Gapps declared a conflict and left the room at 9.36am 

Chair gave overview. 

NK – gave scores of 5s, good project, noted building/forging new audiences, noted mostly online
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC – noted providing a counter to all of the literary culture out of Melbourne, Sydney Review tries to redress the 

imbalance, essays about writers lives are just not that exciting, solid application, highly commendable but not 

exciting enough project 

NK – certain amount of self-indulgence, small coterie excited about this area and looking for audience, noted 

attempt to retain longform writing as counter to people’s short attention span 

AW – likes that it contributes to wages of audience development officer, this supports the viability and 

sustainability of the project 

MC – same could be said for investment in to the sector 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

MC noted all priority areas ticked. None changed 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Panel ok with $52K ask 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.75 unchanged 

Engagement and Participation 7.0 unchanged 

Viability 6.5 to 6.75 

Budget 6.75 to 6.5 

App name: 

17/18ACP2303 

Stephen Gapps returned to the room at 9.51am 

Chair gave overview. Start date 1 May, end date July 2018 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC – noted short timeframe 

JW – fantastic application, visual impact great, engagement genuine and authentic, noted organisation’s history 

of working with all the ACDP priority areas, good detailed budget, great ethics and good track record, big 

supporter of this project, they work a lot with  produce high quality work, there is a 

lack of cultural murals in NSW, very professional outcomes 

AW – sound, well supported project with good budget 

NK – noted issues with confirmations, letters not provided, otherwise good specific outlined budget, well 

supported by partners 

SG – supported, looks great, large scale works 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

Panel discussed scores in relation to previously discussed applications 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Recommended at requested amount 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 to 7.0 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 unchanged 

Viability 6.4 to 7.0 

Budget 6.6 to 7.0 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Post lunch Thursday. MC said this app was a little high on all areas. AW said she liked it. JW said he would rank 

it higher than the queer apps. AW said it ticks all boxes SG said he liked it. 

Revisiting each score 7 is a fair score and reflects capacity. MC said leave it as it is 

App name: 

17/18ACP2352 

Chair gave overview. Ask is $60K 

SG – development of sculptures has changed the  but needs development to take it to next 

level, whixh this project is trying to do 

JW – application shows benefit for local artists but not a huge amount of engagement, not enough benefit to 

encourage people to visit, will only be seen by people passing through anyway, amount for sculptures not 

substantial enough to make the sculptures a decent size, workshops would be beneficial for artistic 

development, but the seminars themselves were a little weak 

MC – not quite enough ambition in the vision? 

JW – needed a bigger ask 

SG – more about the symposium aspect than the artistic outcome 

AW – do the sculptures have to be big? 

JW – scale reflects gravitas and can be important, in public art this really helps, issue is cost as sculpture 

materials can be deceptively expensive, $20K may not be enough 

SG – app is more about developing the artist response and increasing the professionalism to build on what 

they’ve done in the past 

NK – noted partnership with NAS, questioned notion of bigness being necessary to community connection 

SG – noted fees not broken down enough
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK – developing the artists is a more important income 

AW – scored this one really well, good cultural merit, accessible public work resonates, professional 

development aspect is good 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

Chair confirmed with panel that feedback minutes captured the conversation. Panel agreed. 

Panel discussed viability criteria, MG read out viability assessment criteria for the panel 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 unchanged 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 unchanged 

Viability 6.8 to 7.0 

Budget 6.0 unchanged 

App name: 

17/18ACP2206 

Chair gave overview of application. $5,760 ask for two year delivery 

AW – good strategy for engaging audiences and envigorating participation 

SG – support this one 

NK – innovative technologies for , trying to improve on priorities, realistic budget 

SG – like idea of challenging  

MC –  focussed on technical aspects, but this app challenges the conceptual nature of the work 

which is a nice aspect
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK –  outcomes are appealing to general public as well as artists themselves, samples of work 

provided were very good, budget very realistic 

JW – happy to let other panellists champion this application 

SG – developmental project, budget focussed on workshops 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

MC reminded panel that we are now moving into next band of applications, this next batch may or may not get 

up 

JW – is it possible to flag these small ask applications to be recommended in the event there is a small amount 

left in the budget, i.e. not enough to fund a $60K application but enough to fund a couple of smaller ask 

applications. 

MG suggested this information be sought in the break and come back to the panel with advice 

MC raised concerns about comparisons with Performing Arts applications, suggested representatives for VA be 

in PA and vice versa 

Discussed capacity for panellists to give feedback to MG at the end of the session. 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 to 7.5 

Engagement and Participation 6.6 unchanged 

Viability 6.6 unchanged 

Budget 7.0 unchanged 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Meeting broke at 10.36am 

App name: 

17/18ACP2108  

Lachlan Herd joined the room at 10.47am 

LH advised the panel about the new process, including next stage (Chairs of both ACP panels hold discussion 

with Create NSW directors). Advised this panel should continue to make recommendations and scores based on 

the merit of each application. 

Lachlan Herd left the room at 10.56am 

Chair gave overview of project application. Ask is $59,150. 

JW requested to revisit 17/18ACP2169 to revise comments. MG advised this could be discussed on Thursday. 

MG – had questions about production aspects and noted graphic design and production merit was not high, 

same dollar amount could have been spent on outcome with better artistic merit 

NK – editing costs built in to budget 

AW – project outcomes good, would have liked to see  contribution to this project 

SG – schools do not have funding for this kind of work 

JW – costs are on the high side, re value for money, project would benefit from professional development, 

appreciate cultural value and supporting the artists 

MC – one of the few applications which supports youth specific focus 

SG – they seem to be responding to a need 

NK – Dept will never have $$ to support this work 

MC – Artist is being engaged to run the art and workshop aspects only

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG – organisation appears to be responsible for the book aspect 

JW – creative personnel wages seem a little high 

SG – and are not broken down either 

MC – lacks detail in breakdown of costs 

AW – 55 days is also a lot 

MC – also includes travel 

JW – reminder that artist has a disability, so additional time may be required 

MC – breakdown of travel and per diems is missing 

JW - $500 per day is a high-end artist fee, not reflected in the work presented 

AW – where did this fee come from? Is it a NAVA recommended fee? 

JW – suggested NAVA rates should be used as a reference 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.6 unchanged 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 unchanged 

Viability 6.8 unchanged 

Budget 6.2 to 5.0 

App name: 

17/18ACP2130 Chair gave overview of project. Ask is $55K.
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

 

NK – noted request for fit out, hence low score 

MC advised that because there is no infrastructure grant open at this time, the application is eligible. 

MC noted Dept of Liquor and gaming has just opened a grant round for infrastructure fit outs. Only LGA 

applicants are required to provide matched funding under this round. 

JW – ranked this application more highly on merit 

NK – low ranking related to fit out, artistic vision not well documented enough, concerned that money for chairs 

should be applied across other applications as well 

SG – it is developing the building for public art 

JW – in terms of merit, the application includes arts-specific infrastructure and equipment, there is value in 

getting this set up 

MC – budget expenditure looks more like an organisational budget than a project budget, there is no breakdown 

of the performers/artists fees (of over $100K), this section is also not complete, the investment is not into the 

artists, it appears to be into the equipment only 

AW – noted $220K income from master classes and residencies in income is not confirmed 

MC – for any organisation, this is a massive amount 

NK – high expactations 

MC – no evidence to support this claim 

NK – would be a struggle to get a large enough group to do a master class in  

SG – a lot of artists do go to  

JW – not very supportive of , no strategy for residencies, suggest funding would 

need to be conditional on including  artists 

MC – noted zero figure for engagement 

JW – this suggests they are not interested in  engagement
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG – comments about interest form  audiences is assumed, with no formal engagement proposed 

AW – no profile of any artist involvement 

NK – it appears that everything outside of the fit out is just padding 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.2 to 3.0 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 to 3.0 

Viability 6.8 to 4.0 

Budget 6.0 to 3.0 

App name: 

17/18ACP2294 

Chair gave overview of project. Ask is $20K 

AW – generally supported except that the viability is in question as over 50 per cent of the project has 

unconfirmed funding 

NK – seemed to tick all the right boxes but noted it is a profile building exercise for the person running it, not 

convinced by nature of work outcomes 

JW – no web page noted, not much is confirmed in budget, sites still TBC, no mention of DAs, artists also not 

confirmed (including high profile ones),  

MC – concerns about dates in timeline 

MG noted Create NSW encouraged this applicant to apply 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG – supported on the potential outcomes of this project, noted applicant has supplied for several other grants, 

they are trying something different which is good (rather than the “paint a silo” option) 

AW – pavement concept is not permanent 

JW – mosaics can be problematic over time if not maintained 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.0 to 6.5 

Engagement and Participation 7.2 to 6.5 

Viability 6.0 to 5.5 

Budget 6.4 to 6.0 

App name: 

17/18ACP2363 

Chair gave overview of project. Ask is $60K. June 2018 to October 2019. 

SG – noted merit of maritime and indigenous project themes 

MC – noted big ambition 

Panel looked at pitch in support material 

AW – not supported 

JW – not supported
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK – supported due to creative nature of project, noted development for wider audience, usually the victors 

write history and we need stories that change the waty we see the world 

SG – focuses on youth (noted, ) 

MC – no rationale for activity in budget or timeline, does not identify Indigenous scientists, excitement about 

general idea but unsubstantiated documentation of specific execution, no sense ef what this project will look 

like, needs a development approach 

JW – agree with MC 

AW – one year development and data collection 

NK and JW left the room at 12.00 

MC – no letter of support from the Australian Museum 

AW – budget is vague, expenditure unclear, no explanation for some of the costs 

SG – question about why this isn’t being funded alongside an exhibition 

MC – The Australian Museum has a tightened budget 

JW returned to the room at 12.02 

NK returned to the room at 12.03 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

SG left the room at 12.04 (during giving of minutes) 

SG returned to the room at 12.07 (during score review) 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 to 6.5 

Engagement and Participation 6.6 to 5.0 

Viability 6.4 to 5.0 

Budget 6.2 to 4.0 

App name: 

17/18ACP2107 

Chair gave overview of project. Ask is $46, 911. 

MG noted this is the first application the panel has seen from  

SG – fantastic application, good concept using works by a famous regional artist 

AW – invigorating existing work 

MC – pitch into existing artform 

NK –  has the expertise and huge appeal for new audiences, although not that excited by virtual 

reality but this is a good idea 

MC – VR is a shiny new thing 

SG – this app has the potential to work 

NK –  could do with the support 

JW – letter of support from John Maynard was generic in nature, which is the extent of  

project is beneficial to the artist’s career, wonder about the relevance of walking in Lycett’s shoes – what is the 

merit? 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC – colonial stories have to have a reason for the retelling 

SG –  is one of the few early painters to document 

NK – notes the want to tell the story of the relationship 

MC – educational packages are included for good use strategy with engagement, this provides a doorway into 

understanding where we are now – this project does that well 

JW - gallery seemed reluctant to support – planned for the foyer?, but a wider reach is important 

SG – standalone aspect is included 

MC – for this specific project, the gallery is looking at $14K investment, and visitors will predominantly be 

regional 

NK – noted in-kind support 

AW – questioned artist fees 

Panel looked at production quote 

MC – it is a highly targeted budget, the $42,900 is all in the production and VR, which indicates the artist is 

doing this for free as part of his practice and the only thing stopping this project from proceeding is the VR 

production and gallery hardware, which suggests the project is completely viable, this is an important project 

especially at the moment, impact on cultures, political tendency is to cling to Western European cultures so it is 

important to look at this in a different context, getting the imaginations of  engaged. 

Chair gave feedback minutes to MG 

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.2 to 7.0
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Engagement and Participation 6.2 unchanged 

Viability 6.8 unchanged 

Budget 6.4 unchanged 

App name: 

17/18ACP2273 

Chair gave overview of the project. Ask is $10K 

MC - $5K towards artists, $8K towards materials 

JW – the responsibility seems to fall more on to the developers and the hospital itself, heavily funded institutions 

have a responsibility for public art as therapeutic, the amount for materials seemed more like landscape 

architecture rather than art and would probably cost more, this really should have been done in the first place, 

there may be Health money to tap into for this project, artistic merit is otherwise ok although unsure about the 

scope 

MC – greater detail in the vision, greater practical detail needed 

NK – stress the therapy aspect rather than the artistic 

AW – can’t see mention of an artist at all 

SG – includes  costs 

MC – these are in kind 

Panel looked at letter of support 

JW – there is a want to engage  and culturally diverse artists 

MC – it would benefit from naming a specific artist and their profile 

AW – includes proposed 20 artists for engagement 

Chair gave feedback minute to MG
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 to 6.0 

Engagement and Participation 6.6 to 6.0 

Viability 6.8 to 6.4 

Budget 6.4 unchanged 

 

Meeting broke for lunch at 12.35pm 

 

App name: 

17/18ACP2371 

NK liked it, thought it the use of the mural was an effective way for the medical centre speaks to the community. 

Visual perspective on how it engages with the local community. 

 

AW Straight forward application, thought that some of the participation statisitics was pretty optimisitic. 

Everything else was well laid out.  

 

MC asked if there were any comments on the cultural merit of it, in terms of the artistic merit.  

 

JW did not rate it very high. He thought the participation was quite low. The artist fee reflected high calibre artist 

fees. The sketches did not give him confidence that the artists were at that standard for that fee. He appreciated 

the cultural awareness but not was inspired by the designs. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG agreed with all the comments, it was a worthy project but the artistic merit was a little underbaked. He 

thought that it was great that they had chosen a local artist. 

AW did not want to be too subjective when it comes to assessing the artwork. It represents community which is 

important.  

The panel appreciated the cultural contribution of the mural/project to the community and the way in which the 

medical service engages with that community.  

Engagement and participation statistics were optimistic. The artist fee would reflect an artist of high calibre.  

AW asked if we knew what the size of the wall is? 

JW asked if he is doing it by themselves? The artist is so not a lot of engagement. JW would feel better if the 

artist was getting the community to participate.  

The application would have benefited from an artist CV to assist the assessment of the pay scale. Better 

engagement strategies between artist and community could be enhanced.  

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement and Participation 5 

Viability 7.2 

Budget 5.5
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

App name: 

17/18ACP2097 

AW asked if scores need to reflect whether the application is not recommended? 

SG Thought it was ok, he believed it was a doable project.  

MC looked at the festival programming including high profile writers and was presented by 

Bringing in  who is a leading writer. High production values on all front. Government support 

provided last year through the Sydney Living Museums.  

AW Noted there was no  exploring crime and injustice.  

JW agreed.  

NK The application mentions high profile names but aren’t confirmed.  

MC commented that running a festival at that time, it would necessarily have speakers confirmed. 

SG Total expenditure if $45k. asking for 5k but what is it attributed to? Is it to just go into the pool? 

MC Commented they want to expand it to young people. 

JW it isn’t a strong strategy though. Thought they were very capable of raising the funds themselves. Huge 

capacity to raise 5K. If it wasn’t funded then they could find it, they also have substantial sponsors.  

MC Commented that publishers very rarely offer bottom line expenses. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK It sounds like they are going to coordinate with the Sydney Writers Festival and other writers festival so they 

perhaps they can share resources, programming etc.  

MC yes, like piggy backing off international tours.  

AW They’re examining important historical trials.  

SG I noticed that they have a City of Sydney 5K event, it seems like a metro/local event. So what is the 

engagement for the rest of NSW.  

JW noted that he likes that they are addressing a niche market. They are providing a cap in the market. 

Building on a strong inaugural market, the panel were impressed by the range of support from partners and 

diversification. Appreciated the intent of partnering with the Police & Justice Museum. The panel noted the lack 

of engagement with any of the ACDP priority areas. In particular there is scope within the stated vision to include 

these,  

Budget could have benefited from further breakdown and pay scale and what the requested Create NSW 5K 

was being spent. No specific strategy or specific programming intent stated. Panel was unclear if youth program 

is included then why not ticked youth in ACDP.  

RECOMMEDNED 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement and Participation 4 

Viability 6.8 

Budget 7 

Post lunch discussion the panel made not recommended as did not address priority areas. See SG 

App name: 

17/18ACP2176 

NK Another application which boarders on the art therapy. is an impressive given what  is trying 

to do by . Not sure if it is achieveable for her? It seems like a really big project for one person. Noted that 

 has links to the organisation.  does tick a few boxes and deals with a range of people. A very worthy 

project but not quite sure. I’m interested to hear what others have to say and I think it is important that  is 

working with a local elder. 

AW Does the project have an exhibition outcome. How is the work displayed? 

JW I think it is through public murals, like a  From memory I think the aim was for the 

 to go to the Estate. This is my understanding, the exhinitions aim was to destigmatise the 

community. Who watched the y  That was what sold it for me.  

MC The  was from four years ago. I want to ask the panel with this project, with this artist can they 

achieve the same sort of results? 

JW I thought the projects were related. That is the way they appeared. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC I’m suggesting that the  was from a different organisation. 

JW I had a lot of confidence in her as an artist and I thought she had good engagement. If there is a tumbnail of 

a house, then she did that.  

Panel review support material. 

MC What do people think? 

NK It is a very worthy project but is it art or art therapy.  

MC We’re not really feeling excited are we, 

NK One video does not change the lives. It is a very complex area.  

AW There is unconfirmed support from the Australia Council. 

SG She is running workshops for the residents, performances and social media channel. 

AW And there are seven artists in residence but we don’t have their names. 

The project has an impressive ambition, with high potential for social impact. The application could have been 

developed further in particular in relationship to identifying facilitators. And allied artists leading to questions 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

about viability when reliance on amibitious project relies on limited number of people. Noted strong  

 and connection to the local community over time. Budget would benefit from breakdown of cash vs 

in kind.  

RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement and Participation 7.4  

Viability 6 

Budget 5.6 

App name: 

17/18ACP2356 

SG I supported it, good track record with projects. I think I liked the idea of doing the research project leading 

into an exhibition. I think that should be supported.  

JW I’m just trying to refresh myself. 

AW I thought it was ok, and I supported it. I did think it was over budgeted but I noted that there were no public 

programming strategies alongside the exhibition outcomes of the project.  

MC Looked at this and in terms of track record he has received awards. He is an established artist as a 

performer, it seems alike he is still establishing his career as a visual artist. 

Support material has been sited. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

JW I think he still has a way to go.  

AW It is too much money for what he is doing.   

MC I’m not sure it is a good use of funds.  

SG We do support individual artists though. 

MC This is one of the few individual artists to have applied opposed to a group.  

Support letter and CVs were sited.  

The panel discussed the option of recommending the project at a lower amount. The panel agreed to bring the 

amount funded down to $25,000. 

The panel was excited by the potential of project and possible outcomes. It is a well written artistic rationale for 

his desire to undertake significant research. However, the application could have benefited from more explicit 

research methodology and potential outcomes which would demonstrate preparatory analysis. Engagement 

strategies were unclear. Budget could have benefited from breakdown of fee structure as it was high.  

RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement and Participation 6  

Viability 6.8 

Budget 6.2 

App name: 

17/18ACP2245 

SG believed it was interesting and different to other projects that came through. 

MC commented that the application had clarity. 

Support material was sited.  

MC asked if the timeline could be reviewed. When you review the budget and the expenditure lines. Is the artist 

fee in retrospect. In the budget there is flights, accommodation in 

AW So is this grant for materials… 

MC Is there a disparity of almost $8000. I’ve got questions about whether  has the money to do it because 

 will already be at . I have severe doubts about the timeline. I believe it is retrospective 

funding. 

The panel discussed the budget at length. Production costs include materials, a portion of the artist fees should 

already have been paid. The only things are the documentation, marketing and freight, hiring of equipment for 

Red Rattler.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC asked the panel whether it should be funded at a different amount or attributed to the Red Rattler project. It 

is unclear of the costs being covered not to endanger the viability of the project.  

AW asked panel members whether the trip to Philipines has already happened? 

The panel noted that the project has great merit based on partnerships. The application presents retrospective 

funding for materials already bought. And project production costs already committed. – early May, 

notification of funding for projects from 1 May 2018. There is $30279 unconfirmed Australia Council grant. Note: 

for successful application, costs covered by this grant need to be clearly allocated to dates and activities post 

notification date by Create NSW. 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 

Viability 3 

Budget 6.4 

App name: 

17/18ACP2051 

NK noted it was a very precise amount.  

SG Agreed which is why it was scored high on budget but I could not give it much on artistic merit. 

The support material was sited.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

JW believed it was a very old fashioned approach to public art, outdated medium. There is no engagement, no 

. Believes the  should be funding it.  

It was noted that the application states that they will talk to the local lands council.  

SG Agreed with JW, serves a community function.  

MG reminded the panel that Create NSW is here to support artists. 

NK Comments included it had a clear artistic vision, good support letters.  

JW where the application falls down for me, is the engagement and I think it falls under the council 

responsibility.  

AW my comments were very similar regarding lack of engagement, I supported it but the highest score I gave it 

was for the budget.  

JW outlined that in regards to ACDP priority areas it ticks regional but can’t see how it engages with  

  

A community led project to complete a series of sculptures that was originally funded within the BHP 

sponsorship for beautification of Pensioners Hill. The application could have benefited from a  and 

wider community engagement strategy. Recommended alternative funding sources including Local Council and 

Clubgrants. A clearer artistic rationale 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 5.8 

Engagement and Participation 5 

Viability 6.6 

Budget 7 

App name: 

17/18ACP2001 

MC Recommended a discussion of the timeline. I can’t see how he is going to do all the production of the new 

work in two months and do the selection of the work and writing of the monograph at the same time.  

AW the artist fees didn’t really match the timeframe either.  

MC agreed with AW statements. 

The panel discussed whether this was retrospective funding or not. 

JW He is a significant artist, he is highly regarded and is . Initial concerns for me was the monograph. I 

understand how much time is involved in that. The value of a monograph is super important, a solo exhibition 

and a monograph could get him to the next level. He talks about a lot of current issues facing people of 

 appearance. I was confused about the funding for the new work. It was unclear what they were. Could it 

be achieved if it was laser cut. Unclear of what it is so I wasn’t sure how to measure it.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC commented that the execution of that amount of work would mean he has to produce one work/day over a 

two month period.  

MC suspects that it is retrospective funding and it is highly ambitious.  

JW commented that the support material is very indicative of his work. 

The panel sited the support material. 

NK clarified what the artist was producing. 

AW Noted that there are no stats for Perth   

High quality project by a highly regarded artist with definite impact potential for career development. The panel 

had concerns about the timeline and the allocation of monies from this grant. Increased detail about the 

materials and process for creation of new work. In particular, achieving the project outcomes as stated. Lack of 

engagement strategies – could have benefited from PICA stats and their audience engagement strategy.  

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.6 

Engagement and Participation 5.4  

Viability 6
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Budget 7 

App name: 

17/18ACP2010 

The panel noted that the coffee was really bad and they expected at least one good cup of coffee for the work 

that they do. The panel requested that this be minuted.  

MC I wondered whether in the budget as there is no breakdown of fees. In fact that they goes right across the 

board for the artistic personnel. So it is unclear what the prorportion of in kind is compared to cash. There is no 

clear breakdown of what that gets you.  

NK So most of the funding that she will receive is split between herself and the performers.  

MC There is $5k for Faye. So what is the creative art direction. But she has included the project management.  

The panel questioned whether the applicant is double dipping. 

NK noted that it is a nice project but an expensive one.  

The panel noted that it is a worthwhile project that fulfils a need to raise profile for illustrators and their work. 

Panel noted quality of artists was high. Lack of clarity between in kind and cash income and expenditure. No 

breakdown of fee structure or rates. Good engagement strategies with international reach.   

APPLICATION RECOMMEDNED 

Review of Scores 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.2  

Engagement and Participation 6.8  

Viability 6.2 

Budget 5.8 

Post lunch discussion made not recommended see SG 

App name: 

17/18ACP2074 

MG left the room to get Lachlan to discuss the eligibility of this application.  

The panel asked Lachlan whether the application is for prize money or not. The panel reviewed the budget 

together and Lachlan advised the panel that the decision lies with them as it is unclear. It is an option to apply 

special conditions for further clarification or that funding is not to be used for prize money and that it can only be 

used for artist fees and marketing. 

AW score was 9 for artistic and cultural merit. 

High level application especially in relation to artistic and cultural merit and engagement. In terms of viability 

Festival has established track record, and wide ranging community support and partners.  

JW noted that the  is quite poor. The support letter doesn’t mention his mob, articulated 

that evidence of  would help strengthen the application. 

Evidence of  could strengthen the application. It is odd that it the applicant does not 

mention his mob.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK noted that they are certainly connected to youth. It was noted that they are an accessible venue. 

APPLICATION RECOMMENDED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement and Participation 7  

Viability 6.4 

Budget 5.6 

App name: 

17/18ACP2354 

MC noted that NK marked the budget down. 

NK questioned whether it is literature or performance? What efforts is the organisation making to record or 

capture these slams.  

JW believed that the organisation is trying to build audience. 

MC clarified that the definitions are moving towards oral storytelling. The digital calling is part of this.  

SG questioned whether it was an ongoing project. 

NK there is definitely a performance component to the project as it tends to attract a performance minded 

person.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

JW commented that he liked it, I know a little about slam poetry. The artists that they have from Australia are 

quite significant. And the fact that they are getting artists from overseas. I thought this was a pretty great project 

for small value. And that it is addressing an under represented group of people.  

NK noted that it is very youth oriented. 

AW I supported it, I didn’t write any notes on it. It seems like they have a bit of a track record. 

SG noted that last year was a sold out.  

MC confirmed that they do have a track record, Emily Crocker is also the person who assesses the spoken word 

here. The Word Travels has a reputation of getting spoken word artists from the States. The people that are 

listed in the application are of high calibre and they are  and Western Sydney based.  is Western 

Sydney although he is  at the moment. He has a lot of traction. There is a lot of calibre there.  

AW commented that she would have liked to have seen what they were attributing the funding towards. It just 

says ‘projected income’. 

SG Really liked it. I just had a question about it as an ongoing project. And only included rough ‘expected’ 

audiences.  

JW said it is massive overseas and is only starting now to gain traction here. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MC reiterated that he liked the partnerships. Bankstown is very much insular and they do that very well. But they 

don’t necessarily include their artistic connections.  

The panel reviewed the support material. 

The project benefited from strong partnerships with other Spoken Word organisations, bringing national and 

international artists to  with consequent developmental opportunities for local artists. The panel 

noted that the documentation and dissemination of work is important for impact and longevity and sustainability. 

The application could also have benefited from up to date support material. The budget could have benefited 

from a breakdown of fees and rates of pay.   

NK was quite impressed with the applicant.  

APPLICATION RECOMMENDED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement and Participation 6.4 to 7 

Viability 6 to 7 

Budget 6 

JW wanted to re-visit this after lunch on Thursday when the panel had manually re- ranked all apps. 

MC said a fair score for the budget presented. No change 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

App name: 

17/18ACP2301 

SG supported the project  

NK noted that it sounded complicated, but commended them for working with disadvantaged pockets.  

MC referenced the  in . MC thinks this project is similar to that idea in terms 

of pop up nature.  

NK fits in with the disruptive nature of it.  

MC as it is part of the neighbourhood renewal project. It is has been funded since 2006 and falls under Council 

funding. Going on from that MC visited the budget. So if it falls as part of the Neighbourhood Renewal project 

why isn’t there more contribution?  

JW Did not think it was good value for money.  

JW referenced the $5k in project management expenses. 

AW How many workshops are there as part of the project? 

MC Clarified three locations, exhibition outcomes onsite. MC wanted greater detail as it lacked a degree of 

transparency.  

JW agreed with MC. 

section 74 section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

NK agreed that the project should be part of the ongoing Council work.  

JW Reiterated that there was not enough detail in the budget. It was too generic.  

The panel reviewed the CVs for the lead artists and they noted that the artists were not confirmed. It was noted 

that  had done a lot of work in Western Sydney.  

Donita Hulme is the Cultural Officer at the Council. The CVs are submitted but they are not necessarily 

confirmed.  

MC noted that the choice of artists are good for the project.  

A worthwhile project with a good choice of lead artists who have demonstrated relevant experience. It is an 

innovative approach to community engagement and artistic production to bring the art to the community.  

In terms of the engagement strategies – MC had questions as to how are they going to guarantee that anyone is 

going to come along.  

Audience engagement includes letter drops, visual regularity and power of word of mouth.  

The reach is for marginalised communities which they are trying to approach and provide activity to the children 

and parents. In one sense the reach is defined within the program.  

The panel noted the strength of the youth engagement and the challenges for participants beyond that. 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

JW asked to mention something about a cash deposit from the to support the project. It is meeting their 

Community Action Plan and Neighbourhood Renewal Project.  

Application would be greatly strengthened by increased Council support including significant cash investment.  

NK left the room at 4.36pm. 

MC remembers seeing this application before but I can’t remember from which round or where but this project 

has been trying to get up before.  

The panel discussed the scores. 

The panel revisited the budget and stated that the budget required further detail in all line items to increase the 

transparency.  

NK returned to the room at 4.40pm. 

AW confirmed that she would like to have seen more substantial outcomes. The project was a bit thin. 

The panel advised for the application to be resubmitted in another round but needed further work and 

consideration.  

The application would require greater articulation of intended outcomes and associated benefits. 

section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

JW The application could be further strengthened with a location with a high percentage of Aboriginal residents 

to include a more detailed engagement strategy.  

APPLICATION NOT RECOMMENDED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6 

Engagement and Participation 6.5  

Viability 6 

Budget 6 

App name: 

17/18ACP2302 

MC has outlined a conflict of interest. AW will take on chair responsibilities whilst MC leaves the room.  

MC left the room at 4.46pm.  

NK noted that it was experimental literature. I didn’t know quite how it would be understood by individuals from 

broad perspectives. It seems like a really esoteric way of reaching these individuals.  

NK questions whether it is more about the artist and their work  

AW asked whether it is communicating with mainstream about mental health.  

NK Agreed that it definitely raises awareness of the mental health issues. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

JW noted that he did not make many notes but on quick review it considers it to be an ok application. Good 

payment in kind, he liked that it was multi modal. He likes that it is  and noted a good 

partnership with a regional gallery. There are workshops for a month with a facilitator who has 15 years 

experience.  

NK asked who they were trying to target with the workshops. It is interesting but there is a huge emphasis on his 

personal experiences. Mainstream audiences might find it hard to engage with because it is like the artist is 

talking to experts.  

JW The emphasis is to raise awareness.  

SG Agreed that it was an interesting project, but disagrees with NK in that audiences will find it hard to engage 

with.  

SG noted the track record of the artist and the previous awards they he had received. Would like more detail on 

the nuts and bolts, on the work. 

AW noted that there was no timeline other than the list of engagement strategies. There is a lot of engagement 

strategies.  

JW there are a lot of different components, they are delivering a lot.  

NK noted that it would be interesting to see how it would be presented. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG questioned why it needed to be presented as a book, why not a podcast. He thought it was a bit strange. 

AW asked whether it might be an education tool.  

JW The music could be part of the opening night rather than the project itself.  

AW Asked whether it is a requirement to submit a timeline?  

It is an ambitious and innovative project with a mental health focus. It is a well-supported and sound application 

with good partnerships and broad engagement strategies. The panel acknowledges the sound track record but 

also the absence of the timeline. Was difficult for the panel to work out when and how they are going to spend 

the money and when the project will be delivered. More detailed breakdown of the Create NSW funding required 

e.g. artist wages.  

APPLICATION RECOMMENDED 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement and Participation 7  

Viability 6.5 

Budget 6 

Other Business MC returned to room at 5.05pm. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MEETING CLOSE 5.05pm  

ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Open Meeting Day 3 – Thursday 8 February (add time here) 

17/18ACP2034 

MC: Timeline for scope was minimal. Project fantastic and good artist. Budget scored down, due to breakdown 

tablet 

AW: ACDP priority areas not sufficient, timeline was tight. 

SG: Good project. 

JW: Boundary concern in VIC. Great opportunity for career development. Engagement is standard. 

Score changes: 

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 7 to 7.5 

Budget from 6.4. to 7 

Refer to S/G minutes 

17/18ACP2312 

MC: Marked low due to what is the specific investigation. Application is very generalised. Applicant needs to 

target and be more specific. Timing of workshops and publication details unclear. 

AW: Really supported, concept is great.
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG: Potential is very good. Not clear connection with the archives, collection and issues input. 

JW: Data collection great resource. Huge scope for exhibitions. Amazing and huge potential. 

Score changes: 

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 7 to 6.5 

Engagement & Participant from 6.2 to .75 

Refer to S/G minutes

17/18ACP2228 

MC: What are the previous stages of the budget, this would provide more information to peer panel. There is a 

breakdown of budget which is reasonable but is it a sketch, could have been more detailed. Is the budget for 

final stage of project. 

AW: reasonably set and project is combo of residency in works and can make this project viable. Support 

material is not that great. 

SG: Supported application, interesting connection with Sydney trains and hidden spaces activated. Artist is 

capable and experienced and time is good.  

JW: Activation of space and as a public art intervention. Sydney trains and Sydney City Council should have 

supported and funded it. Concerns of reaching a broader audience. It is a public art project and more 

partnerships with organisations. 

Panel: Panel unclear of applicants request for funding what part of the project to deliver under their residency. 

Score changes: 

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 6.8. to 6 

Engagement & Participant from 5 to 4 

Budget from 6.4 to 5 

Refer to S/G minutes

MC: project show potential, though lacks engagement and diversity. 

AW: Like the concept of the app. No consultation with ACDP areas. No strategies in place. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

AIRspace Projects 

Inc 

17/18ACP2258 

SG: Not convinced about the new space. 

JW: Interesting idea, engagement was poor, no workshop talk. 

Score changes: 

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 7.2 to 6.8 

Engagement & Participant from 7.2 to 5 

Viability from 6.2 to 5 

Budget from 5.8 to 5.5 

Refer to S/G minutes

The Quintessence 

17/18ACP2224 

MC: Like the application, good diverse range of partnerships. 

AW: More understanding of the app in detail. 

SG: Interesting and engaging project. Great to have an app to appeal to a diverse range of people. 

JW: Experimental. Commend use of technology and to engage different demographics. 

 included in the app. Inclusion of consultation with 

 and interpretations in project. 

Score changes: 

Engagement & Participant from 6.4 to 6 

Budget from 5.8 to 6 

Refer to S/G minutes  

Post lunch conversation changed scores could not catch but made it not recommended and below the 

line score. See SG  

Ms Vivienne Dadour 

17/18AC2004 

MC: Good engagement with priority areas. Budget lacked detail. 

AW: Highly supported and inclusive engagement.  
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

SG: Interesting project, under studied area. Good range of artists. 

JW: Interesting project. Good Engagement. 

Score changes: 

Budget from 5.4 to 1 

Refer to S/G minutes 

 

17/18AC2329 

MC: Project needs more unpacking. No supporting letter from . 

AW: What is she researching specific 

SG: Archive project and could be an amazing project 

JW: Fantastic project for the artist, good for personal development for the artist but is there any reach for 

engagement with ADCP areas.  

AW: left the room at 10:56am and entered at 10:59am 

SG and JW left the room at 11:00am and entered at 11:05am 

Score changes: 

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 7.2 to 7 

Engagement & Participant from 6 to 6.5  

Viability from 6 to 5 

Budget from 6 to 7 

Refer to S/G minutes

 

 

17/18ACP2210 

MC: Great idea. Artists insurance should be added as well. 

AW: One night for pop up for exposure is too small. 

SG: No thoughts for Artists liabilities. 

JW: Questions the logistics. Good idea good artists. No viable for the practicality. No website either. 

Score changes: 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 6.8 to 6 

Engagement & Participant from 6.6 to 6 

Viability from 5.8 to 5.5 

Budget from 5.8 to 5.5 

Refer to S/G minutes

17/18AP2337 

MC: Strong budget. Not a comprehensive app, no timeline, proposed authors, budget of books, no 

breakdown of budget and marketing strategies. Could have had 2017 supporting documentations. Lack 

of data from previous years. 

AW: Engagement of  had no supporting material. Application is relying on a 

previous success of project. 

SG: No correlation, application was poor. 

SW: Lack of Supporting material. 

Score changes:  

Artistic & Cultural Merit from 7 

Engagement & Participant from 6 

Viability from 6.2 to 5 

Budget from 5.8 to 5 

Refer to S/G minutes 

Panel revisiting after lunch Thursday this is now not recommended 

Not recommended in previous scores. Chair asks has Panel been consisted. 

 Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.8 become 8 NOW changed to 7

section 74section 74
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

17/18APC2169 Engagement and Participation 7.4 become 7 

Viability 7.4 become 7 

Budget 5.8 become 5 

Ranking Scores 

Melodie provided Panel with Scoring of Projects. 

Panel has decided to revisit: 

 17/18APC2169

 17/18APC2123

 17/18APC2108

 17/18ACP2354

 17/18ACP2107

Panel has decided to look at the ranking scores and to make sure: 

 Represent ACDP priority areas

 Geographical location

 Artform

 Funding – do they need that amount of funding to budget for the project.

17/18APC2123 

Revist of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.8 to 6 

Engagement and Participation 7.4 to 6.5 

Viability 7.2 no change 

Budget 7 to 6 

Panel reduced the scores in post lunch discussion. See SG Not recommended 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

17/18APC2108 Revisited after lunch final day and panel agreed scores were too high the panel reduced the scores  

see smarty Grants 

17/18ACP2354 

Good Engagement with Aboriginal, under represented 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7 

Engagement changed from 6 to 7 

Viability changed from 6 to 7 

Budget unchanged 

Review of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.4 unchanged 

Engagement and Participation 6.8 unchanged 

Viability 6.8 to 7.0 

Budget 6.0 unchanged 

17/18ACP2107 

Revisit of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 7.2 to 7.0  

Engagement and Participation 6.2 unchanged, NOW changed to 7 

Viability 6.8 unchanged 

Budget 6.4 unchanged, NOW changed to 7 

17/18ACP2064 

Previous discussion - Question raised for the health Dept.: 

Where is the health the art health intuitive which was raised by the (name of person) to the previous minister?  

Panel: Are they developing an artist or using Arts to help people? 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

Revisit of Scores 

Artistic and Cultural Merit 6.6 

Engagement and Participation 7 

Viability 7.2, NOW changed 6.5 

Budget 6.8, NOW changed to 6 

Barb Vickery 1pm Thursday  

General 

Conversation 

regarding rankings 

General conversation post lunch- Cement Fondue , Articulate and SNO 

MC very supportive of first Draft-cement Fondue, Articulate and Snow all 3 in top ten 

JW SNO and Articulate very large scope  

MC these three in top 10  

JW think SNO is well articulated and has a super long history with amazing artists.  

MC prioritising emerging artists over established 

JW  Articulate is visionary. SNO is building on brand for going international. Articulate underdog compared to 

SNO 

MC now looking at the three scores individually 

AW more inclined to change Cement fondue if they were to change anything 

JW other two apps Articulate and SNO offer significantly more. 

MC Reviewing Fondue says all three are sitting at 30 Articulate stays the same and Fondue and Snow come 

down a bit 
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

MG said need to revisit some apps that were recommended. Where the scores sat below the line 

The panel revisited apps that TJ said were still recommended but below the line. The panel moved very quickly 

between all these apps and detailed minutes on each app were not possible. Jumped from spreadsheet to SG 

very quickly as they were tired and running short of time. See each individual minute against app for changes 

MC spoke generally about some lower ranked apps. 

Several apps were revisited and scores were changed see individual SG minutes 

AW said pretty happy with where they are sitting. MC look at the rankings now and check that we are all happy 

with where they sit. Michael read through the manually re-arranged list before it was re-run. 

JW said would like to revise the Enough said project - Wollongong 

Final ranking of application being run by Tracy 2.30pm Thursday – agreed and signed off by panel. 

Media Release 

 The expanded number of applications and interest in this grant round indicates a healthy and vibrant

arts sector in NSW that requires support. The calibre and increased quantity of applications for this

round, particularly in the areas of Public Art, Aboriginal Engagement and Regional Activities indicates a

striking growth in these areas.

Feedback to Create 

NSW 

 Feedback to Smarty Grants

 Separate page for Create NSW eligibility assessment

 When individual assessment happen access to a ranking for panel for consistency of marking both at

home assessing and in the meeting.

 Can make the banner smaller so does not take up half the page.

 Not only provide the number on application by the name of the project
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

 For first timers like JW would Create tense – good to get guidance that each app takes up to 45

minutes

 When asking the panels to commit please have an indicative sense of numbers and timeframe for

assessing each application. I.e. 20 per day.

 MC said where is the arts & health initiative at as the panel agreed there is a massive market for it

 MC did not see applications from Western Sydney individual artists. There are people and artist who

don’t think they could ever get this.

 Create to create an outreach program beyond the roadshow program.

 AW said there is a huge number of apps compared to the amount of money available. Highly

competitive.

 JW really good mix of panel members. At least one person from each different sector

 In terms of apps we saw a lot of public art. High degree engaging with Aboriginal communities. Two

thirds addressed Aboriginal protocols. Ensure apps have comprehensive and pertinent support material

 MC said what is the average time taken for assessment should be told up to 45 minutes and not 15

 More information about time management

 MC asked each panellist how much they received in payment for sitting on the panel

 At an average of 40 minutes per application, noted that $1123 was paid

 MC noted 67 hours for assessing and 21 hours sitting total 88hours of sitting all worked out at $12.76

per hour. Below the Australian minimum per hourly rate.

 Only paid 1 decent cup of coffee per day

 JW added his calculation was higher in his mind as against what was his reality. JW said he could not

afford to do this again. JW said that might make for some needed change. If an arts worker cannot

afford to participate in such a panel, would the standard in quality of assessment would drop.

 MC said the only way he could fit this in to his schedule was to do it in his holidays
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

 The difference for smaller asks $15 k and under should be assessed as a separate category

 Too hard for smaller orgs to compete with larger ones. Grass roots and independent artist versus larger

orgs. Should be different categories

 By having different categorise it will impact of the ecology of the small to mediums

 MC questioned about having a minimum amount for applications

 MC talked about knowing what the budget was. At least an indicative sense of what the amount was

that they were working with.

Feedback to 

Applicants 

 Greater detail in budget. For example, rates, hours and pay scale used to determine them, breakdown

of fees, artists fees, technical and production

 Please let the applicants know who to access for industry standard fees and artist payment

 Lack of CALD applicants, even Western Sydney. Encourage individual artists to apply

 Some disability more than usual

 Higher engagement of Aboriginal but less aboriginal applicants

 Encourage detailed artists rationale and articulate process to achieve desired artistic outcomes in an

appropriate timeframe

 Avoid generalised statements

 They panel would encourage more creative experimental and unique apps

 Like to see artists risk taking

 A superior application would contain a strong budget, strong plan and healthy viability and not discount

the element of artistic risk

 Always submit document not linked to google docs or similar. Do not use google docs for letters of

support as they are mostly inaccessible
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ITEM DISCUSSION POINTS 

 Answer the questions clearly. The better apps were clear and concise and outlined their aims and

objectives directly. Don’t waffle.

MEETING CLOSE 3.15 pm Thursday 8 February 2018 



Feedback to Create 

NSW 

 Feedback to Smarty Grants

 Separate page for Create NSW eligibility assessment

 When individual assessment happen access to a ranking for panel for consistency of marking both at

home assessing and in the meeting.

 Can make the banner smaller so does not take up half the page.

 Not only provide the number on application by the name of the project

 For first timers like JW would Create tense – good to get guidance that each app takes up to 45

minutes

 When asking the panels to commit please have an indicative sense of numbers and timeframe for

assessing each application. I.e. 20 per day.

 MC said where is the arts & health initiative at as the panel agreed there is a massive market for it

 MC did not see applications from Western Sydney individual artists. There are people and artist who

don’t think they could ever get this.

 Create to create an outreach program beyond the roadshow program.

 AW said there is a huge number of apps compared to the amount of money available. Highly

competitive.

 JW really good mix of panel members. At least one person from each different sector

 In terms of apps we saw a lot of public art. High degree engaging with Aboriginal communities. Two

thirds addressed Aboriginal protocols. Ensure apps have comprehensive and pertinent support material

 MC said what is the average time taken for assessment should be told up to 45 minutes and not 15

 More information about time management

 MC asked each panellist how much they received in payment for sitting on the panel

 At an average of 40 minutes per application, noted that $1123 was paid

 MC noted 67 hours for assessing and 21 hours sitting total 88hours of sitting all worked out at $12.76

per hour. Below the Australian minimum per hourly rate.

 Only paid 1 decent cup of coffee per day



 JW added his calculation was higher in his mind as against what was his reality. JW said he could not

afford to do this again. JW said that might make for some needed change. If an arts worker cannot

afford to participate in such a panel, would the standard in quality of assessment would drop.

 MC said the only way he could fit this in to his schedule was to do it in his holidays

 The difference for smaller asks $15 k and under should be assessed as a separate category

 Too hard for smaller orgs to compete with larger ones. Grass roots and independent artist versus larger

orgs. Should be different categories

 By having different categorise it will impact of the ecology of the small to mediums

 MC questioned about having a minimum amount for applications

 MC talked about knowing what the budget was. At least an indicative sense of what the amount was

that they were working with.

Feedback to 

Applicants 

 Greater detail in budget. For example, rates, hours and pay scale used to determine them, breakdown

of fees, artists fees, technical and production

 Please let the applicants know who to access for industry standard fees and artist payment

 Lack of CALD applicants, even Western Sydney. Encourage individual artists to apply

 Some disability more than usual

 Higher engagement of Aboriginal but less aboriginal applicants

 Encourage detailed artists rationale and articulate process to achieve desired artistic outcomes in an

appropriate timeframe

 Avoid generalised statements

 They panel would encourage more creative experimental and unique apps

 Like to see artists risk taking

 A superior application would contain a strong budget, strong plan and healthy viability and not discount

the element of artistic risk

 Always submit document not linked to google docs or similar. Do not use google docs for letters of

support as they are mostly inaccessible



 Answer the questions clearly. The better apps were clear and concise and outlined their aims and

objectives directly. Don’t waffle.

Media Release 

 The expanded number of applications and interest in this grant round indicates a healthy and vibrant

arts sector in NSW that requires support. The calibre and increased quantity of applications for this

round, particularly in the areas of Public Art, Aboriginal Engagement and Regional Activities indicates a

striking growth in these areas.



AREA BOOSTED BY SHARE OF $660K ARTS AND CULTURAL 
PROJECT FUNDING 

Minister for the Arts Don Harwin and Local MP Name today announced that local 
organisation Name will receive $XX,XXX in funding to bring an innovative and creative 
arts and cultural project to the community. 

Organisation is one of 17 diverse projects sharing $663,659 as part of the second 
round of Create NSW’s annual Arts & Cultural Projects funding on behalf of the NSW 
Government. 

[insert details of the project – see page 2/3] 

“It is a pleasure to bring this fascinating array of experiences to life across NSW 
through our support of a varied range of organisations and artforms,” said Minister 
Harwin. 

“Whether a unique perspective, opportunity for discussion, collaboration or simply pure 
entertainment, these projects have a lot to offer. It’s an exciting mix that I know will be 
well received across the respective communities.” 

Open to individual artists, arts and cultural workers, partnerships and organisations, 
the funding supports professional projects at any stage of the creative process, with 
the aim of delivering a more vibrant and accessible arts and cultural sector in NSW. 

Support of up to $75,000 is available per project, with two funding rounds carried out 
per year enabling opportunities to increase the accessibility of arts across the state 
and for professional development in the small-to-medium arts and cultural sector. 

Local MP Name added, “This is a substantial investment into the local arts and culture 
and I look forward to welcoming this exciting project from Org Name to the area.” 

For further information on arts, screen and cultural funding, including targeted support 
opportunities, visit www.create.nsw.gov.au or email arts.funding@create.nsw.gov.au  

MEDIA CONTACT: William Verity | Minster Harwin | 0448 268 162 
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Arts and Cultural Projects (Round 2) recipients are:

 Blue Mountains City Council (Western Sydney, Blue Mountains electorate):
$25,789 to fund a series of public programs celebrating 2018 NAIDOC in
conjunction with the exhibition John South: Skyworld, exploring Aboriginal
astronomy through cross disciplinary programs. The program of events will include
panel discussions with leading Aboriginal astronomers and artists, stargazing with
scientists from Penrith and Linden Observatories and artist John South (Barkindji),
as well as holiday programs for five to 16-year-olds.

 Harriet Body (Sydney Metro, Summer Hill electorate): $10,000 to create Paired,
an exhibition resulting from twelve months of independent research looking at
collaborative art practices between artists living with and without
intellectual/developmental disability or complex needs, across Australia. The
exhibition has been selected by Firstdraft Gallery's board of directors to be included
in their Emerging Curators Program in 2018.
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 Ensemble Ltd (Sydney Metro, North Shore electorate): $60,000 to enable
Ensemble Theatre to deliver its first production featuring the story of an Indigenous
man, with an Indigenous director, all-Australian creatives and emerging Indigenous
performers. Geoffrey Atherden’s Black Cockatoo, reflects on a significant moment
in Australia’s cricketing history, race relations and national identify and will
premiere during the 2019 Sydney Festival.

 Lingalayam Dance Company Inc (Sydney Metro, Strathfield electorate):
$45,240 for Anandavalli and Vicki Van Hout to develop Serpent/s, an
interdisciplinary dance theatre work, researched and conceived on the
mythological significance of serpent manifestations of two cultures; Australian
Indigenous and Indian. The project will incorporate polyrhythmic driven dance,
digital animation and spoken text.

 Marrugeku Inc (Sydney Metro, Newtown electorate): $60,000 to enable Le
Dernier Appel/The Last Call, a new trans-Indigenous dance theatre work jointly
commissioned by Centre Tjibaou, Nouméa and Carriageworks, Sydney. The work
brings together an exceptional cast and creative team from Sydney and Nouméa
to explore decolonization through dance. The production will rehearse and
premiere at Carriageworks in mid-2018.

 The Corridor Project Ltd (Regional NSW, Goulburn electorate): $55,000 to
stage BIG - little Histories of Canowindra, a singular, multi art-form event that will
interweave four significant local histories across multiple sites in the regional NSW
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town of Canowindra. The local histories featured include those of the Devonian 
period; First Nation; Bushranger; and agricultural activity; culminating in an 
extraordinary community-driven event. 
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Don Harwin 
Minister for Resources  
Minister for Energy and Utilities 
Minister for the Arts 

+DRAFT DATE TBC 

$660K BOOST FOR NSW ARTS AND CULTURAL PROJECTS 

17 NSW communities will share $663,659 to bring a range of innovative, vibrant and 
creative arts and cultural projects to life in 2018, thanks to funding announced today 
by Minister for the Arts Don Harwin. 

The second round of Create NSW’s annual Arts & Cultural Projects funding on behalf 
of the NSW Government will enable a diverse range of projects, including a multi-
artform focus on Aboriginal astronomy; work between artists with and without 
intellectual disability; a series of dance performances and a range of Festivals. 

“It is a pleasure to bring this fascinating array of experiences to life across NSW 
through our support of a varied range of organisations and artforms,” said Minister 
Harwin. 

“Whether a unique perspective, opportunity for discussion, collaboration or simply 
pure entertainment, these projects have a lot to offer. It’s an exciting mix that I know 
will be well received across the respective communities.” 

Open to individual artists, arts and cultural workers, partnerships and organisations, 
the funding supports professional projects at any stage of the creative process, with 
the aim of delivering a more vibrant and accessible arts and cultural sector in NSW. 

Support of up to $75,000 is available per project, with two funding rounds carried out 
per year enabling opportunities to increase the accessibility of arts across the state 
and for professional development in the small-to-medium arts and cultural sector. 

For further information on arts, screen and cultural funding, including targeted support 
opportunities, visit www.create.nsw.gov.au or email arts.funding@create.nsw.gov.au  

MEDIA CONTACT: William Verity | Minster Harwin | 0448 268 162 

The funding recipients are listed on the following pages. 



Arts and Cultural Projects (Round 2) recipients are: 

 Blue Mountains City Council (Western Sydney, Blue Mountains electorate):
$25,789 to fund a series of public programs celebrating 2018 NAIDOC in
conjunction with the exhibition John South: Skyworld, exploring Aboriginal
astronomy through cross disciplinary programs. The program of events will include
panel discussions with leading Aboriginal astronomers and artists, stargazing with
scientists from Penrith and Linden Observatories and artist John South (Barkindji),
as well as holiday programs for five to 16-year-olds.

 Harriet Body (Sydney Metro, Summer Hill electorate): $10,000 to create Paired,
an exhibition resulting from twelve months of independent research looking at
collaborative art practices between artists living with and without
intellectual/developmental disability or complex needs, across Australia. The
exhibition has been selected by Firstdraft Gallery's board of directors to be included
in their Emerging Curators Program in 2018.
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 Ensemble Ltd (Sydney Metro, North Shore electorate): $60,000 to enable
Ensemble Theatre to deliver its first production featuring the story of an Indigenous
man, with an Indigenous director, all-Australian creatives and emerging Indigenous
performers. Geoffrey Atherden’s Black Cockatoo, reflects on a significant moment
in Australia’s cricketing history, race relations and national identify and will
premiere during the 2019 Sydney Festival.

 Lingalayam Dance Company Inc (Sydney Metro, Strathfield electorate):
$45,240 for Anandavalli and Vicki Van Hout to develop Serpent/s, an
interdisciplinary dance theatre work, researched and conceived on the
mythological significance of serpent manifestations of two cultures; Australian
Indigenous and Indian. The project will incorporate polyrhythmic driven dance,
digital animation and spoken text.

 Marrugeku Inc (Sydney Metro, Newtown electorate): $60,000 to enable Le
Dernier Appel/The Last Call, a new trans-Indigenous dance theatre work jointly
commissioned by Centre Tjibaou, Nouméa and Carriageworks, Sydney. The work
brings together an exceptional cast and creative team from Sydney and Nouméa
to explore decolonization through dance. The production will rehearse and
premiere at Carriageworks in mid-2018.

 The Corridor Project Ltd (Regional NSW, Goulburn electorate): $55,000 to
stage BIG - little Histories of Canowindra, a singular, multi art-form event that will
interweave four significant local histories across multiple sites in the regional NSW
town of Canowindra. The local histories featured include those of the Devonian
period; First Nation; Bushranger; and agricultural activity; culminating in an
extraordinary community-driven event.
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Arts and Cultural Development Program (ACDP) 
The ACDP is the NSW Government’s major arts and cultural grants program.  The 
ACDP delivers funding through three broad categories: 

 Program funding: is funding to support an ongoing program of arts activity.

 Project funding: is funding to support a specific arts project, and

 Professional development: includes Fellowships, other self-directed
enrichment or development programs and travel.

In addition, Strategic Support is provided to targeted programs that meet the  
Create in NSW priority areas or an identified strategic need.   

Category Description

1. Program Negotiated - MPAs, SSO, Festivals, Regional Arts 
Network 

2. Program Peer Assessed - Multiyear and Annual Organisations 
(including Service Organisations) 

3. Project Arts & Cultural Projects 

4. Project Small Grants Program 

5. Project Creative Capital 

6. Project Regional - Arts Touring, Partnerships, Aboriginal 
Regional Arts Fund

7. Project Performing Arts Touring 

8. Professional 
Development 

Premier’s History & Literary Awards 

9. Professional 
Development 

Young Regional Arts Scholarships 

10.  Professional 
Development 

Fellowships (Regional, Western Sydney, Aboriginal, 
Disability, Writers, Visual Arts, Music etc) 

11.  Professional 
Development 

Quick Response - Aboriginal Quick Response, Artist 
Quick response 

12.  Strategic 
Investment 

General Strategic Support, Aboriginal Arts & Culture, 
Western Sydney Strategic Projects, Ministerial 
Discretionary 

Arts & Cultural Projects falls under Project funding (category 3) 
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Assessment Criteria and Process 

Arts & Cultural Projects Round 2 

Assessment Criteria 
The Arts & Cultural Projects funding round is assessed against the following criteria: 

Artistic and Cultural Merit (Quality) 
The application must demonstrate: 

 clear artistic and/or cultural vision

 high quality artistic and/or cultural outcomes

 implementation of appropriate strategies for evaluating and measuring
artistic/cultural merit and refining projects/programs  

 contribution and relevance to artform, cultural practice or location

 artistic and/or cultural experience and expertise

 involvement of professional artists and/or arts/cultural practitioners.

Engagement and Participation (Reach) 
The application must demonstrate:  

 strategies for engaging the NSW community in arts and cultural activities as creators,
participants and/or audiences 

 the extent and depth of engagement with audience/participants, including participant
and/or audience numbers  

 activities in ACDP Priority Area/s

 the inclusion and engagement of people reflecting the diversity of NSW; this may
include cultural, age, gender, sexuality diversity 

 relevance to target audience/participants, geographic area or community

 support and commitment of partners and/or communities

 public or community and/or social outcomes

 maintenance, development or diversification of audiences and participants

 involvement and development of volunteers.

Viability (Health)  
The application must demonstrate: 

 sound planning and effective use of resources

 achievable and realistic timelines and outcomes

 appropriate administration, management and governance experience and expertise

 a record of financial stability and capacity

 ongoing strategic partnerships including collaborations across the arts/cultural sector
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 a track record of delivery on, and acquittal of, Arts NSW/Create NSW funding.

Budget (Health)  

The application must demonstrate:  

 detailed, comprehensive and accurate budgeting

 income (cash and in-kind) from sources other than Create NSW

 value for money – realistic for scale and impact of program/project

 appropriate use of the public funds requested

 adequate provision for artist/creative fees

 provision for insurance and other liabilities.

Process
Arts & Cultural Project funding applications are assessed through the following  
two-stage process.  

Stage One 

Create NSW conducts an initial review of all applications to confirm eligibility and to 
prepare advice for the assessment panel.  

The panel assesses and ranks all applications against the published assessment 
criteria using the assessment ratings guide below. 

Score Grading Justification

9-10 Superior  The Assessment Criteria are met to a very high 
standard and claims are fully substantiated. Relevant 
and concrete evidence or examples are provided.

7-8 Good The Assessment Criteria are met to a high standard. 
Claims are well substantiated.

5-6 Acceptable The Assessment Criteria are met to an acceptable 
standard with no major shortcomings. On the whole, 
claims are adequately substantiated. 

3-4 Poor The Assessment Criteria are not consistently 
addressed to an acceptable standard. Not all claims 
are clearly substantiated and some strategies appear 
inadequate.

1-2 Unacceptable The Assessment Criteria are inadequately 
addressed. Claims are unsubstantiated and 
strategies appear unworkable.

0 Non-
compliant 

The Assessment Criteria are not met. Proposals are 
unworkable.



Applications scoring less than 5 against any criterion cannot be recommended for 
funding. 

If required, the assessment panel may request further information from applicants 
during the assessment process. Applicants will be contacted by Create NSW staff if 
this is necessary. The assessment panel may also seek specialist advice on 
applications.  

Stage Two 

The panel Chair/s and/or senior Create NSW staff consider and moderate 
recommendations with regard to the available budget and ACDP priorities, including 
the ecology of the sector, demography and the distribution, range and scale of the 
recommended applicants. This consideration is made to assist in determining the 
best outcomes of the NSW Government’s investment.  

Final recommendations are submitted for consideration of the Minister for the Arts 
(or authorised delegate). 



ATTACHMENT G 
Arts & Cultural Projects Round 2 panels 

Performing Arts 

Name Title Knowledge/expertise 

Paschal Daantos Berry 

(Chair) 

Program Coordinator – 
Blacktown Arts 

Community Arts and 
Cultural Development, 
Dance, Multi Artform, 
Theatre, Visual Arts, 
Youth Arts 

Bec Dean Curator and Writer Dance, Digital Arts, Multi 
Artform, Theatre, Visual 
Arts, Youth Arts 

Emily Collins Managing Director – 
Music NSW

Music, Service 
Organisations 

Samantha Lovejoy Film maker and producer Community Arts and 
Cultural Development, 
Digital Arts, Film, Multi 
Artform, Music, Screen, 
Theatre

Visual Arts, Museums & Literature 

Name Title Knowledge/expertise 

Michael Campbell 

(Chair) 

Executive Director – 
Westwords 

Community Arts and 
Cultural Development, 
Dance, Literature, Multi 
Artform, Music, Theatre, 
Youth Arts 

Dr Noeline Kyle Vice President - Macleay 
River Historical Society & 
Kempsey Museum 

Collections and Cultural 
Heritage, Community Arts 
and Cultural 
Development, History, 
Literature 

Dr Stephen Gapps Curator – Australian 
National Maritime 
Museum

Collections and Cultural 
Heritage, History 

Alison Williams Artist Aboriginal Arts and 
Culture, Collections and 
Cultural Heritage, 
Community Arts and 
Cultural Development

Jason Wing Artist Aboriginal Arts and 
Culture, Community Arts 
and Cultural 
Development, Design, 
Digital Arts, Multi Artform, 
Visual Arts, Youth Arts
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